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A MESSAgE FROM THE MAYOR

mayOr’S wOrd

Te-na- koutou te wha-nau ki whakatu-

I am pleased and proud to present a very positive Annual Report for year 

three of my Mayoral term. This was the year when the results of three years’ 

hard work came to fruition. We have witnessed, over this time, significant 

service improvements and innovation. So, where to start . . .

Both the rates rise and debt levels were lower than had been forecast. 

The rates rose by an average of 3.17% including water charges for the year 

and debt levels came in lower than forecast. Yet we still made progress with 

infrastructure and facility improvements. Trafalgar Park was transformed 

in a $7.4 million upgrade that included new lighting towers, fantastic new 

turf, new entries and media facilities. Saxton Stadium was opened for many 

sporting codes to use. This superb, award winning facility continues the 

progress Saxton Field makes towards being a world class complex for the 

greater Nelson region.

Sustainability has been a cornerstone of this Council and two key 

environmental schemes have enjoyed great success in the last year, locally 

and nationally. The Solar Saver Scheme was launched in the second half 

of the year and, as a result, solar panel installations increased 400%. 

Our winter air quality showed huge improvement this year. We had eight 

‘exceedences’ of the standard in the Victory Square area, as compared to 34 

the year before. (When we began this programme in 2001, the baseline was 

81 exceedences.) Our programme of moving to cleaner burning appliances 

has generated dramatic improvements.

Improving our customer service was another major goal for Council 

during the year. As a result, our consents processing times have improved 

in leaps and bounds and the new Customer Service Centre, opened 

in December 2009, has received the thumbs up from the many happy 

customers.

Of particular note, and worthy of mention, is the ever stronger 

relationship Council has developed with iwi/Ma-ori. This heralds a positive 

future – especially given the imminent resolution of the very long running 

Treaty settlement process.

Another priority for Council was to improve the relationship between 

the City and Tasman District. While this will always be a work in progress, 

there is much going on between the two authorities. For example, the 

groundwork was substantially laid for the provincial museum’s governance 

– a joint MOU with the Tasman Bay Heritage Trust. This has since been 

completed. And both Councils strongly supported Nelson Tasman Tourism 

to attract visitors to our region.

It has been an incredibly busy year; yet one project – the Performing 

Arts and/or Conference Centre – remains unfinished. A huge effort by 

Councillors, staff and contractors was directed into this project over the last 
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A MESSAgE FROM THE MAYOR

year and I thank all those involved and the residents who commented on 

the proposal.  For the first time we were able to analyse site suitability, and 

also for the first time to consider concept plans.

I do want to acknowledge my Council colleagues for their commitment 

to the City – they have been a great bunch to work with. And when we 

‘hired’ our Chief Executive last year, we had very high expectations of him. 

Needless to say, we have not been disappointed. Keith Marshall has re-

focused the Council into delivering outstanding customer service. My heart 

felt thanks go to the staff who have embraced this vision to make Nelson an 

even better place for all of us.

Kerry Marshall MBE, JP

MAYOR OF NElSON
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A MESSAgE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE

ChiEf ExECuTivE’S wOrd 
A look through this audited annual report will confirm your City is doing 

well. Spending is not out of control, we don’t waste your money, and 

there has been plenty of progress. You can expect a prompt response to a 

complaint or service request, consent processing is much quicker and you 

can expect to get a whole lot of high quality services, assets and facilities for 

your rates.

 

FOCUSED ON: FINANCIAl RESPONSIBIlITY

This year, we lifted our rating surplus from $0.8 million to  

$1.3 million. Debt levels and rates per capita are both around  

the national average.

 

FOCUSED ON: CUSTOMER SERVICE

Customers have said our customer service has improved. An 

independent survey of people who had contacted Council showed a 

lift in our ‘net promoter score’ from +40% to +60% in just one year. 

That’s a brilliant improvement in performance following the opening 

of the customer service centre in December 2009, together with 

subsequent system improvements.

 

FOCUSED ON: INSPIRED STAFF SERVINg THE CITY

A standard survey across public and private sector employers showed 

the proportion of fully “engaged” staff at Council – those who are 

positively committed to their work – lifted from 21.5% to nearly 34%. 

That’s a more than 50% lift above 2009 results.

 

This has been a very full and productive year for Council and staff. Residents 

can be satisfied that what was promised in 2009 in the Nelson Community 

Plan has substantially been delivered. As an organisation dedicated to public 

service and making Nelson an even better place, our indicators of success 

are:

economic performance; and•	

complying with our statutory requirements•	

customer satisfaction•	

staff satisfaction.•	
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A MESSAgE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE

We have set some very high standards to achieve; results for all of  

these show improvement right across the organisation and in the services 

we provide. And some of that improvement has been dramatic. Some  

changes are only just beginning to kick in and will bear fruit in later years.  

We recognise there is a need to continue to strive to be better and better 

each year. You can be sure that we are keeping the momentum going and 

building on the progress already made.

My thanks go to the Mayor, Councillors and staff, who I know want the 

very best for Nelson and who did their utmost over the year to bring this 

about.

Keith Marshall

CHIEF EXECUTIVE

STaTEmENT Of COmpliaNCE 
aNd rESpONSibiliTy

The Council and management of Nelson City Council confirm that all 

statutory requirements in relation to the annual report, as outlined in the 

local government Act 2002, have been complied with.

Keith Marshall

CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Aldo Miccio

MAYOR OF NElSON
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INTRODUCTION

OvErviEw Of ThE yEar – 
July 2009 TO JuNE 2010

did COuNCil dElivEr?  
whaT happENEd OvEr ThE yEar

The year brought considerable change to the Council, challenges for the city 

and several notable milestones for multi-year projects.

Average rates including water charges rose by 3.17% for 2009/10. As well 

as delivering the core, essential services and facilities residents and visitors 

expect every day across Nelson, Council delivered the new assets and 

milestones summarised in this section – all this and more made Nelson an 

even better place. Key financial headlines include:

Council’s finances continued in good health•	

Debt levels lower than forecast because of delays on some capital •	

expenditure projects

Interest costs were manageable at an average of 5.8% of rates and •	

water charges

Council signalled a policy change to take a longer term view on •	

interest rates and to provide greater certainty of interest costs.

Transparency is important for public spending and therefore it was 

decided that the Mayor and Chief Executive would publish their credit card 

statements online. Other examples of Council’s releases of information over 

the year included contaminated sites, audit reports on Council finances,  

comprehensive Chief Executive’s reports that were tabled in public every six 

weeks, and Councillors’ remuneration and meeting attendances.

Did Council deliver? It set the following priorities in the  
2009 Nelson Community Plan:
The icons show which priorities were achieved by each of the year’s major 
milestones that are summarised here.

Put Nelson’s regional identity on the radar 1. 

Sustainability, particularly environmental sustainability 2. 

Sustainable economic development 3. 

Nelson as a centre for arts creativity 4. 

Build and maintain strong relationships with iwi/Ma5. -ori 

Safeguard and promote our heritage 6. 

Regional programmes, work cooperatively with TDC 7. 

Develop community facilities and infrastructure 8. 
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INTRODUCTION

The 2009 Nelson Community Plan included the Chief Executive’s key 

performance indicators that, when reported on, show how well the 

organisation has done over the year. These are summarised in the 

democracy and administration section towards the end of this report.

The performance indicators included key areas of focus, agreed by the 

Council and Chief Executive to be priorities for the year. These were:

Organisational development •	        

Significant changes were initiated over the year to streamline how the 

organisation functions to deliver Council’s priorities.

relationship with Tasman district Council •	     

Range of involvement, including:

Waimea Inlet strategy•	

Nelson Regional Sewerage Business Unit (Bells Island)•	

Combined waste management•	

Saxton Field development•	

Nga•	 -ti Kuia Pakohe Iwi Management Plan

performing arts and Conference Centre •	     

Consultation took place in November/December 2009, which was the first 

time a Council had advanced the proposal to the point of putting forward 

options for consultation. The proposal is still live, although the option put 

forward was not generally supported by the community.

arms length Organisations review •	      

Stage 1 Achieved, with improvements made to consistency of planning and 

reporting on performance of council controlled organisations.

heart of Nelson  •	
central city strategy        

The strategy was approved in August 2009, and since then staff have 

moved to implement the 104 individual projects it included.

Sustainability Strategy •	       

A plan for the strategy’s development is in place.

Tahunanui beach  •	
to waterfront strategy        

Work towards this strategy was delayed until Arterial Traffic Study decisions 

are in place.
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INTRODUCTION

KEy milESTONES aNd aChiEvEmENTS

air quality improved •	    

A key highlight was seeing the continued improvement in air quality results. 

The long term programme that included replacing older wood burners and 

banning open fires began to show a dramatic improvement in air quality. 

This progress was the culmination of years of work by successive Councils 

will continue with the next burner phase out date in 2012. Results show 

we are almost at the target of 50 micrograms per cubic metre and one 

exceedence a year.

Solar Saver Scheme •	     

The Council set the goal to make Nelson the solar centre of New Zealand. 

The initial focus has been to make it easier to install solar water heating 

(SWH) by waiving building consent fees and providing finance to help 

homeowners install SWH and pay it off while they benefit from reduced 

power bills. Compared to 37 installations in the six months before the 

scheme began, 150 SWH systems were installed during the first six months 

of the scheme. 

model Cities Cycle and walking funding •	     

While Central government chose not to fund Council’s Model Cities cycle 

and walking application, this announcement was followed by the good 

news that Cycle Trails funding had been approved.

Trafalgar park spruced up •	    

The upgraded facility was officially reopened on 28 August 2010.  

The $7.4 million upgrade transformed the Park into a facility Nelson can be 

proud of. Improvements include eight new lighting towers, a new turf made 

of recycled glass sand, new toilets, entries and media facilities.

Saxton Stadium •	    

The massive new Saxton Stadium was officially opened by the governor 

general, His Excellency, The Hon Sir Anand Satyanand on Thursday 

22 October 2009. It has won awards for innovative use of timber and 

represents a great partnership between both Councils and the sporting 

codes. The stadium has space for five international-sized netball or 

basketball courts, 12 volleyball courts and a separate, purpose built table 

tennis area.

arterial Traffic Study •	    

Kicked off, up to stage 2, poised for a decision early in the term of the next 

Council. Subsequently, in August 2010, 31 key stakeholder organisations 

spent two days with the Arterial Traffic Study (ATS) decision-making team 

and unanimously recommended the team drops Options H and I. Option 

H would have created four lanes on Rocks Road and Option I would have 

created four lanes on Waimea Road.
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INTRODUCTION

The decision-making team will consider the recommendation as it continues 

working through all the options toward a final decision before the end of 

2010.

bells island and maitai pipe duplication •	     

Both projects are major, big ticket infrastructure investments for the future 

of the city.

Bells Island for waste water is budgeted to cost $19.5 million – consultation 

and planning is complete and building will be done in 2011.

Maitai pipeline for water supply is budgeted to cost $13.5 million – designs 

are well advanced and the pipeline is to be constructed over three years 

beginning in 2011/12.

rugby world Cup 2011 •	     

Planning and preparation for the event in 2011 is well under way.

resource management plan Changes •	     

Programme for building a better Nelson. Most ground work for a suite of 

plan changes was completed over the year. Since then, 11 Plan Changes 

were publicly notified on 25 September 2010, with submissions invited until  

3 December 2010.

Consents processing times improved •	      

There was a tough economic environment over the year but there has been 

some recovery. On average in 2009/10, 82% of non-notified consents were 

processed within statutory timeframes. In 2008/09, the average was 78%.

waimea inlet Strategy •	      

Coming out of the Biodiversity Strategy, the strategy for Waimea Inlet 

involved both TDC, NCC and many other key groups and organisations.  

It took only nine months from initiation to approval in August 2010.

Customer Service Centre opened •	

The one stop facility on the ground floor of Civic House opened in early 

December 2009 and has had predominantly positive feedback.

Kaihautu•	 - on board  

Relationships with Ma-ori in Nelson advanced significantly with the 

establishment of a dedicated Kaihautu-  position to further strengthen the 

relationship between Council and Ma-ori. 
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INTRODUCTION

Civil defence •	    

Staff were involved in the Tapawera flood response, working to support 

TDC. The regional civil defence group also received a very positive 

report during the year from the Ministry of Civil Defence and Emergency 

Management.

heritage inventory •	  

Work on a full inventory, including a separate assessment involving iwi 

representatives, was well advanced over the year.

huge span of Council work…
Just some of the major projects progressed or completed over the year:

Arapiki Stream stormwater upgrade•	

Founders Heritage Park stormwater•	

Nelson North Waste Water Treatment Plan facility and wetlands•	

Marsden Valley waste water•	

Stoke high level reservoir water supply•	

Enner glynn water supply renewals•	

Maitai water supply pipeline duplication preparation•	

Ridgeway connection and Songer St upgrade•	

Marsden/Ridgeway intersection•	

Toitoi St upgrade•	

Nayland Rd combined stormwater/road •	

Orphanage Creek combined stormwater/road/cycleway•	

Atawhai Dr stormwater/road•	

Tahunanui reserve development•	

greenmeadows redevelopment•	

Marina development•	

Akersten St development•	

Saxton Stadium•	

Saxton cricket/athletics/football pavilion•	

Saxton media/changing/utilities building•	

Saxton hockey/softball pavilion•	

Trafalgar Park upgrade•	

Trafalgar Centre – west side upgrade•	

Trafalgar Centre – extension south•	

Customer Centre completed•	
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OVERVIEW OF THE YEAR
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INTRODUCTION

And significant policy development work over the year included:

Rutherford Trafalgar Parks Reserves Management Plan •	

Arts Policy •	

land Development Manual •	

Social Wellbeing Policy Review•	

Parks and Reserves Activity Management Plan•	

Conservation and landscape Reserves Management Plan•	

Also…

A stakeholder survey of 19 groups early in 2010 showed a positive lift 

in results across all five areas of Council’s performance. The organisation is 

poised and committed to do even better in the future through improved 

processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Council survey of residents covered the full range of Council’s work 

and unearthed encouraging data that showed the effort over the years by 

Council is showing results, including:

Composting of garden and kitchen waste is at high levels•	

There was a commuting shift towards walking and cycling•	

With the local government elections in early October 2010, Council 

appointed Warwick lamb of electionz.com as electoral officer for the first 

time. Preparations began for the elections that were held 9 October 2010.

Council branding is continuing to roll out across the City, with signs being 

replaced with the new logo.
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BEINg ACCOUNTABlE TO THE COMMUNITY

bEiNg aCCOuNTablE 
TO ThE COmmuNiTy

ThE NEEd TO bE aCCOuNTablE

The Nelson community ‘owns’ the Council and the community elects 

councillors to represent them. Property owners and residents are entitled to 

know what they get for the money they pay as rates. The Annual Report is 

the method used by the Council for reporting to the public on:

Whether it completed the work that it committed to completing in the •	

applicable lTCCP (long Term Council Community Plan), in this case the 

2009 Nelson Community Plan, or annual plan; and

Whether the Council was effective at achieving what the•	

community wants.

To determine this, the Council has a two-part system for monitoring

and reporting on its work. This system is explained below.

did wE dO whaT wE Said wE wOuld iN ThE 2009 
NElSON COmmuNiTy plaN?

You can find the work that we intended to do listed as objectives for 

each of our significant activities or outputs in the applicable Nelson 

Community Plan (lTCCP) or annual plan. See below for an explanation of 

these documents. The annual report states to what extent we met these 

objectives. The criteria we use to measure performance include:

Timeliness. Was the work done within the time specified?•	

Cost. Was it done within the budget? If not, why not?•	

location. Was it done at the intended location or elsewhere?•	

Quantity. Was as much of the work done as envisaged?•	

Quality. Was the quality of the work done as envisaged?•	

We report major exceptions where we did not fulfil any of these criteria with 

an explanation where applicable.

COuNCil’S plaNNiNg CyClE

The 2009 Nelson Community Plan (lTCCP) sets out what Council planned to 

do for the next 10 years and how much this was estimated to cost. Annual 

plans are slimmer than the full Community Plan and update any changes for 

that financial year so the public can comment on new priorities or planned 

expenditure.

Following the end of each financial year on 30 June, Council issues the 

annual report saying whether Council’s spending and achievements took 

place as planned over the previous financial year.
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BEINg ACCOUNTABlE TO THE COMMUNITY

The annual report explains any significant differences from what was 

planned to provide accountability to the public. lTCCP years are followed 

by two annual plan years, so the next Community Plan is due in 2012, with 

annual plans updating it in 2010 and 2011. The Council sets out its long-

term objectives in its 10-year plan (long term Council Community Plan)  

and sets out each year’s short term objectives (1-3 years) in the annual plan. 

The significant activities reports in this 2009/10 Annual Report are based on 

targets and budgets set in the 2009 Nelson Community Plan.

OuTCOmES mONiTOriNg

The following section explains community outcomes and how these are 

monitored. A baseline report was released in September 2009 on measuring 

progress towards these community goals using common indicators across 

the three Top of the South councils.

This report is available on the Nelson City Council website  

www.nelsoncitycouncil.co.nz
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INTRODUCTION

COmmuNiTy OuTCOmES – 
gOalS fOr NElSON

Na-u te rourou, na-ku te rourou, ka ora nga-  ta-ngata

Through our joint contributions the people will 
thrive

The six ‘community outcomes’ are the long term goals that Nelson

residents want for Nelson. They provide a vision of the sort of place

where we would like to live in the future. They were drafted following

consultation with Nelson residents during 2005. 

The six goals for Nelson are:

Healthy land, sea, air and water•	

People-friendly places•	

A strong economy•	

Kind, healthy people•	

A fun, creative culture•	

good leadership•	

In short, we have these six inter-related goals to guide Nelson City Council 

and the Nelson Community Plan. The aim is to have everyone heading in the 

same direction, working together to make the outcomes happen.

These outcomes come from the whole community, not Council, so they 

belong to the whole community. They guide what Council does, just as they 

guide and coordinate other groups and organisations working to improve 

community wellbeing in Nelson. The Community Plan and annual plan are 

the Council’s response to these outcomes, but it can’t deliver everything. It 

takes the whole community to work towards making them happen.

mEaSuriNg prOgrESS TOward aChiEviNg ThE 
OuTCOmES

Measurement of progress towards the six goals primarily draws on Council’s 

own and other organisations’ measurement of community wellbeing. This 

included workshops with community leaders to discuss progress.

There are a number of projects being run by Statistics NZ and local 

government NZ (lgNZ) to provide measures of progress towards community 

outcomes, with specific information relating to each Council area. When this 

improved information is available, it is likely that Council will adopt some or 

all of those measures.

Each community outcome included the measures that will be used to 

monitor and report on progress towards achieving the community’s goals.
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INTRODUCTION

During 2009/10, some key contributions to the community outcomes 

and to the social, economic, environmental and cultural wellbeing of Nelson 

included:

Ab grading for water treatment plant (social and economic)•	

Stormwater upgrades (economic and social)•	

Safer Routes and Community Road Safety programmes (social and •	

economic)

Clean Heat Warm Homes programme implementation Solar Saver •	

Scheme (environmental and social)

Saxton Field development (social)•	

Community Assistance grants (social and cultural)•	

Ecofest (environmental)•	

Biodiversity Strategy implementation (environmental)•	

Waimea Inlet strategy (environmental)•	

Support for EDA and Tourism Nelson Tasman ltd (economic)•	

Recycling services through Nelmac (environmental)•	

Review and implementation of the Memorandum of Understanding with •	

Tangata Whenua (social, economic, environmental and cultural)

mONiTOriNg prOgrESS TOwardS COmmuNiTy 
gOalS

More detailed information is included in a report on measuring progress 

towards community outcomes, which included Nelson City Council’s 

contribution towards community wellbeing. The Top of the South Indicators 

Report was released in September 2009 and is available on the Nelson City 

Council website at www.nelsoncitycouncil.co.nz

The Top of the South Indicators Report brought together baseline 

information on environmental, social, cultural and economic wellbeing 

across the Top of the South, including Nelson. In general, results showed 

that economic wellbeing was strongly affected by the global recession and 

therefore the future is unclear, social wellbeing was good, cultural wellbeing 

was difficult to assess and environmental wellbeing was improving.

Social indicators included life expectancy, housing affordability and road 

safety data. Environmental indicators included air quality, water quality and 

solid waste volumes per capita. Cultural indicators included the proportion 

of speakers of te reo Ma-ori and employment in the cultural sector. Economic 

indicators included business confidence and the proportion of internet 

access.

Of course, the whole of Nelson City – residents, businesses, government 

and non-government organisations and more – contributed to community 

wellbeing. Examples of the Nelson City Council contribution to improving 

Nelson’s social, cultural, environmental and economic wellbeing are detailed 

in each of the activity sections in this annual report.
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Council continued to provide a range of opportunities for Ma-ori to 

participate in its decision making, including Kotahitanga Hui. These regular 

hui provided ‘rangatira to rangatira’ discussions between Council and iwi 

leaders on issues of mutual interest. 

The focus during the first six months of 2010 was on building the skills 

of Council staff, including knowledge of customs and language. This helped 

build the Council’s capacity to respond to and involve Ma-ori in Council’s 

decisions and the delivery of its services.

As a reflection of the partnership between Crown and iwi, Treaty 

settlements with central government require action at the local government 

level. This has signalled some changes in the relationship between the iwi 

of Te Tau Ihu, the top of the South Island, and the Nelson City Council. To 

respond to these changes, the Memorandum of Understanding between 

Tangata Whenua o Whakatu- and the Council was reviewed. Progress was 

also made towards reaching agreement on the associated action plan to 

implement the MOU.

Ma-ori business investment across Te Tau Ihu is currently around $300 

million and could potentially rise to $600 million or more. Iwi groups are 

becoming not only a Treaty partner, but also a significant economic partner 

in the coming years. Council developed a memorandum of understanding 

with Wakatu- Incorporation to provide agreement on the best ways of 

working together for the benefit of the wider Nelson community.

Council continued its good working relationship with Tiakina te Taiao 

ltd, Ngati Kuia and Ngati Toa Rangatira, discussing Resource Management 

Act and environmental issues. In addition, the recently-established iwi arts 

advisory group, which was set up to provide advice on the Council’s Heart 

of Nelson projects, discussed extending its mandate to all major Council 

projects.
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NoTes To ACCouNTs

Note 1 – Accounting Policies

statement of accounting policies for the year ended  
30 June 2010

entity statement

Since 1 July 1992, the Council has been constituted as a unitary authority 

assuming the responsibilities of the former Nelson Marlborough Regional 

Council and City Council. 

These financial statements include details on the Council’s share of 

subsidiaries and other associated activities. How each associated activity 

is accounted for and the consolidation policy are covered in the following 

pages.

The Nelson City Council group consists of Nelson City Council, its 

subsidiaries – Nelmac ltd, the Nelson Civic Trust, the Bishop Suter Trust and 

the Nelson Regional Economic Development Agency – and associates and 

joint ventures.

Accounting policies

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the 

requirements of the local government Act 2002 and Standards issued by 

the Institute of Chartered Accountants of New Zealand.

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with New 

Zealand generally Accepted Accounting Practice (gAAP). They comply with 

New Zealand equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards (NZ 

IFRS), and other applicable financial reporting standards, as appropriate for 

public benefit entities.

The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to 

all periods presented in these financial statements.

The financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis, 

modified by the revaluation of land, certain infrastructural assets, investment 

property and biological assets.

The financial statements are presented in New Zealand dollars and all 

values are rounded to the nearest thousand dollars ($000). The functional 

currency of Nelson City Council is New Zealand dollars.

The financial statements of Nelson City Council are for the year ended 30 

June 2010. The financial statements were authorised for issue by Council on 

28 October 2010.

The measurement base adopted is that of historical cost, modified by the 

revaluation of certain assets. The following particular accounting policies, 

which materially affect the reported results, have been applied.
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Consolidation

Subsidiaries in which the Council has a controlling interest are consolidated 

by separate line-by-line aggregations of like items of assets, liabilities, equity, 

revenue, expense and cash flows into the consolidated financial statements. 

All significant inter-entity transactions are eliminated upon consolidation. 

Nelmac limited is a fully owned subsidiary and has been consolidated on a 

line-by-line basis.

The City of Nelson Civic Trust (Inc), The Bishop Suter Trust and the 

Nelson Regional Economic Development Agency (REDA) are controlled by 

Council via the appointment of a majority of the trustees. The Trusts and 

REDA have been consolidated on a line-by-line basis.

Associate entities

Associate organisations are accounted for the group by the equity method, 

which records the Council’s share of surpluses and deficits for the period in 

the Statement of Comprehensive Income and shows the amount of equity 

held in Investments in the Statement of Financial Position. An associate 

organisation is one in which the Council has an equity interest of between 

20% and 50% and the capacity to significantly influence the policies of that 

organisation. As the Council does not have a controlling interest in any of 

the following, they have been accounted for using the equity method.

•	Port	Nelson	Limited	(PNL)

•	Nelson	Airport	Limited

•	Tasman	Bays	Heritage	Trust

•	Tourism	Nelson	Tasman	Limited

Joint ventures

The Council does not have a controlling interest in the Nelson Regional 

Sewerage Business Unit (NRSBU), Nelson Tasman Combined Civil Defence 

Organisation or Ridgeway Joint Ventures. As these are not separate legal 

entities, Council has consolidated their share by line-by-line proportionate 

consolidation in the parent financial statements. 

The figures incorporated in these financial statements for the Nelson 

Tasman Combined Civil Defence Organisation, Nelson Regional Sewerage 
Business Unit are based on unaudited financial statements. Tasman Bays 
Heritage Trust figures are based on audited financial statements.

Revenue

Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received or 

receiveable.
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Rates Revenue

Rates are set annually by a resolution from Council and relate to a financial 

year. All ratepayers are invoiced within the financial year to which the rates 

have been set. Rates revenue is recognised when payable.
Revenue from water rates by meter is recognised on an accrual basis. 

Unbilled usage, as a result of unread meters at year-end, is accrued on an 
average usage basis.

Government grants

The City Council receives government grants from the NZ Transport 

Authority, which subsidises part of the City Council’s costs in maintaining 

the local roading infrastructure. The subsidies are recognised as revenue 

upon entitlement as conditions pertaining to eligible expenditure have been 

fulfilled.

Provision of services

Revenue from the rendering of services is recognised by reference to the 

stage of completion of the transaction at balance date, based on the actual 

service provided as a percentage of the total services to be provided.

Vested assets

Where a physical asset is acquired for nil or nominal consideration the fair 

value of the asset received is recognised as income. Assets vested in the City 

Council are recognised as income when control over the asset is obtained.

sales of goods

Revenue from sales of goods is recognised when a product is sold to  

a customer.

Traffic and parking infringements

Traffic and parking infringements are recognised when tickets are issued.

Interest and dividends

Interest income is recognised using the effective interest method.
Dividends are recognised when the right to receive payment has been 

established.
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Development contributions

Development and financial contributions are recognised as revenue 

when the Council provides, or is able to provide, the service for which 

the contribution was charged. Otherwise development and financial 

contributions are not recognised as liabilities until such time the Council 

provides, or is able to provide, the service.

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents included cash on hand, deposits held at call with 

banks, other short-term highly liquid investments with original maturities of 

three months or less, and bank overdrafts.
Bank overdrafts are shown within borrowings in current liabilities in the 

statement of financial position.

Fixed assets and other assets

Fixed assets consist of the following categories: 

Operational Assets – these include land, buildings, improvements, motor •	

vehicles, plant and equipment, library books, forestry and the marina.

Restricted Assets – restricted assets are land, buildings and •	

improvements, which are owned by the Council but which benefit or 

service the community. Heritage assets consist of Museum artefacts, 

collections and historic buildings.

Infrastructural Assets – infrastructural assets are the fixed utility systems •	

owned by the Council. These include the roading, water, sewer, and 

stormwater networks.

All assets are valued at historical cost, except for the following:

land – operational and restricted land (with the exception of Walters •	

Bluff and Ridgeway subdivisions) has been valued at net current value by 

Quotable Value NZ as at 30 June 2010. Quotable Value NZ has confirmed 

this as being appropriate for financial reporting purposes.

land under Roads – land under roads has been valued at net current •	

value by Telfer Young registered valuers as at 30 June 2006. This is now 

considered to be deemed cost.

Infrastructural Assets – infrastructural assets excluding specialised •	

Infrastructural assets have been valued internally at depreciated 

replacement cost by Council engineers as at 30 June 2010.  

The valuation methodology has been peer reviewed by Opus  

International Consultants ltd.

Specialist infrastructural assets – specialised infrastructural assets include •	

dams, water reservoirs and sewage treatment plants. These assets have 

been valued at depreciated replacement cost as at 30 June 2010 by Opus 

International Consultants ltd.
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Nelson Regional Sewerage Business Unit – land is valued at market •	

valuation (30 June 2010) by Quotable Value and is reviewed annually and 

revalued if there is a material movement. Infrastructure assets are valued 

at depreciated replacement cost with assets optimised using least cost 

alternative by an independent valuer. The latest valuation was conducted 

as at 30 June 2010 by C.P.g. New Zealand ltd, consultant engineers.

Heritage Assets – museum assets have been valued on the basis of what •	

a willing buyer would be prepared to pay a willing seller. The valuation 

was undertaken by Dunbar Sloane registered valuer as at 30 June 

1999. The Cawthron Steps and Broadgreen House have been valued 

on the basis of depreciated replacement cost by Quotable Value at 30 

June 2002. Founders Park has been valued on the basis of depreciated 

replacement cost by Telfer Young at 30 June 2002. The Cawthron Steps, 

Broadgreen House and Founders Park were included in 2002 for the first 

time and are deemed to be at cost.

Additions between valuations are recorded at cost except for vested •	

assets.

The vested assets are infrastructural assets such as roads, sewers and •	

water mains, paid for by subdividers and vested in the City on completion 

of the subdivision. These have been valued based on the actual quantities 

of infrastructure components and the current “in the ground” cost of 

providing identical services.

Valuations are performed with sufficient regularity to ensure the carrying 

amount of property, plant and equipment does not materially differ from 

fair value.
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Depreciation

Depreciation has been provided on a straight line basis on all fixed assets, 

other than forestry, heritage, operational land, restricted land and land 

under roads, at rates that will write off the cost or valuation of the assets to 

their estimated residual values over their useful lives.

Assets depreciated are as follows:

AsseT DePReCIAble lIFe (yeARs)

operational

Buildings 50 - 100

Improvements Nil-20

Motor vehicles 7

Plant and equipment 2 - 30

library books 3 - 10

Marina 30 - 50

Restricted

Buildings  50 - 100

Improvements  Nil - 20

Roading

Roads formation  n/a

Sub-base  n/a

Basecourse  5 - 80

Surfacing (sealed)  2 - 50

Surfacing (unsealed)  n/a

Bridges  20 - 100

Retaining/sea walls  75 - 150

Box culverts  60 - 90

Footpaths  5 - 100

Carparks  10 - 100

Streetlights  30 - 60

Signs  15

Water

Pipeline  55 - 120

Manholes  55 - 120

Reservoirs and tanks  45 - 100

Dams 16 - 200

sewer

Pipeline  40 - 120

Manholes  80

Pump stations  10 - 50

Oxidation pond  22 - 139
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AsseT DePReCIAble lIFe (yeARs)

stormwater

Pipeline  50 - 80

Bank protection  25 - 100

Manholes  90

solid waste

Pipes 60 - 90

Ponds and dam 100

gas Flare 20

Resource consents 24

Forestry assets

Forestry – forestry assets are valued annually. The valuation methodology •	

adopted is net present value based on the age and condition of the trees. 

The valuation was undertaken by PF Olsen on 30 June 2010.

Changes in the valuation of the forestry assets are recognised in the 

Statement of Comprehensive Income.

INTANGIble AsseTs
software acquisition and development

Acquired computer software licences are capitalised on the basis of the 

costs incurred to acquire and bring to use the specific software.
Costs that are directly associated with the development of software for 

internal use by Nelson City Council are recognised as an intangible asset. 
Direct costs include the software development employee costs and an 
appropriate portion of relevant overheads.

Staff training costs are recognised as an expense when incurred.
Costs associated with maintaining computer software are recognised as 

an expense when incurred.

Amortisation

The carrying value of an intangible asset with a finite life is amortised on a 

straight-line basis over its useful life.
Amortisation begins when the asset is available for use and ceases at the 

date that the asset is derecognised. The amortisation charge for each period 
is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.

The useful lives and associated amortisation rates of major classes of 
intangible assets have been estimated as follows:

Computer software 10%-30%•	
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Inventory

Inventories are valued at cost or net realisable value, whichever is lower.  

For the purposes of arriving at the cost, the weighted average cost method 

is used.

Work in progress

Profits on contracts are recognised progressively over the period of each 

contract. The contract amount included in the Statement of Comprehensive 

Income, and the value of work in progress, are established by assessment of 

individual contracts taking into account the proportion of work completed, 

cost analysis and estimated final results. Foreseeable losses on contracts are 

recognised immediately.

Investment property

Nelson City Council’s investment property is valued annually at fair value 

as at 30 June. Investment properties were valued based on open market 

evidence. The valuation was performed by Ian McKeage of Telfer Young 

(Nelson) limited. Telfer Young (Nelson) limited are experienced valuers with 

extensive market knowledge in the type of investment property owned by 

Nelson City Council.

Financial instruments

The Council and group is party to financial instrument arrangements as part 

of its everyday operations. These financial instruments include cash and cash 

equivalents, accounts receivable and payable, investments, and loans which 

have all been recognised in the financial statements. Revenues and expenses 

in relation to all financial instruments are recognised in the Statement of 

Comprehensive Income.

Trade and other receivables

Trade and other receivables are initially measured at fair value and 

subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest 

method, less any provision for impairment.

Investments

The activities of associated entities have been included in the parent 

financial statements at cost on acquisition.
Other investments are stated at cost, except the shares in the local 

government Insurance Corporation, which are recorded at their net asset 
value.
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other financial instruments

All other financial instruments, including cash, and bank and accounts 

payable, are recognised at their fair value.
loans are recorded at cost.

Impairment of financial assets

At each balance sheet date Nelson City Council assesses whether there is 

any objective evidence that a financial assets or group of financial assets 

is impaired. Any impairment losses are recognised in the Statement of 

Comprehensive Income.

loans and other receivables

Impairment of a loan or a receivable is established when there is objective 

evidence that Nelson City Council will not be able to collect amounts due 

according to the original terms. Significant financial difficulties of the debtor/

issuer, probability that the debtor/issuer will enter into bankruptcy, and 

default in payments are considered indicators that the asset is impaired. The 

amount of the impairment is the difference between the asset’s carrying 

amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows, discounted 

using the original effective interest rate. For debtors and other receivables, 

the carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance 

account, and the amount of the loss is recognised in the Statement of 

Comprehensive Income. When the receivable is uncollectable, it is written 

off against the allowance account. Overdue receivables that have been 

renegotiated are reclassified as current (i.e. not past due). For term deposits, 

local authority stock, government stock and community loans, impairment 

losses are recognised directly against the instruments carrying amount.
Impairment of term deposits, local authority, government stock and 

related party and community loans is established when there is objective 
evidence that the Nelson City Council will not be able to collect amounts 
due according to the original terms of the instruments. Significant financial 
difficulties of the issuer, probability the issuer will enter into bankruptcy, 
and default in payments are considered indicators that the instrument is 
impaired.

Properties intended for sale

Properties intended for sale are valued at the lower of cost and net 

realisable value.

borrowing costs

The Council and group has elected to defer the adoption of NZ IAS 23 

Borrowing Costs (Revised 2007) in accordance with its transitional provisions 

that are applicable to public benefit entities.

Consequently, all borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the 

period in which they are incurred.
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employee entitlements

Provision is made in respect of the Council’s liability for annual leave, long 

service leave and retirement gratuities. Annual leave due has been calculated 

on an actual entitlement basis at current rates of pay. Provision is also 

made for retirement gratuities and long service leave based on an actuarial 

calculation.

landfill

As operator of the York Valley landfill, the Council has a legal obligation to 

provide ongoing maintenance and monitoring services at the landfill sites 

after closure. This provision is calculated on the basis of discounting closure 

and post closure costs into present day values. The calculation assumes 

no change in the resource consent conditions for closure and post closure 

treatment.

Income tax

Income tax expense comprises both current tax and deferred tax, and is 

calculated using tax rates that have been enacted or substantively enacted 

by balance date. Current tax is the amount of income tax payable based on 

the taxable profit for the current year plus any adjustments to income tax 

payable in respect of prior years.
Deferred tax is the amount of income tax payable or recoverable in 

future periods in respect of temporary differences and unused tax losses. 
Temporary differences are differences between the carrying amount of 
assets and liabilities in the financial statements and the corresponding tax 
bases used in the computation of taxable profit.

The measurement of deferred tax reflects the tax consequences that 
would follow from the manner in which the entity expects to recover or 
settle the carrying amount of its assets and liabilities.

Deferred tax liabilities are generally recognised for all taxable temporary 
differences. Deferred tax assets are recognised to the extent that it is 
probable that taxable profits will be available against which the deductible 
temporary differences or tax losses can be utilised.

Deferred tax is not recognised if the temporary difference arises from the 
initial recognition of goodwill or from the initial recognition of an asset and 
liability in a transaction that is not a business combination, and at the time 
of transaction, affects neither accounting profit nor taxable profit.

Deferred tax is recognised on taxable temporary differences arising on 
investments in subsidiaries and associates, and interests in joint ventures, 
except where the company can control the reversal of the temporary 
difference and it is probable that the temporary difference will not reverse in 
the foreseeable future.

Current tax and deferred tax is charged or credited to the Statement of 
Comprehensive Income, except when it relates to items charged or credited 
directly to equity, in which case the tax is dealt with in equity.
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Good and services tax (GsT)

All amounts in the accounts are exclusive of gST except for debtors and 

creditors which are shown inclusive of gST.

Allocation of overheads – significant activities

All overheads by way of the job costing system have been allocated to the 

Council’s significant activities. This allocation has been mainly on the basis 

of time spent, but where items of expenditure clearly relate to particular 

activities, then they are allocated on that basis.

Reserves and trusts

Reserves are a component of equity generally representing a particular use 

to which various parts of equity have been assigned. Reserves may be:
Restricted reserves – reserves subject to specific conditions accepted 

as binding by the Council, and which may not be revised by the Council 
without reference to the courts or a third party. Transfer from these reserves 
may be made only for certain specified purposes or if certain specified 
conditions are met. Council Created Reserves – part of the accumulated 
balance established at the will of the Council. The Council may alter them 
without reference to any third party or the Courts.

Transfers to and from these reserves are at the discretion of the Council.
Revaluation reserves – The results of revaluing land, infrastructural assets 

are credited or debited to an asset revaluation reserve for that class of asset. 
Where this results in a debit balance in the asset revaluation reserve for any 
class of asset, this is expensed in the Statement of Comprehensive Income. 
To the extent that increases in value offset previous decreases debited to 
the Statement of Comprehensive Income, the increase is credited to the 
Statement of Comprehensive Income.
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statement of cashflows

Cash means cash balances on hand, held in bank accounts, demand 

deposits and other highly liquid investments in which the Council or group 

invests as part of its day-to-day cash management.
Operating activities include cash received from all income sources of 

the group and record the cash payments made of the supply of goods and 
services.

Investing activities are those activities relating to the acquisition and 
disposal of non-current assets.

Financing activities comprise activities that change the equity and debt 
capital structure of the Council and group.

leases

Finance leases are leases of fixed assets where substantially all the risks and 

benefits incidental to ownership of the asset are transferred to the Council. 

The leased assets are recognised as non current assets in the Statement 

of Financial Position and are depreciated over the period the company 

is expected to benefit from their use. The corresponding liability is also 

recognised in the Statement of Financial Position. 
Operating leases – an operating lease is a lease that does not transfer 

substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of an asset. 
lease payments under an operating lease are recognised as an expense on a 
straight-line basis over the lease term.

Changes in accounting policies

There have been no changes in accounting policies during the financial year.

The Council and group has adopted the following revisions to accounting 

standards during the financial year, which have had only a presentational or 

disclosure effect:

NZ IAS 1 •	 Presentation of Financial Statements (Revised 2007) replaces 

NZ IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements (Issued 2004). The revised 

standard requires information in financial statements to be aggregated 

on the basis of shared characteristics and introduces a statement of 

comprehensive income. The statement of comprehensive income will 

enable readers to analyse changes in equity resulting from non-owner 

changes separately from transactions with owners. The Council and 

group has decided to prepare a single statement of comprehensive 

income for the year ended 30 June 2010 under the revised standard. 

Financial statement information for the year ended 30 June 2009 

has been restated accordingly. Items of other comprehensive income 

presented in the statement of comprehensive income were previously 

recognised directly in the statment of changes in equity.

Amendments to NZ IRFS 7 •	 Financial Instruments: Disclosures. The 

amendments introduce a three-level fair value disclosure hierarchy that 

distinguishes fair value measurements by the significance of valuation 
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inputs used. A maturity analysis of financial assets is also required to be 

prepared if this information is necessary to enable users of the financial 

statements to evaluate the nature and extend of liquidity risk. The 

transitional provisions of the amendment do not require disclosure of 

comparative information in the first year of application. The Council and 

group has elected to disclose comparative information.

NZ IAS 24 •	 Related Party Disclosures (Revised 2009) replaces NZ IAS 24 

Related Party Disclosures (Issued 2004). The revised standard simplifies 

the defination of a related party, clarifying its intended meaning and 

eliminating inconsistencies from the definition. The Council and group 

has elected to early adopt the revised standard and its effect has been to 

disclose further information about commitments between related parties.

standards, amendments, and interpretations issued that are 
not yet effective and have not been early adopted

Standards, amendments, and interpretations but not yet effective that have 

not been early adopted, and which are relevant to the Council and group, 

are:

NZ IFRS 9 •	 Financial Instruments will eventually replace NZ IAS 39 

Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement. NZ IAS 39 is being 

replaced through the following 3 main phases: Phase 1 Classification and 

Measurement, Phase 2 Impairment Methodology, and Phase 3 Hedge 

Accounting. Phase 1 on the classification and measurement of financial 

assets has been completed and has been published in the new financial 

instrument standard NZ IFRS 9. NZ IFRS 9 uses a single approach to 

determine whether a financial asset is measure at amortised cost or fair 

value, replacing the many different rules in NZ IAS 39. The approach in 

NZ IFRS 9 is based on how an entity manages its financial instruments 

(its business model) and the contractual cash flow characteristics of the 

financial assets. The new standard also requires a single impairment 

method to be used, replacing the many different impairment methods 

in NZ IAS 39. The new standard is required to be adopted for the year 

ended 30 June 2014. The City Council has not yet assessed the effect of 

the new standard and expects it will not be early adopted.
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Critical accounting estimates and assumptions

In preparing these financial statements Nelson City Council has made 

estimates and assumptions concerning the future. These estimates and 

assumptions may differ from the subsequent actual results. Estimates and 

assumptions are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience 

and other factors, including expectations or future events that are believed 

to be reasonable under the circumstances. 
The estimates and assumptions that have a significant risk of causing a 

material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within 
the next financial year are discussed below:

landfill aftercare provision

Note 21 presents an analysis of the exposure of the City Council in relation 

to the estimates and uncertainties surrounding the landfill aftercare 

provision.

Infrastructural assets

There are a number of assumptions and estimates used when performing 

depreciated replacement cost (DRC) valuations over infrastructural assets. 

These include:

The physical deterioration and condition of an asset, for example the •	

Council could be carrying an asset at an amount that does not reflect 

its actual condition. This is particularly so for those assets that are not 

visible, for example stormwater, wastewater and water supply pipes 

that are underground. This risk is minimised by Council performing a 

combination of physical inspections and condition modelling assessments 

of underground assets;

Estimating any obsolescence or surplus capacity of an asset; and•	

Estimates are made when determining the remaining useful lives over •	

which the asset will be depreciated. These estimates can be impacted by 

the local conditions, for example weather patterns and traffic growth. 

If useful lives do not reflect the actual consumption of the benefits of 

the asset, then Council could be over or under estimating the annual 

deprecation charge recognised as an expense in the Statement of 

Comprehensive Income. To minimise this risk Council’s infrastructural 

asset useful lives have been determined with reference to the NZ 

Infrastructural Asset Valuation and Depreciation guidelines published 

by the National Asset Management Steering group, and have been 

adjusted for local conditions based on past experience. Asset inspections, 

deterioration and condition modelling are also carried out regularly as 

part of the Council’s asset management planning activities, which gives 

Council further assurance over its useful life estimates.

Experienced independent valuers perform the Council’s infrastructural •	

asset revaluations.
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Note 2 – Summary of cost of service (continued)
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Note 11 – Trade and other receivables (continued)
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Note 14 – Property, plant and equipment (continued)
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Weather Tight Homes:

As at 30 June 2008 $200,000 was recorded as a contingent liability. This was made up of the 

insurance excess on four known claims. At 30 June 2009 these were booked as liabilities. One of 

these claims has still not been settled and so has again been included as a liability as at 30 June 

2010. There may also be other future weather tight home claims that the Council has not been 

advised of.

During the year the Board of RiskPool have made two calls; one of $76,060 in September and 

another for $172,454 in June. These have both been expensed in the year ended 30 June 2010. 

When invoicing the $172,454 the Board noted that there were likely to be similar calls in each 

of the two subsequent years, but pointed out that the actual calls would “... depend upon the 

evolution of the liability environment and the flow-on effect on open claim provisions.” We are 

therefore recognising that there is a contingent liability of approximately $350,000. 

Port Nelson:

Port Nelson has a contigent asset arising through its associate UNIMAR having a claim on the 

vessel Marsol Pride. This claim has been submitted against Marine logistics Solutions (Marsol) llC, 

the owner of the vessel Marsol Pride. This claim arises from defects to the vessel when delivered 

into the charter, and Port Nelson’s shares represent 25% of a total $962,052. Should this claim be 

disputed, provision is made in the charter between the two entities for arbitration in Singapore 

following the lloyds Maritime Arbitration.

Port Nelson has an obligation under noise mitigation provisions of the Nelson City Resource 

Management Plan to stage three property owners to provide technical advice, where requested, 

and to consider providing financial assistance for mitigation works (50 percent). The decision on 

whether to provide financial assistance will be based on a recommendation made to Port Nelson 

by the Port Noise liaison Committee. Port Nelson cannot currently quantify the cost of this 

obligation at 30 June 2010.
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(trading as Nelson Tasman Tourism)
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Note 32 – Financial instruments (continued)
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Note 33 

exPlANATIoN oF mAJoR VARIANCes AGAINsT buDGeT 

Explanations for major variations from Nelson City Council’s estimated 

2009/10 figures in the 2009/19 Community Plan are as follows:

statement of comprehensive income

Rates revenue was $580,000 under budget but this is due to an error in the 

2009 Community Plan in that the carry forward rating surplus of $779,000 

should have been deducted from the rates revenue budget. The actual rates 

recovered were $199,000 over budget, mainly due to water sales being 

$116,000 over budget.

Other revenue was $4.1 million over budget mainly due to vested assets 

being $2.2 million above budget, and financial contributions being $1.6 

million over budget. There were many other unders and overs that tended 

to net off. The major ones were:

Water supply was down $300,000 due to the decision not to proceed •	

with the backflow prevention programme in 2009/10. There was a similar 

reduction in capital expenditure.

Solid Waste was down $545,000, largely due to the current economic •	

situation reducing the amount of waste going to the landfill.

Environmental Management was $400,000 over budget due to a change •	

in the basis of central government funding for the clean heat project. 

There was a similar increase in expenditure.

Community Facilities were down $1.4 million mainly due to $1.6 million •	

not received from TDC and the sports bodies because the cricket/athletic/

football pavilion did not proceed in 2009/10.

Democracy and Administration, where internal interest was $1.3 million •	

under budget due to delays in capital projects.

Employee benefit expenses were $2.1 million over budget, due to an error in 

the budget split between employee expenses and other expenses. This was 

one of the reasons that other expenses are so far under budget. 

The budgeted finance costs only included interest costs, whereas the 

actual included $1.4 million for the write down of interest free loans, of 

which most relates to the clean heat warm home loans, and to the Theatre 

Royal loan of $1.2 million.

The other expenses were $4.8 million under budget, partly due to the 

two points noted above, but also due to:

Water being $339,000 under budget mainly due to reduced •	

maintenance.

Transport was $1.3 million under budget due to the Arterial Traffic •	

Study investigation into road alternatives not being completed, lower 

maintenance costs, and lower spending on road safety and public 

transport due to reduced central government funding.
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Solid Waste was $707,000 under budget due to reduced waste •	

throughput as noted above.

Community Facilities was $865,000 under budget, as explained below.•	

Democracy and central administration was under budget, mainly due to •	

lower external interest ($915,000), but also increased time charged to 

democracy ($327,000).

However Environmental Management was $471,000 over budget due to •	

changes in central government funding as noted above.

The land is valued every three years and the valuation as at 30 June 2010 

resulted in a reduction of $1.4 million. The infrastructure assets are re-valued 

every year to smooth out the large fluctuations when they were only re-

valued every three or five years. The valuation as at 30 June 2010 resulted in 

an increase in asset value of $15.9 million.

balance sheet

The most significant variation was in property, plant and equipment, which 

were $29 million under budget. There were two main reasons for this. 

The revaluation carried out as at 30 June 2010 was $9 million less than 

budgeted, and the capital expenditure in the last two years was significantly 

less than budget.

The trade and other payables were $4.1 million over budget due to the very 

high level of capital expenditure in June. Almost $8 million was spent in 

June, which represented 18% of the total for the year.

Borrowings were $36 million under budget, mainly due to many of the 

capital expenditure projects not proceeding as quickly as planned.

ACTIVITy summARIes:

Water supply:

Water sales were $116,000 over budget. This was partly a result of the 

commercial water sales not falling as much as expected following Sealords 

moving part of their process off shore.

Financial contributions were $154,000 over budget. Other revenue 

was $303,000 under budget due to the decision not to proceed with the 

backflow prevention programme in 2009/10. There was a similar reduction 

in capital expenditure

The operating costs were $339,000 under budget, mainly in 

maintenance but also due to a $97,000 saving in electricity at the water 

treatment plant. These combined savings resulted in $1.1 million additional 

loan repayments.

Capital expenditure was $917,000 under budget due the delay in 

backflow prevention as noted above, and due to delays in completing the 

Stoke high level reservoir.

The loans repaid were well over budget due to the lower capital 

expenditure.
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Note 33 (continued)

Waste water:

This account is a consolidation of the Nelson City’s sewerage network 

operation plus the city’s share of the Nelson Regional Sewerage Scheme.

Financial contributions were $419,000 up on budget.

Operating expenses were $616,000 under budget, mainly in the Nelson 

Regional Sewerage Scheme.

Depreciation was $212,000 over budget due to the higher than expected 

revaluation as at 1 July 2009.

Capital expenditure was well under budget. This was mainly due to the 

Bells Island Regional Scheme being $1.4 million under budget as a result 

of delays in its upgrade, and the City’s capital expenditure was $398,000 

under budget mainly due to cut backs on renewals, and delays in the Nelson 

North Waste Water Treatment Plant.

The reduction in loans raised and increased loan repayments was due to 

the reduced capital expenditure and increased financial contributions.

stormwater and flood protection:

Financial contributions were $259,000 up on budget.

Operating expenses were $188,000 under budget, mainly in the area of 

maintenance.

Capital expenditure was $1.4 million under budget due to the Council’s 

decision in 2009 to postpone capital expenditure taking account of the 

economic climate. As a result of this, no loans were raised and $502,000 

was repaid. 

Transport:

Financial contributions were $188,000 over budget, but other income was 

$161,000 under, mainly due to central government funding cuts in Road 

Safety.

Operating expenses were $1.3 million under budget due to the Arterial 

Traffic Study investigation into road alternatives not being completed, lower 

maintenance costs, and lower spending on road safety and public transport 

due to reduced central government funding.

Operating expenses were $1.3 million under budget mainly due to 

cutbacks in road safety due to changes in central government funding, and 

reduced public transport concession fares.

Depreciation was $1.6 million over budget mainly due to the revaluation 

as at 30 June 2009, but also due to assets written off as a result of the 

revaluation as at 30 June 2010.

Capital expenditure was $2.6 million over budget, of which $1.3 million 

was due to carryovers from the previous year. Other items of expenditure 

over budget were $368,000 on pavement rehabilitation and $926,000 on 

the Ridgeway connection.
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managing solid waste:

The amount of waste going to the landfill and transfer station was well 

down on previous years with revenue down by $545,000 but expenditure 

was down by even more. The combined quantity of waste going to Nelson 

City Council and Tasman District Council facilities was well down on 

previous years indicating that this trend was not a result of waste flight 

between the two Council areas, but can be attributed to the downturn in 

the economy. The Ministry for the Environment reported a similar trend 

across New Zealand.

Heart of Nelson:

Capital expenditure was $531,000 under budget due to delays with many of 

the projects.

environmental management:

Other revenue was $568,000 over budget, but operating expenditure was 

up by about the same amount. This was largely due to a change in the 

method of the payment of subsidies from central government for the clean 

heat project.

The solar saver scheme did not proceed as quickly as planned, which 

resulted in a reduction of both revenue and expenditure.

Regulatory compliance:

No significant variations.

Parks and open spaces:

Interest was $342,000 under budget due to the lower capital expenditure 

and higher financial contributions.

Depreciation was $366,000 over budget due to the higher than 

expected revaluation as at 1 July 2009.

Capital expenditure was $1.6 million under budget, mainly in 

neighbourhood parks due to delays in land purchases. Due to this, as well as 

higher financial contributions and higher depreciation, the loans raised were 

$2.6 million under budget.

Recreation and leisure:

Capital expenditure was $448,000 under budget, mainly in the Trafalgar 

Centre, and as a result the loans raised were also well down.
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Note 33 (continued)

Community facilities:

Operating expenses were $865,000 under budget due to not proceeding 

with the Avery toilets ($240,000) or the Brook Sanctuary fence ($150,000), 

reduced maintenance in free toilets ($145,000) and reduced expenses at the 

three Public libraries ($181,000). But there was also over expenditure due to 

the write down of $654,000 in the interest free loan to the Theatre Royal.

The major variance in this activity was the capital expenditure being 

$7.6 million under budget. The main areas of under spending were for: the 

Performing Arts Centre ($4.6 million), the cricket/athletic/football pavilion 

($3.1 million), Trafalgar Park ($0.7 million), and the toilet/shower facility 

at the marina ($0.3 million), although these were offset to some extent 

by a provision of $2 million allowed for in the budget for likely under 

expenditure. 

These reduced expenditures also resulted in lower contributions in other 

revenue and lower borrowings.

economics and tourism support:

No significant variations.

managing emergencies and natural hazards:

No significant variations.

social development:

No significant variations.

Culture, heritage and arts:

Other revenue was over budget by $110,000 and operating and 

maintenance costs were over budget by $373,000 in the festival account.

Capital expenditure was $122,000 under budget mainly due to delays in 

the expenditure at Founder’s Heritage Park.

Democracy and central administration:

Operating expenses were $513,000 under budget mainly in contingency 

($166,000), discounts ($115,000), Civic House expenses ($278,000), forestry 

($208,000) and forward planning ($148,000). However these are offset to 

some extent by additional costs of $327,000 in administration.

Interest was $774,000 down due to delays in capital projects.

Capital expenditure was $328,000 under budget mainly due to delays in 

the Civic House upgrade.

Financial reserves and trusts

The vested assets were $2.2 million over budget at $7.2 million, and 

contributions to the reserve fund were $0.6 million over budget.
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COuNCil aCTiviTiES
For the full explanation of each Council activity, ten year estimates of 

spending, demand management and more, refer to the 2009 Nelson 

Community Plan available online at www.nelsoncitycouncil.co.nz or on 

request from Council. These are the 17 financial ‘activities’ of Council:

Water supply – page 86•	

Waste water – page 91•	

Stormwater and flood protection – page 97•	

Solid waste management – page 102•	

Heart of Nelson – page 106•	

Environmental management – page 109•	

Transport – page 119•	

Regulatory compliance – page 127•	

Parks and open spaces – page 133•	

Recreation and leisure – page 138•	

Community facilities – page 143•	

Economic and tourism support – page 149•	

Managing emergencies and natural hazards – page 155•	

Social development – page 159•	

Culture, heritage and arts – page 164•	

Democracy and administration – page 170•	

Financial reserves and trusts – page 175•	

Each activity is described in detail in the following sections, which cover 

significant milestones, performance and financial results over the 2009/10 

fiinancial year. Where applicable the residents survey targets will be 

reviewed in the 2012 long Term Plan. The targets set in the 2009 Nelson 

Community Plan were based on a three point scale and so cannot be 

compared with the new five point scale introduced in 2009.

} 
’three water’ services
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waTEr Supply

whaT wE did 2009/10

The water supply work continued to focus on replacing the older pipes. 

Asbestos cement pipes in Bishopdale and Wakatu were replaced with more 

modern materials to reduce the risk of breaks. Total spending on water 

supply asset renewals was $682,000. Further work is expected in this area 

as the renewal programme moves to the Enner glynn section of the pipe 

network.

Work began on a new high level storage reservoir at the head of York 

Valley for the Marsden and Ngawhatu residential developments. This pre-

coated steel reservoir is a first for Nelson and will be completed in 2010/11. 

The project is expected to provide valuable knowledge on this type of 

construction for similar projects in the future.

water pressure improved
Further work was carried out to continue lowering water pressure in parts of 

Stoke. This work will continue and aims to reduce the risk of pipes breaking 

and the amount of water lost through leaks.

reducing leaks
A trial project to monitor the effectiveness of leak detection and repair in a 

small area of Tahunanui was completed in 2009. A number of small leaks 

were identified and repaired. Ways to carry out this work on a larger scale in 

a cost effective manner continue to be investigated. 

Pressure reduction initiatives were also done in a trial area of central 

Nelson as part of a continuing programme. Flow monitors and modified 

pressure reduction valves are being installed over the next several years 

to monitor the impact of reducing pressure and hence water losses when 

demand is low. This work is part of a wider, longer term project to allow 

effective isolation and monitoring of the full network to better identify high 

water loss areas. 

power savings
Pressure reduction work also resulted in electricity savings for Council. There 

was a significant decrease in the amount of kilowatts used in providing 

the City’s water supply – a total of 535,483 kWh less than the previous 

financial year. Half of this is due to hydro-generation within the Tantragee 

Water Treatment Plant, saving around $20,000 in electricity costs per year, 

which is used to pay back the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority 

(EECA) loan. The other half of the savings resulted from pressure reduction 

initiatives described above.

Excellent water quality
Since the water treatment plant was opened in August 2004, Nelson has 

achieved an excellent Ministry of Health grading of Ab – ‘A’ at source 

and ‘b’ at the point of distribution. The A grading confirms the source is 
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“completely satisfactory with extremely low level of risk” and the b grading 

for the reticulation is assessed as being “satisfactory with very low level of 

risk.” Council anticipates that, as work is completed to ensure security of the 

water network and additional storage capacity, the city water grading will 

be increased to Aa. This is expected by 2013/14.

Enough water for the future
Council holds resource consents to take water from the Maitai and Roding 

rivers. These consents, due to be renewed in 2017, allow Council to maintain 

a water supply that will be sufficient for Nelson’s needs for at least the 

next thirty years, assuming current use and growth projections. The Maitai 

dam provides additional back-up storage for the water supply at times of 

drought.

what you say
The July 2010 Council survey of residents identified water supply as the 

most important activity. It was second in overall satisfaction with 73% either 

satisfied or very satisfied, 19% were neither and 7% dissatisfied.

baCKgrOuNd

Council’s goal is to provide a good quality, safe, and reliable water supply 

that is able to meet reasonable peak demands through a once in 60 year 

drought. A once in 60 year drought has a likelihood of occurring of 1.67% 

in any one year. In such a drought there would be sprinkler bans and 

hosing restrictions. Council supplies water to most Nelson households and 

businesses through a piped system. A number of rural properties provide 

their own water or use a privately owned water supply. The Nelson City area 

is served by the following mix of water supply systems:

The Nelson city mains supply takes water from the Maitai and Roding •	

rivers and treats it at the Tantragee Saddle ultrafiltration treatment 

plant. This system serves most of Nelson City.

The Tasman District Council mains supply takes water from the Waimea •	

Aquifer. This serves a number of Nelson residential, commercial and 

industrial properties between Saxton Road and Champion Road.

Six private supplies in the Nelson North area serve between 25 •	

and 180 people each. These take water from a variety of sources. 

Treatment ranges from no treatment to filtration and UV treatment.

An increasing number of subdivisions take Council-supplied water, but •	

operate a private pumping and storage system for properties that are 

higher up on the surrounding hills than the Nelson City Council supply 

can service. 

In order to provide water for Nelson City, Council manages 320km of water 

pipes, two main water sources at the Maitai and Roding dams, the water 

treatment plant and associated pumping and storage facilities.
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what we do
Council’s water supply work is managed as a single activity with no sub-

activities, and included:

planning the sustainable management of Nelson’s water supply;•	

operating and maintaining the water supply pumping and storage •	

system, the reticulation/distribution system and treatment facility; and

Council taking steps to keep the water supply safe by preventing •	

backflow into the reticulation system.

Community outcomes
Council has a legal duty to provide water services, so the provision of water 

is a major part of its core business. A good quality, reliable water supply 

is essential for community and environmental wellbeing. Human health, 

tourism and industry rely on having a safe water supply. Council supplying 

safe water to Nelson residents and businesses contributed to achieving these 

Community Outcomes over the year: 

outcomes How the activity contributed

Healthy land, sea, air and water
We protect the natural environment. 

A city-wide water system ensured that 
water resources were well managed 
and reduces the human impact on the 
environment.

A strong economy
We all benefit from a sustainable, 
innovative and diversified economy. 

High quality water encouraged 
businesses to move to Nelson. It also 
supported economic growth.

Kind, healthy people
We are part of a welcoming, safe, 
inclusive and healthy community.

Clean drinking water prevented diseases, 
which made for healthier people.

CapiTal prOJECTS – OvEr $500,000

Project

Carry 
over from 
2008/09

$000

estimate for 
2009/10

$000

Total 
budget 

available in 
2009/10

$000

Actual 
spent 

2009/10
$000

Renewals of pipes 0 654 654 746

Stoke high level reservoir 0 1,000 1,000 698
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Water supply service levels and performance  
measures set in the 2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council will 
provide

measures Target(s) 2009/10 Results

A good quality water 
supply that meets or 
exceeds national standards

Water grading 2009/10  Ab

2010/11  Ab

2011/12  Ab

2012/13  Ab

2013/14-2018/19 Aa

Achieved. Ab grading 
confirmed in May 2010 
by Nelson Marlborough 
District Heath Board

A reliable water supply for 
residents and commercial 
use

Drought security and 
provision of water services

1:60 year drought security Achieved in 2009/10

Max 24 hr outage (all) Achieved in 2009/10*

Supply 99.6% available 
any property

Achieved in 2009/10 
99.87% compliance*

A secure water supply Redundancy (duplication) 
is provided for all key pipe 
work

Achieved except for 
Maitai pipeline, which 
is planned to be 
duplicated in 2011/12. 
Draft construction plans 
received

A sustainable water supply Peak demand for water Capping total demand 
to less than 50,000m3 a 
day, the treatment plant 
capacity

Achieved. Peak daily 
demand for 2009/10 
summer was 28,167m3  
on 23 February 2010

Compliance with resource 
consents

Council complies with all 
resource consents

Achieved. Two major 
consents held, for Maitai 
and Roding Rivers 
and resource consent 
conditions met for both 
these and other supply 
consents

A water supply that meets 
residents’ needs

Water pressure 

Council expects that all 
properties will have:

Min working pressure 
>30m head

Max working pressure 
<90m head

Acceptable pressure

2009/10 – 79%

2010/11 – 79%

2011/12 – 79%

2012/13 – 85%

and by 2018/19 – 100%

Achieved 2009/10 – 79%

281 properties have less 
than 30m head as they 
are close to reservoirs and 
therefore have pumps or 
oversized pipes to provide 
enough pressure

3812 properties receive 
over 90m head

Water flow Acceptable water flow for 
fire fighting purposes – 25 
litres per second

2009/10 – 99.4%

2010/11 – 99.9%

and by 

2018/19 – 100%

Achieved on track 2009/10 
– 99.3%

135 properties do not 
have the target water 
flow:

10 in Citrus lane 

122 in Monaco

3 in Isel Park

* There were 657 outages recorded, with a maximum total outage at any one property (Ridgeway) of 11 hours 45 minutes.
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whaT wE did 2009/10

Replacement of older pipes and pumps was again a major area of work 

this year. A large part of the sewer network has been in place for 60-80 

years and the level of maintenance that is needed to repair blocks and poor 

joints is increasing. For similar reasons, many of the older pump stations 

need to be updated to replace pumps and fittings that have reached the 

end of their service lives. This year, new pumps were installed in the smaller 

pump stations at Atawhai and Monaco and a new high capacity pump was 

installed at the central city’s main pump station at Neale Park. Renewal work 

totaled $380,000 on reticulation and $215,000 on pump stations.

Odour control continued to be an ongoing issue. There are more houses 

and cycle ways close to pump stations and air valves as a result of expanding 

residential development. Small activated carbon filters have been installed at 

two locations in Neale Park and Atawhai Drive to monitor the effectiveness 

of this type of filter. If successful, more will be installed around the city. 

Planning continued for reticulation upgrades that are required as a 

result of residential growth in the Ngawhatu and Marsden Valleys. Staff 

investigated options to upgrade sections of pipe or install detention tanks. 

Capital expenditure of $401,000 went towards the installation of a new 

sewer trunk main in Marsden Valley and designs for future projects in the 

Stoke area.

NElSON rEgiONal SEwEragE buSiNESS uNiT

The Bells Island Treatment Plant was upgraded to reduce the impact on 

the environment of increasing volumes of waste water. This included the 

construction of a primary clarifier, new inlet structure and de-watering 

facility. It was completed at a cost of just over $8.4 million and is now 

operational. Part of the dewatering facility was deferred until it could be 

established whether the volume of biosolids produced would exceed the 

absorption capacity of the Rabbit and Bells Island radiata pine plantations, 

based on physical trials at the upgraded facility. Once this volume is known, 

the upgrade work required to prepare the biosolids for disposal to landfill 

will be reconsidered.

duplicate pipeline preparations
The Nelson Regional Sewerage Business Unit obtained Nelson City and 

Tasman District Councils’ approval for the regional pipeline upgrade project, 

budgeted at $19.5 million. This major upgrade project included:

duplication of the pipeline crossing the estuary from Monaco to  •	

Bells Island because of the high risk of pipe failure, which would have 

a major negative effect on the environment, public health and cultural 

values
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remedial work to the existing pipeline across the estuary•	

increased capacity at the Beach Road and Saxton Road regional pump •	

stations

an electrical upgrade of the Airport pump station•	

construction of a new pump station at Songer Street •	

installation of emergency power generation at these four regional •	

pump stations.

Once resource consent for the work in the estuary has been received from 

Nelson City Council and Tasman District Council. The physical works for the 

project are programmed to begin in February 2011 and be completed before 

November 2011.

reduced environmental impact
Biosolids from the Nelson Waste Water Treatment Plant and the Bells Island 

Waste Water Treatment Plant continue to be applied to the radiata pine 

plantations at Rabbit Island and Bells Island. There has been a 12% increase 

in the biosolids produced at the Bells Island Waste Water Treatment Plant. 

Independent assessment has shown that there has been an economic 

benefit for the plantation owners.

Irrigation of treated waste water at Bells Island means that 724.8kg of 

Nitrogen was diverted from the estuary. The irrigation is carried out by a 

private contractor at Bells Island.

The planting of the Nelson Waste Water Treatment Plant wetlands was 

completed. The plants assist in the treatment process of the waste water 

and also benefit cultural and biodiversity goals.

what you say
The July 2010 Council survey of residents results rated waste water as the 

second most important activity. For satisfaction it was rated sixth out of 

fourteen activities with 51% of replies either satisfied or very satisfied. Of 

the rest, 38% where neither, and only 5% were dissatisfied. Council is 

planning more research into understanding the reasons for satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction with Council activities.
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Council’s goal is to provide a waste water system for Nelson City that is 

capable of collecting and treating waste water in an efficient, safe and 

sustainable way while ensuring that the cultural, ecological, and recreational 

values of water ways and the marine environment are recognised and 

enhanced. 

Council’s waste water activity included the collection, treatment and 

disposal of sewage and other waste water that is discharged into Nelson’s 

sewers. It is particularly important for the Council to provide this service 

because it protects the environment and residents’ health. The good 

standard of health enjoyed by Nelson residents is directly related to the safe 

treatment of their waste water. 

Council manages 366km of waste water pipes, 25 pump stations and 

the Nelson North waste water treatment plant, which serve the northern 

residential area of the city from Bishopdale, the Port Hills and the central city 

to Atawhai. 

Nelson City Council is also a 50% owner, with Tasman District Council, of 

the treatment facility at Bells Island. This is managed by the Nelson Regional 

Sewerage Business Unit (NRSBU) and serves the Stoke and Tahunanui areas, 

several large industrial premises, urban Richmond, the Waimea plains and 

Mapua/Ruby Bay.

Challenges
Overflows, stormwater inflows/infiltration, blockages and odours are the 

main challenges for managing the waste water system. Potential risks 

include failure to achieve consent conditions for the Nelson North treatment 

plant. To date, most of these conditions have been met, the exception 

being odour control during the plant commissioning stage. The system 

is constantly maintained and improved in order to minimise the risk of 

blockages, odours and overflows. 

For the future, Council is planning for the replacement of older pipes and 

pump stations and carrying out ongoing works to identify and control storm 

and ground water infiltration into the network. As the city grows, additional 

pump stations and pipes are being installed to meet increasing demand. 

what we do
Council’s waste water activity included:

1. Collecting, treating and disposing of waste water – Nelson City 

Council system.

2. Collecting, treating and disposing of waste water – Regional Scheme 

(Bells Island) – 50% NCC ownership with TDC.
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Community outcomes
Council has a legal duty to provide waste water services to protect public 

health. Adequate treatment of waste water is essential for community 

wellbeing. Human health, the environment, tourism and industry, in 

particular, rely on the reliable provision of this service. Council supplying 

waste water treatment and disposal in Nelson contributed to achieving these 

Community Outcomes over the year:

outcomes How the activity contributed

Healthy land, sea, air and water 
We protect the natural environment. 

Through treatment and disposal of waste 
water that reduced the impact on the 
environment.

People-friendly places 
We build healthy accessible and 
attractive places and live in a 
sustainable region.

Through treatment and disposal of waste 
water that reduced harmful effects on 
the landscape and built environment.

A strong economy 
We all benefit from a sustainable, 
innovative and diversified economy. 

Through treatment of industrial waste 
that allowed businesses to operate in 
Nelson, and protected tourism.

Kind, healthy people 
We are part of a welcoming, safe, 
inclusive and healthy community.

By minimising disease and health 
problems.

CapiTal prOJECTS – OvEr $500,000

Project

Carry 
over from 
2008/09

$000

estimate for 
2009/10

$000

Total 
budget 

available in 
2009/10

$000

Actual 
spent 

2009/10
$000

Nelson North waste water 
treatment plant

89 2,460 2,549 2,284
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Waste water service levels and performance 
measures set in the 2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council  
will provide

measures Target(s) 2009/10 Results

A fully operational 
waste water 
treatment plant 
and network 
reticulation/pipes

1.  Number of 
complaints 
about odour 

2.  Number of 
dry weather 
overflows from 
pump stations

No odour events for the 
Nelson North Waste Water 
plant 

No dry weather overflows 
from pump station failures

 
No more than three odour 
event complaints associated 
with any individual pump 
station

Achieved

There was one odour event in 2008/09, 
but none in 2009/10 

Not achieved

One dry weather overflow from City-wide 
power failure at five pump stations. One 
overflow from pump blockage

10 odour complaints from all pump 
stations, which was the same number as 
year before

See comment on page 66 on stpes taken 
to reduce odours

Response time to 
emergencies

Provide a prompt and reliable 
response to service requests 
and system failures

Respond and investigate 
emergency works within 
30 minutes and undertake 
repairs within eight hours

Not achieved

A satisfactory 24/7 response is provided by 
contractors with 95.3% compliance with 
targeted response within 30 minutes and 
98% of repairs completed within eight 
hours 

Compliance with 
resource consent 
conditions

All resource consent 
conditions are complied with

Not achieved

One condition breached due to 2009 
odour event. Cause since addressed 
through improved processes
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See Note 33 on page 80 for explanations of variations.
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STOrmwaTEr aNd 
flOOd prOTECTiON

whaT wE did 2009/10

Council completed several major stormwater projects during 2009/10. Pipes 

were installed in Stanley Crescent and Nayland Road South. Construction 

began on the additional culvert and cycle underpass beneath Main Road 

Stoke at Orphanage Creek and the upgrade of the upper reaches of Arapiki 

Stream began.

The larger projects at the Orphanage Creek culvert and Arapiki stream 

reflect the importance of our streams and watercourses in preventing 

flooding and damage to properties in the moderate to severe storms. Total 

capital expenditure on this work was $1.8 million.

Sustainability
The land Development Manual supports options to install low impact 

stormwater systems and devices to reduce stormwater impacts downstream 

from new developments. This approach has the potential for both economic 

and environmental benefits if it reduces the need for upgrades to streams to 

increase their flow capacity.

low impact stormwater techniques were used on Council land in the 

following areas:

Main Rd Stoke – roadside swale.•	

Saxton Field – some car parks discharge to rain gardens or soakage •	

areas.

Montebello Ave Stage 2A – road discharges to rain gardens and •	

soakage and filtering areas.

All new works in streams also incorporate measures to enhance fish 

passage and recognise the importance of riverbank planting to enhance the 

environment.

Trials were also carried out on refurbishing one of the old brick 

stormwater culverts in central Nelson. The work involved plastering the full 

interior of a section of the culvert to establish the viability of this method 

over full replacement. It is anticipated that the lessons learned will be used 

on an extensive section of the culvert.

what you say
The July 2010 Council survey of residents results showed stormwater was 

considered to be the sixth most important activity. It was rated ninth out of 

fourteen Council activities for satisfaction, with 49% either satisfied or very 

satisfied. Of the rest, 36% were neither and 8% were dissatisfied or very 

dissatisfied.
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baCKgrOuNd

Council’s goal is to provide a stormwater system for Nelson City that is 

capable of handling stormwater from heavy rainfall in an efficient and 

sustainable way while ensuring that the ecological, cultural and recreational 

values of waterways are recognised and enhanced. There were no 

significant floods in Nelson City during the year.

protecting property from flooding
The Nelson stormwater system has two parts – the natural waterways 

and a constructed stormwater system. The natural rivers and streams play 

an important role in the support of aquatic ecosystems, provide areas for 

recreation and public use and channel stormwater flows when it rains 

heavily. 

The high energy flows during floods can cause significant damage to 

property within the flood path, should the flow escape the channel. The 

constructed stormwater network provides channels to drain stormwater 

and flows from roads and properties in the built-up areas. The network 

included pipes, channels, and overland flow paths that carry stormwater to 

waterways and the sea. The stormwater system also included pump stations 

and debris filters. 

In large parts of the city, a fully-piped system is not provided. Stormwater 

soaks into the ground on many properties or flows into the road channel, 

the primary drainage system.

areas beside maitai river still at risk
The optimum flow standard adopted for stormwater design and 

construction works is worked out based on floods that Nelson would 

experience from a Q
50

 event. This is a once in 50-year flood with a 2% 

probability of occurring in any year. While most of the smaller streams 

maintained by Council are nearing the end of an extensive programme to 

meet this capacity standard, substantial stretches of the Maitai River are still 

at risk from storm flows, as happened during the 2008 floods. 

In 2009/10, Council initiated the first stage to address the potential 

impact of flooding beside the Maitai River by engaging a local company to 

develop a computer model of the river and surrounding areas. This will allow 

more accurate targeting of those areas that need future work.
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Community outcomes
Council recognises that adequate provision for stormwater flows and 

protection from flooding is essential for community wellbeing, with the 

costs of providing this service, as well as the benefits, spread across the 

whole community. Council providing stormwater management and flood 

protection for Nelson contributed to achieving these Community Outcomes 

over the year:

outcomes How the activity contributed

Healthy land, sea, air and water  
We protect the natural environment.

Through reducing the effects of floods 
on the environment. 

People-friendly places 
We build healthy, accessible and 
attractive places and live in a 
sustainable region. 

Through reducing the likelihood of floods 
damaging homes, businesses or essential 
infrastructure.

A strong economy  
We all benefit from a sustainable, 
innovative and diversified economy.

Through removing restrictions on 
developing land by providing adequate 
drainage and reducing the costs of 
disruption due to floods.

Kind, healthy people 
We are part of a welcoming, safe, 
inclusive and healthy community.

Through reducing the likelihood of 
people being affected by a flood.

 

CapiTal prOJECTS – OvEr $500,000

Project

Carry 
over from 
2008/09

$000

estimate for 
2009/10

$000

Total 
budget 

available in 
2009/10

$000

Actual 
spent 

2009/10
$000

Nayland Rd / Saxton (48) 1,112 1,064 748

() = a negative carry over due to overspending in the previous financial year
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Stormwater service levels and performance measures set in the 2009-19 
Nelson Community Plan

What Council  
will provide

measures Target(s) 2009/10 Results

Protection for the 
built and natural 
environment from 
flooding and 
stormwater discharges

Compliance with 
resource consent

All resource conditions  
are met

Partly achieved

Discharge to freshwater consent 
was granted in February 2009 and 
monitored in 2009/10

River and stream monitoring shows 
some degradation of habitats. Refer 
to environmental management 
section for more on steps taken to 
address this

Stream and river 
stormwater capacity

Streams and rivers to 
meet Q

50
 capacity by 

2018

Majority achieved

Some properties near rivers and 
streams are at risk of flooding, 
including Avon Terrace beside the 
Maitai River. Flood analysis will 
quantify number affected

Ensure appropriate 
stormwater disposal 
options are available 
throughout the city

Ongoing provision of 
appropriate stormwater 
reticulation or disposal 
options

Majority achieved

Some* properties do not have 
appropriate stormwater disposal 
systems

Most* secondary flow paths are 
identified, which are critical for 
stormwater disposal during storm 
events

Project underway to complete 
indentification of secondary flow 
paths

Provide a prompt and 
reliable response to 
service requests and 
system failures

Response and 
investigation of 
problems

Contractors respond to 
emergencies within 30 
minutes 

Achieved

Contract service times are being met 
with 98% compliance in 2009/10

Integration of 
recreational uses of 
rivers and streams 
with ecological and 
stormwater disposal 
requirements

levels of recreational 
use of rivers and edges 
of waterways

River and stream 
work that recognises 
and where possible 
enhances ecological and 
recreational values

Partly achieved

Some older constructions are not 
ecologically-friendly including for fish, 
for example the Brook St channel, 
which will remain as flood protection

*A works programme is in place to extend stormwater reticulation to streets where complaints have shown the need, or to areas 
of new developments that would require a constructed stormwater system. New subdivisions are required to address appropriate 
stormwater disposal.
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SOlid waSTE maNagEmENT

whaT wE did 2009/10

The Nelson City Council and Tasman District Council Joint Waste Assessment 

recorded the opportunities available to improve solid waste management 

in the Nelson/Tasman region. The two Councils have agreed to further 

investigate those opportunities identified where co-operation between the 

two Councils will deliver improved outcomes for our residents. 

The total amount of solid waste disposed of at the York Valley landfill 

continued to show a decline in the residual waste going to the landfill 

per resident in Nelson. Per capita solid waste has decreased to 738kg per 

resident per year from a high of 1,170kg per resident in 2004/05.

Council decided to continue assisting Buller District Council by providing 

access to dispose of their residual waste at York Valley. They are developing 

an alternative solution to their solid waste disposal problem. Of the total 

amount, 3,085 tonnes or 8.2% of the residual waste going to York Valley 

came from the Buller District.

The combined amount of solid waste coming from Nelson and Tasman 

continued to show a declining trend, despite continued population growth. 

The recession would have contributed to the decrease, although the extent 

of this has not been determined.

baCKgrOuNd

Council’s waste management system included the York Valley landfill and 

the Pascoe Street transfer station in Tahunanui, which houses the recycling/

re-use centre and green waste facility. 

reducing green waste
A new contract enabled Council to decrease the charges for separated 

green waste. There is now a 45% price difference between general waste 

and separated green waste and this resulted in an increase of over 20% in 

the amount of green waste processed at the transfer station. 

landfill capacity
The York Valley landfill has capacity for the next 34 years at current rates 

of disposal. Three nearby gullies have the potential to provide capacity for 

decades beyond, subject to gaining resource consents.

Council aims to reduce to zero the rate of increase in the amount of 

disposed solid waste, although the population of Nelson continues to 

increase. The landfill fee included a waste minimisation levy which is used to 

pay for recycling and waste minimisation initiatives. This levy isn’t charged 

for green waste. 

Some landfill gas, which is mostly methane, a greenhouse gas, is 

collected and sold to Nelson Hospital to provide water heating. 
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recycling
Council continued to provide a recycling service for glass, paper and 

cardboard, tins and cans and all plastics classified 1-7. Council collects 

around 3,000 tonnes of recyclables per year, compared with an average 

total volume of 40,000 per year of other solid waste. 

Council’s waste account is self-funding, with recycling and waste 

minimisation initiatives paid from refuse disposal charges at both the York 

Valley landfill and Pascoe Street transfer station.

what we do
Council’s solid waste management activity included:

landfill at York Valley•	

Transfer station at Pascoe St, Tahunanui•	

Recycling•	

green waste; and•	

Waste minimisation and environmental education•	

what you say
The July 2010 Council survey of residents showed solid waste was the 

seventh most important activity for Council. It was considered to be seventh 

of fourteen in satisfaction levels, with 53% either satisfied or very satisfied 

with the service. Of the rest, 36% were neither and 6% were dissatisfied.

Community outcomes
Effective management of solid waste is essential to protect the health of the 

community, the local economy and the environment. The local government 

Act requires councils to plan for the effective and efficient implementation 

of waste activities. Council therefore adopted a Waste Management Plan 

in April 2005, which became the Waste Management and Minimisation 

Plan for Nelson City Council, providing for the collection and reduction, 

reuse, recycling, recovery, treatment, or disposal of waste. Council’s solid 

waste management activities contributed primarily towards achieving these 

Community Outcomes over the year:

outcomes How the activity contributed

Healthy land, sea, air and water 
We protect the natural environment.

Through providing a waste management 
system that minimised waste being 
inappropriately disposed of and 
encouraged reduction, reuse and 
recycling. 

People-friendly places 
We build healthy, accessible and 
attractive places and live in a 
sustainable region.

Through reducing the dumping of waste 
around the city and in parks and forests 
and protecting public health.

A strong economy  
We all benefit from a sustainable, 
innovative and diversified economy.

Through providing a cost effective 
waste disposal service to residents and 
businesses. 
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Solid waste service levels and performance measures  
set in the 2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council  
will provide

measures Target(s) 2009/10 Results

Measures to 
encourage the 
community to reduce 
waste to landfill

Rate of increase of 
waste going landfill

Reduce the rate of 
increase to landfill 
to 0%. The change 
in recycling is likely 
to result in higher 
volumes into landfills 
but Council will 
encourage reduction 
in waste through 
‘reduce, reuse’ 
programmes

Reductions achieved over last five years:

Rate of decrease from 2005 to 2010 of 
24.4% was recorded or 30.6% if the 
amount from outside the region (Buller 
solid waste: 3,086 tonnes) is discounted.

Total amount of waste disposed of at 
York Valley, including Buller District 
Council:

2004/05: 49,497 tonnes

2005/06: 47,278 tonnes

2006/07: 39,606 tonnes

2007/08: 36,655 tonnes

2008/09: 35,728 tonnes

2009/10: 37,429 tonnes

Provide facilities 
for the separation 
and diversion of 
greenwaste from 
landfill (provided 
costs are no greater 
than equivalent 
landfill disposal costs)

Amount of greenfill 
diverted from the 
landfill

Divert additional 
tonnages of 
greenwaste from 
landfill each year

2009/10 2000t then 
from 2010/11 2500t 
p.a.

Not achieved*

Amount of greenwaste diverted over 
last five years:

2005/06 2,019 tonnes

2006/07 1,805 tonnes

2007/08 1,491 tonnes

2008/09 1,765 tonnes

2009/10 1,810 tonnes

Solid waste activity 
uses sustainable 
practices

Compliance with 
resource consents

All resource consent 
conditions are met

Not achieved

One resource consent is held, for the 
York Valley landfill and all conditions 
were met except for one breach of the 
suspended solids level following heavy 
rain. Staff are investigating containment 
improvements for stormwater ponds

Recycling services Fortnightly kerbside 
collection of 
glass [and other 
recyclables]

100% of urban 
households provided 
with kerbside 
recyclables collection

Achieved

Council currently provides fortnightly 
collection of glass and on the alternative 
week collection of plastics, tin and 
paper

The 2010 Council survey showed 92% 
of residents use this service at least once 
a month

*Note: However, competition by private sector has diverted an unknown additional amount highly likely to be in excess of targets, 
due to lower pricing. Also, home composting has increased significantly over the last six years, up to 74% in 2010, in part due to 
Council campaigns, but total amounts are not able to be quantified.
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hEarT Of NElSON 
CENTral CiTy STraTEgy 
implEmENTaTiON

whaT wE did 2009/10

The 2009/10 financial year saw the move from the strategy phase of the 

Heart of Nelson projects into the implementation phase. A number of the 

larger projects began their investigation and detailed design stages, with 

construction due to begin in 2010/11.

A design team was established comprising urban design consultants, an 

arts consultant and a project manager. This team, with support from Council 

staff, began work on developing designs. Also, iwi representatives were 

invited to participate in the design process through the Iwi Arts Advisory 

Panel, which successfully provided feedback on proposals and offered a 

cultural input into scheme development.

Preliminary designs began for the Maitai Pathway. Because of private 

property access issues in places along the river, the project was deferred 

until after Rugby World Cup 2011 to allow negotiations with property 

owners to be completed.

Investigations began for the Montgomery Square pocket park and a 

detailed design was completed. Negotiations with key stakeholders began 

and continued into the current year. Investigation and detailed design also 

began for the pedestrian improvements for Upper Trafalgar Street and 

Selwyn Place. 

The design of the Bridge Street extension through to Vanguard Street 

was completed. Related to this project, negotiations began with various 

utility providers on underground services relocation to allow improved 

estimates of the complete project cost.

Staff completed designs and consultation on the new street tree planting 

plans around the city fringe and more trees were planted to enhance 

biodiversity in Neale Park. A Wayfinding Strategy was developed and the 

design phase began for the sign format to complement the Wayfinding 

Strategy.

An audit of central city footpaths was completed. It investigated the 

condition of footpaths in and around the central business district and city 

fringe area. This will allow targeted fixing of the significant footpath faults 

and improve access to the city for mobility impaired residents. 

The east-west cycle route across the city was improved through the 

design and construction of the Oxford Street cycle lane completed in June 

2010. This project was part funded through the Minor Safety Schemes fund.
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The Central City Strategy activity was set up for the first time in the 2009 

Nelson Community Plan to coordinate the implementation of this cross 

organisation set of projects. There are 104 different projects that aim 

to maintain the success of our central city while responding positively to 

changing uses and growth pressures and build a sense of Nelson’s identity 

into the city.

The total budget for Heart of Nelson projects in 2009/10 was $1.013 

million. Due to project complexities and the deferral of the Maitai pathway, 

$360,000 of this total was carried over to the next year.

The key projects initiated during 2009/10 to be completed in time for 

Rugby World Cup 2011 included:

Improvements to Montgomery Square including a pocket park and •	

better pedestrian connections to Hardy St and Trafalgar St

Improved way-finding and heritage interpretation signs•	

Design work to improve cycle and pedestrian access and facilities •	

around the city.

what we do
The Heart of Nelson activity included 104 projects, managed across the 

Council organisation. There are no sub-activities.

performance measures
There are no separate service levels or performance measures set for this. 

Each project is managed under the Council activity in which it is funded.

Community outcomes
The implementation phase of the Heart of Nelson central city strategy aims 

to continue improvements in the city centre. Enhancing the city centre will 

mean residents and visitors want to visit the area more and find it easier to 

get around. The projects in this activity directly contributed to meeting the 

community’s goals and to building community wellbeing over the year.

outcomes How the activity contributed

Healthy land, sea, air and water Through ensuring good environmental 
practices in designing and implementing 
improvement projects, and sustainable 
use of the city’s resources.

People-friendly places By increasing the attractiveness and 
functionality of the city centre so more 
people could access and enjoy the area.

A strong economy By attracting more and longer visits to 
the city centre to enhance commercial 
success of retailers.

Fun, creative culture By building more of a sense of Nelson’s 
identity into the city.
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ENvirONmENTal 
maNagEmENT

whaT wE did 2009/10

air quality and Clean heat warm homes
Significant improvements in Nelson’s air quality continued to be achieved. 

The national air quality standards have only been exceeded three times this 

winter to the end of June 2010 compared with 20 for the same time last 

year. The Clean Heat Warm Homes programme was expanded in 2009/10 

with 675 domestic heaters replaced compared to 356 last year. At the same 

time 691 homes were insulated under the scheme to ensure that not only 

did Nelson’s air quality improve but that homes were warmer and healthier. 

The end of 2009 was a deadline for the phase out of many old domestic 

burners and an estimated 3000 burners have been replaced since the 

Council began its programme to improve Nelson’s air quality. 

water quality
Monitoring showed both the lower Maitai River and Wakapuaka River do 

not meet swimming standards at times. However, the lower Maitai River 

did show significant improvement due to Council work to improve waste 

water and stormwater systems. The Council also continued to work with 

rural landowners to fence off stock from waterways. A $30,000 per annum 

assistance fund is used to help fence and plant riparian areas. Council 

also worked with rural land owners on environmental issues such as pest 

management, biodiversity, native plant protection and revegetation. 

Nelson resource management plan
Council made progress on changes to the Nelson Resource Management 

Plan (NRMP) to provide for better urban design. The changes were publicly 

notified in September 2010. The plan changes included new controls for 

residential development and comprehensive housing, parking requirements 

and managing growth in the Marsden Valley to Brook Valley area. Work also 

continued on reviewing the NRMP provisions protecting Nelson’s heritage 

and biodiversity values with plan changes to be notified in 2011. 

biodiversity
A Waimea Inlet Strategy was prepared with Tasman District Council to set 

the direction for its future management. The strategy development process 

was the catalyst for a community forum and charter for the community 

and agencies to work together to enhance the Inlet’s cultural, ecological 

and amenity values. A comprehensive stocktake of significant indigenous 

habitat and fauna has been completed to feed into the review of the NRMP. 

It included establishing three dimensional sample plots to help assess the 

health of remnant areas.
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SuSTaiNabiliTy iNiTiaTivES

The Council increased its work on sustainability through implementing 

its Climate Change Action Plan and Sustainability Policy. The following 

programmes were the higher profile sustainability initiatives for the year.

Solar Saver
The Solar Saver scheme was established in December 2009 to encourage 

the use of solar water heating as part of implementing Council’s Climate 

Change Action Plan. Solar Saver provides loans to homeowners to install 

solar hot water systems. For the period that Solar Saver has been operating 

through to 30 June 2010 there have been 150 solar water heating systems 

installed compared to 37 for the previous six months. Building consent costs 

for solar hot water systems continued to be waived.

Eco design adviser
This position provides free advice to home owners and the building industry. 

Over the past 12 months this advice has resulted in the following outcomes:

an increase in the number of homeowners, designers and builders  –

specifying levels of insulation well above the minimums set out in the 

NZ Building Code

a number of major home building companies fitting solar-ready hot  –

water cylinders as standard in new houses

a greater number of major home building companies offering solar hot  –

water heating as part of the package when building new homes

a growing awareness of heat loss issues in houses from fittings such  –

as recessed ceiling downlights and poor performing windows. There is 

a noticeable trend away from specifying and installing recessed ceiling 

downlights in response

a higher uptake of Nelson people compared to other areas accessing  –

the “Warm Up New Zealand: Heat Smart” programme aimed at 

insulating existing houses, as reported by EECA.

Approximately 90% of the Eco Design Adviser consultations have been 

helping people in existing houses, the balance being with people looking 

at building new houses. A large number of those existing houses have 

efficiency problems and a considerable number are occupied by people who 

qualify for a community services card due to fixed and low incomes. This 

group of people are often in the worst houses that have the most design 

and efficiency problems.
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Sustainable business adviser
Council helps fund this service to provide free advice to businesses. Over 

the 2009/10 year the Sustainable Business Adviser worked with 70 different 

businesses and organisations, including the Council, recommending actions 

to reduce energy, water use and waste. Recommended actions with less 

than a three year payback period included: lighting upgrades, heating/

cooling measures, use of solar, cylinder wraps, changes to management of 

office equipment, power meter optimisation, heat recovery, insulation, fuel 

replacement, bulk power purchasing and heat pump installation.

Community partnerships
The Council facilitates regular meetings of a Sustainability Forum. This is a 

group of organisations and individuals interested in progressing sustainability 

initiatives in the region such as the supply of biofuels for local use. 

The Tasman Nelson Environment Awards were re-established in 

November 2009 to recognise the achievements of many organisations and 

individuals who contribute to a sustainable future. 

Another Ecofest was run with TDC in August 2009 with the tenth in 

August 2010. Additional waste minimisation initiatives in 2009/10 included:

a sustainability resource for pre-schools (Small Planet) –

solutions for waste at events, e.g. the waste-free Opera in the Park –

a ‘grow It’ programme encouraging people to grow food in their  –

gardens and to compost. Council also supported the ‘Nelson 

growables’ event

resources for events organisers to enable them to offer recycling at  –

their events. The Council has been actively involved in the community-

led ‘Bring Your Own Container’ promotion.
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resource use and emissions
Information on the Council’s fuel, electricity and water use has been 

collected to enable the Council to build up a picture of its sustainability 

issues and performance over time. This data relates to the 2009/10 financial 

year and is compared to the 2008/09 year in the following table on trends.

Activity unit Number
Tonnes of  

carbon 
emissions 

Heating of Civic 
House

litres of diesel 17,831.5 47

Fuel for crematorium litres of diesel 17,675.3 46.7

Water Treatment 
Plant

litres of diesel 278.9 0.7

Marsden Cemetery litres of diesel 2,088.0 5.5

Bells Island litres of diesel 162.4 0.41

Vehicle fleet litres of petrol 22,326.47 52.2

Vehicle fleet litres of diesel 12,133.39 32.6

Electricity, from 
Trustpower, Contact 
and Meridian 
accounts

Kilowatts 9,964,965 1,943

Electricity losses Kilowatts 9,964,965 199.3

Flights –domestic 
travel

Kilometres 163,040 28.1

Flights – trans Tasman Kilometres 6,629 0.5

The Bus service litres of diesel 31,422 84.5

Paper use by Civic 
House and Elma 
Turner library

kilograms2 12,622 23.6

ToTAl 2,464.1

1  This total reflects Nelson’s 38% contribution to the Nelson Regional Sewerage Business Unit 
(NRSBU).

2  This equates to 4663 reams of A4 paper and 193 reams of A3 paper in 2009/10. (A4 paper 
reams are assumed to weigh 2.5kg and A5 reams 5kg.) 
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TrENdS 2008/09 TO 2009/10

Resource Trend since last year 
Tonnes of  
carbon emissions

Electricity use increased by 648,548 kWh Increased by 126.5 tonnes

Diesel use for Civic House reduced by 2487 litres Reduced by 5.8 tonnes

Diesel use for crematorium reduced by 7627 litres Reduced by 20.1 tonnes

Council petrol vehicles reduced by 2095 litres Reduced by 4.9 tonnes

Council diesel vehicles: increased by 700 litres Increased by 1.9 tonnes

Domestic flights increased by 7164 km Increased by 1.2 tonnes

Trans Tasman flights reduced by 4554 km Reduced by 0.4 tonnes

The Bus service reduced diesel use by 11,000 
litres (same km travelled, but 
using more efficient vehicles)

Reduced by 29.6 tonnes

Paper use increased (899 more A4 reams, 
68 more A3 reams)

Increased by 4.8 tonnes

Total increase 134.4

minus total reduction - 60.8

TOTal TrENd 73.6 tonnes increase

The Council is still to achieve its target of stabilising its carbon emissions 

to 2008/09 levels. But significant progress is being made in a wide range 

of sustainability areas. These are outlined in the Council’s Sustainability 

Review for 2009/10 (Report No. 958560). The Council’s electricity use is 

the greatest contributor to its greenhouse gas emissions. Electricity use 

increased by 648,548 kWh in 2009/10 compared to 2008/09. Key reasons 

for the increase are:

more methane gas is now pumped from the landfill to the hospital,  –

due to the installation of a larger boiler. This has resulted in a 133,459 

kWh increase in electricity use

lighting on private roads and the lights in the City’s parks are now  –

included in the Council’s kWh use resulting in a 103,736 kWh increase

The Nelson Regional Sewerage Business Unit used more power last  –

year (202,044kWh, of which 76,776 kWh is attributable to Nelson 

City Council) during the installation of the upgrade to the waste 

water treatment plant at Bells Island, as well as a 12% increase in the 

production of biosolids applied to the nearby plantation forests
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The new Saxton Stadium used 112,936 kWh in its first year of  –

operation. Saxton Field Hockey electricity use increased 19,152 kWh, 

and Saxton Field Netball/Soccer increased by 26,516 kWh. This is due 

to the development and increased use of the new facilities.

Electricity use decreased significantly in several areas:

535,483 kWh was saved in the water supply area. Half of this was due  –

to the hydro-generation installed within the system, and the other half 

was saved due to pressure reduction initiatives, which reduced water 

demand and therefore water pumping via Marsden Valley

the Elma Turner library reduced its electricity use by 17,683 kWh  –

compared to the previous year as a result of more efficient lighting 

being installed in April 2010

changing the street lights along Waimea Road from 400 Watt to   –

70 Watt saved 14,229 kWh.

what you said
The 2010 Residents Survey found less dissatisfaction with Council’s 

environmental management. Six percent of respondents were dissatisfied 

with Environmental Management – significantly down from 17% the year 

before. Delays and the costs of getting consents were most often cited as 

the reasons for dissatisfaction. 49% of respondents were satisfied or very 

satisfied with Council’s environmental management work and 42% were 

neither satisfied nor dissatisfied. 

Support for sustainability
In mid-2009, the majority of Residents Survey respondents (62%) agreed 

that Council supports and promotes sustainability in the community. 

The number of people who put out their recycling at least once a month 

increased from 88% in 2009 to 92% in 2010. Seven percent still said 

they never recycle, which was the same proportion as when residents’ 

recycling was last measured in 2006 and 2009. In 2009 the proportion 

composting food waste (67%) rose significantly compared to 2005, when 

it was 55%. There was an even greater increase in the number of those 

composting garden waste (72%) compared to 52% in 2005. In July 2010 

the proportion composting was 68% for food waste and 74% for garden 

waste respectively, confirming Nelson as having a remarkably high level of 

home composting.
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As one of the country’s five unitary authorities, Nelson City Council has to 

manage both local authority functions like subdivisions and land use, and 

regional functions like air quality, fresh water, coastal management and 

biosecurity. Council’s environmental functions include planning advice, 

policy development and implementation, monitoring and environmental 

education. While most of Nelson’s residents live in the urban area, resource 

management plans also apply to rural and coastal areas. 

what we do
Council environmental management work included:

Monitoring the state of the environment•	

Pest management, contracted to Tasman District Council•	

Environmental advocacy and policy advice•	

Statutory planning – the Nelson Resource Management Plans, Regional •	

Policy Statement and plan changes

Non-statutory planning – strategic land use planning such as the Heart •	

of Nelson Strategy

Non-regulatory assistance e.g. Clean Heat-Warm Homes scheme to •	

assist with the replacement of solid fuel fires; assistance with fencing 

costs to protect rural ecosystems.

Community outcomes
Council provided environmental management services to enable the 

sustainable use of the city’s resources. This promoted quality urban and 

rural environments to meet the present and future needs of the community. 

Council’s environmental management activities contributed to achieving 

these Community Outcomes over the year:

outcomes How the activity contributed

Healthy land, sea, air and water 
We protect the natural environment.

Through providing information on 
good environmental practices, pest 
management, developing environmental 
plans, and monitoring the environment.

People-friendly places 
We build healthy, accessible and 
attractive places and live in a 
sustainable region. 

Through provision of land use and 
subdivision planning and reducing 
pollution through programmes such as 
Clean Heat-Warm Homes.

A strong economy 
We all benefit from a sustainable, 
innovative and diversified economy. 

Through providing an environment that 
supported sustainable business practices. 

Note: Improvements in the quality of Nelson’s environment are also dependent on factors 
outside of Council’s control, for example, air quality is influenced by how windy the weather  
is in winter.
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Environmental management service levels and performance measures 
set in the 2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council  
will provide

measures Target(s) Results for 2009/10

Cleaner air Quality of air in Nelson Meet or exceed current 
national air quality targets

Clean Heat Warm Homes 
installations planned are:

2009/10 - 580

2010/11 - 370

2011/12 - 383

2012/13 - 563

On track, all well under target

See pages 13 and 73 for more 
details 

Achieved

675 heater conversions in 
2009/10. 356 in previous year

Well-planned 
city that meets 
the community’s 
needs

Projects included in the 
lTCCP are implemented 
on time and within 
budget

Implement current 
programme of plan 
changes

Currently behind in plan change 
programme but notifying plan 
changes in September 2010 
including those to improve 
urban design outcomes for the 
city and plan changes to make 
technical fixes

Residents’ satisfaction 
with Nelson’s 
environment. 

Target not yet set In mid-2010, 49% of residents 
rated their satisfaction with 
Nelson’s environmental 
management as satisfied or 
very satisfied. Development of 
sustainability strategy might 
improve this

Cleaner water Quality of Nelson’s 
coastal and freshwater

Meet swimming water 
quality standards

Bathing water results for 
2009/10 showed significant 
improvement in the lower 
Maitai but both lower Maitai 
and Wakapuaka Rivers do not 
meet swimming standards after 
rainfall increases runoff. 

Council provided land 
management advice to 
encourage riparian planting and 
the exclusion of stock

Stream health: maintain 
class A and B waterbodies 
in current state and 
improve class C to B, and 
have no waterbodies worse 
than class C

Not achieved

Analysis of the 2008 water 
quality data showed report 
found ten stretches of river to 
be worse than class C. This is 
an increase of one since 2007. 
Streams involved were mainly 
urban or had direct stock access

Council is addressing this in the 
City through several initiatives 
including nets to intercept 
stormwater contaminants before 
discharge
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What Council  
will provide

measures Target(s) Results for 2009/10

Protect and restore 
native biodiversity 

Biodiversity in the Nelson 
area

Implementation of 
Council actions in Nelson 
biodiversity action plans

Council has drafted, with the 
community, biodiversity plans 
for land, freshwater and coastal 
environments 

Waimea Inlet Strategy was 
approved in August 2010

Results from the 
land Cover Database 
produced by the Ministry 
for the Environment five 
yearly

Area of Nelson covered in 
native vegetation remains 
the same or increases 
between 2005 and 2010

Achieved

Area of Nelson covered in native 
vegetation has remained the 
same since 2000

Identify, promote, 
and protect 
Nelson’s heritage

Support of the Nelson 
Heritage Strategy 

Implement Council actions 
in Nelson Heritage Strategy

 
 
 
 

 
 
Target not yet set

Achieved

Rates remission incentive fund 
for heritage buildings and 
zero resource consent fees 
established, heritage inventory 
and Heart of nelson Central 
City Strategy implementation 
underway. Heritage promotion 
actions still to occur

69% of residents rated their 
satisfaction with heritage 
management as satisfied or 
very satisfied in 2009. This is 
assessed every three years

Sustainability 
advocacy

Council and community 
greenhouse gas 
emissions

Stabilise the Council and 
community’s greenhouse 
gas emissions by 2012 and 
reduce by 40% in 2020 
compared with 2001

Not achieved

Council CO
2
 emissions in 

2008/09 were 2,366 tonnes, in 
2009/10 emissions were 2,439 
tonnes

Estimate of community 
emissions will be available in 
2010/11

Implement Climate Change 
and Sustainability action 
plans

Partially implemented but other 
priorities meant some work 
delayed until Sustainability 
Strategy prepared in 2010/11
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TraNSpOrT
whaT wE did 2009/10

Significant new transport assets funded through Council’s capital 

expenditure included the completion of Tosswill Rd, Nayland Rd and  

Songer St, the refurbishment of Toi Toi St, Campbell St and Tasman St  

and the completion of the Ridgeway link road.

The completed minor improvement projects included the traffic islands 

on the Ridgeway and pedestrian safety improvements in Alton St. New 

pedestrian islands were installed on St Vincent St, Waimea Rd and Main 

Road Stoke, speed humps in Examiner St and a minor intersection redesign 

at the intersection of Hastings St and Washington Rd.

The cycle network was expanded with the connection of the Trafalgar 

200 route to the Collingwood St bridge, including Sovereign St and Wainui 

St intersection improvements which were partially completed. Another 

cycle project was the improvement of the link between Hardy St and the 

Vanguard/gloucester roundabout. The shared walk/cycle path protocol 

was adopted and additional signs and path markings were installed on the 

shared paths throughout the city.

Road resealing of $690,000 was completed and road renewals costing  

$700,000 were completed at the Saxon Rd roundabout, Putaitai St, 

Quarantine Rd/Pascoe St intersection, Tui glen Rd, Bridge St and the 

Wildman Rd/Hay St intersection.

Other works included upgrading the street lighting on Waimea Rd and 

in Todd Valley. New bus shelters were installed at several key locations in 

Atawhai, Tahunanui and Main Road Stoke.

A number of strategic studies were completed or began in 2009/10. 

These included the Arterial Traffic Study to review options for the future 

planning of the Nelson arterial road network, the CBD motorbike parking 

policy, review of truck use of Muritai St, the Main Rd Stoke speed limit, and 

comprehensive walking and cycling counts. Traffic modelling for Waimea 

Rd resulted in beginning design work for traffic signals at the intersection of 

Waimea Rd and Motueka St. The residential shared zone design philosophy 

and speed limit reduction was approved by Council and the project design 

for locking Street subsequently began. Work started on the Temporary 

Traffic Management Plan for Rugby World Cup 2011. Additional projects 

included the traffic analysis for the Nelson South and Enner glynn/Upper 

Brook Plan Changes.

policies and public transport
The Regional land Transport Committee completed the Regional land 

Transport Strategy and Regional land Transport Programme, which were 

adopted by Council in June 2009. Funding was provided for an improved 

transitional public transport service to improve commuter services within the 

City area and between Nelson and Richmond from 2010 to 2012. However, 

the publication of the National land Transport Programme in August 2009 
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indicated there would be changes in funding rules for Passenger Transport 

which resulted in no Central government passenger transport funding 

increase. This has resulted in insufficient funds being available to introduce 

the service improvements. 

arterial Traffic Study
The major Arterial Traffic Study began in 2009/10 and continues into the 

next year. Reports for Stages 1, 1B and Stage 2 were released: 

stage 1 – evaluation of the existing arterial routes•	 . Stage 

1 Report looked at the existing transport system in Nelson and 

extrapolated the data to show what it would look like in 2036 if 

we did nothing differently. This was the baseline for comparing the 

options developed in the study.

stage 1b – Continuation of stage 1.•	  This report further explained 

the differences in the travel data from that used on previous studies, 

in particular the changes in the population statistics and the land use 

planning trends.

stage 2 – selection of the best arterial routes.•	  This stage 

investigated all the realistically conceivable options for the route, 

including part time clearways, tunnel options, rail and light rail, 

public transport and travel demand management The broad list of 

options was narrowed down to four options to proceed to Stage 3 for 

evaluation:

Option A Part time clearways on Rocks Rd and Waimea Rd –

Option B Southern Arterial –

Option H Rocks Rd Four laning –

Option I Waimea Rd/ Rutherford St Four laning. –

All options include passenger transport and travel demand management.

TraNSpOrT SafETy

Safety trends are determinded by looking at the calendar year data for 

crashes resulting in deaths or injuries. ‘Casualties’ refers to the number of 

people in injury crashes. The total number of fatal and serious casualties 

across the whole Nelson city area was 31 in 2009, which was slightly 

higher than the five year average (2005-2009 inclusive) of 24 per year. Of 

these, 33% of all car/van driver casualties and 60% of all car/van passenger 

casualties in Nelson were aged between 15-24 years.

The five year average crash rate per 10,000 population reduced slightly 

to 24.6 from 25, which is similar to comparable cities in New Zealand.

There were 31 recorded cycle casualties in Nelson city in 2008 compared 

to the five year average of 27. The data shows that around 25% of all road 

casualties are cyclists, which is a greater proportion than comparable cities, 

which average around 11%. The national rate is around 8%. 

There were 12 pedestrian casualties in 2009, three more than the 

previous year, and just above the five year average of 10.6.
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rESidENT SaTiSfaCTiON wiTh TraNSpOrT

Satisfaction mixed
The 2010 Residents’ Satisfaction survey found that slightly less than 38% of 

respondents were most dissatisfied with Transport in general. This was more 

than in 2009 (29%) although a significant improvement compared to 2007 

when more than half were dissatisfied. Most concerns related to a lack of 

public transport, traffic congestion, and a perceived lack of maintenance of 

roads and footpaths. Residents were most satisfied with off road cycle ways, 

cycle lanes, walkways and street lighting and least satisfied with public 

transport.

Fewer people think parking is hard to find compared to a year earlier, 

with 27% this year compared with 34% in 2009 and 41% in 2006 – 37% 

think it is about the same compared to 12 months ago and 12% think it 

is easier than a year ago. Of 400 respondents, there has been a reduction 

in car use for the journey to work from 70% in 2009 to 65% in mid 2010. 

Similarly, walking to work increased significantly between 2009 and 2010, 

from 5% to 12% and cycling from 6% to 9%. 

In the 2010 survey, 42% of the respondents cycle in Nelson. The majority 

of those who cycle are very satisfied (21%) or satisfied (42%) with the 

overall experience of cycling and 2% were very dissatisfied, mainly due to 

narrow lane widths, perceived dangers and bad experiences such as being 

knocked off their bike, concern about careless drivers and discontinuous 

cycle lanes. Of the rest, 22% of respondents who cycle said they were 

neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with their overal experience of cycling in 

Nelson.

what we do
Nelson City, as a unitary authority, does the transport planning for Nelson 

and is responsible for maintenance, construction and renewal of all roads 

and other parts of the transport network including cycle ways, but not State 

Highways. The State Highway network is managed separately by the NZ 

Transport Agency, which replaced Transit NZ, and is 100% funded by central 

government.

Council manages and maintains 248 km of roads, of which 232 km are 

sealed and 16 km are unsealed; 102 bridges; 16 km of off-road cycle lanes; 

871 car parks in the central city and 237 car parks in Stoke.

regional land Transport Strategy annual report
Council reports each year on implementation of the RlTS, which updates 

key transport statistics as well as progress on key transport initiatives. This 

document is available on the Nelson City Council website.
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Transport choices
Public transport use in Nelson is low. Council consultation has highlighted 

this as an area where residents would like a greater level of service. The 

introduction to this activity covered the changes to government funding 

of this service. Council provides a community bus service called ‘The Bus’. 

The private sector provides commercial public transport services between 

Nelson and Richmond. The Ministry of Education provides subsidised school 

bus services. Council, with Tasman District Council, also provides the Total 

Mobility Scheme, a door to-door transport service to assist people with 

disabilities who are unable to use public transport. 

Nelson has relatively high numbers of pedestrians and cyclists compared 

with the rest of the country. Council has progressively developed footpaths 

and cycle facilities. Cycling and walking are considered important transport 

options to provide for an increasing population and to improve physical 

activity levels while reducing environmental impacts.

what we do
Council’s transport activities include:

Provision of a road network including road safety and street cleaning•	

Footpaths•	

Cycleways•	

Public transport•	

Subsidised public transport including the Total Mobility Scheme to •	

provide access for people with disabilities

Street lighting•	

Inner city parking regulation and Central Business District development•	

Street gardens/trees•	

Street furniture•	

Management of properties on road reserve.•	
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Community outcomes
Council provided transport infrastructure to ensure there is safe, convenient, 

efficient and affordable access for residents, visitors and businesses. It 

has long been a responsibility of local authorities to provide and develop 

roads and transport planning in their area. Council-supplied transport 

infrastructure and transport planning contributed to achieving these 

Community Outcomes over the year:

outcomes How the activity contributed

Healthy land, sea, air and water  
We protect the natural environment.

Through providing a range of transport 
systems that minimised the impact on 
the environment. 

People-friendly places 
We build healthy, accessible and 
attractive places and live in a 
sustainable region.

Through taking into account the impact 
on public spaces when providing 
transport infrastructure. 

A strong economy  
We all benefit from a sustainable, 
innovative and diversified economy. 

Through providing an effective and 
efficient transport system that met the 
needs of residents and businesses.

Kind, healthy people  
We are part of a welcoming, safe, 
inclusive and healthy community.

Through providing a safe transport 
network that provided for traffic, cyclists 
and pedestrians.

CapiTal prOJECTS – OvEr $500,000

Project

Carry 
over from 
2008/09

$000

estimate for 
2009/10

$000

Total 
budget 

available in 
2009/10

$000

Actual 
spent 

2009/10
$000

Sealed roads re surfacing (40) 690 650 691

Pavement reconstruction 13 320 333 688

Ridgeway connection 
construction

652 0 652 1,578

Cycleways – sundry (131) 944 813 787

() = a negative carry over due to overspending in the previous financial year
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Transport service levels and performance measures set in the  
2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council  
will provide

measures Targets Results for 2009/10

Public transport 
services 

Increasing use of 
public transport

Increase share of weekday 
journey to work trips by public 
transport to at least 10% by 
2018

Not achieved

The national census recorded 
0.5% of all weekday journey to 
work trips by public transport 
in 2006. Refer to page 84 for 
information on government 
funding changes

The 2010 residents survey 
recorded 1% of journeys to work 
trips were by public transport 
(within the survey’s margin of 
error)

There were 45,343 trips on ‘The 
Bus’ in 2009/10 up from 42,121 
in 2008/09. There have been no 
improvements to services, except 
for the introduction of the Super 
gold Card

80% households within 400m  
(5 minutes’ walk) of a bus route 
by 2014

On track

Currently 79% of households are 
within 400m of a bus route

Walkways and 
cycleways that 
meet residents’ 
needs

Increased walking 
and cycling 

Increase the number of vehicles 
with more than one occupant 
in the peak period across the 
Waimea Rd/Rocks Rd screenline 
to at least 10% by 2018

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Increase the share of weekday 
journey to work trips undertaken 
by walking and cycling to at least 
25% by 2018

Achieved

Vehicle occupancy was recorded 
on Rocks Road and Waimea 
Road in September 2009. The 
survey counted all motor vehicles 
(including buses) between 
7.30am and 9.30am, and 
4.30pm and 6.00pm

The percentage of vehicles with 
more than one occupant is on 
average around 24% across the 
screenline

The national census recorded 
4.3% of people traveled to work 
as passengers in Nelson in 2006

On track

The 2010 residents survey 
recorded an increase in the 
number of people traveling to 
work by walking or cycling - 21% 
in mid winter 2010, up from 11% 
in 2009

The national census recorded 
13.4% of all weekday journey to 
work trips as walking or cycling 
in 2006
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What Council  
will provide

measures Targets Results for 2009/10

Walkways and 
cycleways that are 
safe

Number of 
accidents

Reduce the number of injury 
pedestrian and cyclist casualties 
by at least 20% by 2018 
compared with 2008

Not achieved

In 2008 36 cyclist casualties 
(seriously injured or fatalities)
were recorded. In 2010 this 
number increased to 45. Public 
education campaigns continue 
and cycle safety features are 
included in road design

Well maintained 
road network

Residents’ 
satisfaction

At least 75% resident satisfaction 
with roads

Not achieved

In 2010 41% of residents 
surveyed were satisfied or very 
satisfied with roads. In 2009 it 
was 49%

Road roughness 
achieves New 
Zealand Transport 
Agency Standards 
(NZZSRA)

Maximum average road 
roughness targets:

Arterial/principal 90-100 

Collector 110

local 120-140

Rural sealed 110-140

Rural unsealed  
110-140

(higher values indicate rougher 
roads)

All achieved within or better than 
target range

Maximum average road 
roughness measured in May 2010 
apart from rural unsealed roads 
which were measured in 2004

Arterial/principal 77

Collector 89

local 114

Rural sealed 87

Rural unsealed 126
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rEgulaTOry COmpliaNCE

(CONSENTS, liCENCES aNd mONiTOriNg)

whaT wE did 2009/10

Council received its Building Consent Authority (BCA) and Quality 

Assurance (QA) Accreditation at the end of June 2009 after completing 

all requirements. It was a major milestone and achievement to have met 

requirements in full with no corrective actions, particularly as the QA system 

was not due until December 2010.

The Council prepared for the onset of significant amendments to the 

Resource Management Act and the new discount regulations for late 

consents.

building Consents
Processing timeframes continued to improve with 88% of building consent 

applications granted within 20 working days. Even though these processing 

times have improved, this has been achieved while the number of building 

consents has increased 64% over the previous year.

year Numbers Value $

Processing

Average 
processing 

days

No. 
completed 

on time

% completed 
on time

09/10 2,287 121,413,193 8 2,002 88%

08/09 1,392 126,079,638 13 1,094 79%

07/08 1,495 175,052,507 20 944 63%

06/07 1,495 146,947,776 22 776 52%

05/06 1,197 99,843,748 18 733 61%

resource consents
For the 2009/10 financial year, 378 resource consent decisions were 

issued. Fifteen of these decisions were objected to with less than half of 

these objections relating to consent conditions. There were no appeals 

lodged at the Environment Court. The vast majority of consents continue 

to be processed on a non-notified basis. The graph below shows steady 

improvements in processing times and this combined with the decreasing 

amount of objections received, reflects the staff commitment to producing 

quality consents in a timely manner:
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rESOurCE CONSENT prOCESSiNg TimES 2009/10

NoN NoTIFIeD NoTIFIeD/lImITeD NoTIFIeD

% 
processed 
on time

Average 
process 

days 

Consent 
number

% 
processed 
on time

Average 
process 

days 

Consent 
number

82 23 378 71 81 10

land information memorandum (lIm) applications: lIMs continued to 

be processed well within the ten working day timeframe, as shown in the 

following table.

year Average Process days Total lIms

2009/10 5 321

what you said
In the mid-2010 survey of residents, 40% were satisfied with Council’s 

regulatory compliance activity, 13% were dissatisfied and 37% were neither.
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Regulatory compliance included administering government regulations 

mainly related to public health, safety or wellbeing. Controlling dogs, 

licensing liquor outlets, ensuring food hygiene, safe navigation and providing 

safe durable buildings, for example, are all linked to social wellbeing. 

Processing resource consents is also included in this Council activity, which 

promotes environmental as well as social wellbeing. Council’s pollution 

control, noise monitoring and complaints investigation responsibilities are 

concerned with protecting both the environment and human health and 

wellbeing. 

Safer environments through planning and regulation
Nationally, there is a move to curb anti-social behaviour and to create safe 

environments within which people can live, work and play. Regulatory 

controls will continue to be a key tool to promote community safety and 

wellbeing. 

Maintaining reliable, accurate, up-to-date information about land is also a 

core Council service. 

Council’s consents, licensing and monitoring activities include:

Dog and animal control•	

liquor licensing•	

Food premises monitoring•	

Storing and providing land information•	

Processing and inspection of resource and building consents•	

Controlling subdivision of land•	

Harbour and coastal safety and navigation•	

Pollution management•	

Investigating complaints (noise, bylaws, private drains and illegal •	

building works).
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Community outcomes
Council provided regulatory compliance services to promote healthy and 

safe environments. Council also implemented regulations that sought to 

protect the wellbeing of the community. Regulatory compliance contributed 

towards achieving these Community Outcomes over the year:

outcomes How the activity contributed

Healthy land, sea, air and water 
We protect the natural environment.

Through providing a regulatory system 
that protected the environment. 

People-friendly places 
We build healthy, accessible and 
attractive places and live in a 
sustainable region.

Through implementation of policies and 
bylaws to control threats to safety such 
as dogs, noise and alcohol.

A strong economy  
We all benefit from a sustainable, 
innovative and diversified economy.

Through providing regulatory services 
in an efficient manner and therefore 
reducing business compliance costs. 

Kind, healthy people  
We are part of a welcoming, safe, 
inclusive and healthy community.

Through implementation of policies and 
bylaws for threats to safety such as dogs, 
noise and alcohol to keep residents and 
visitors safe.

Regulatory compliance service levels and performance measures  
set in the 2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council  
will provide

measures Targets Results for 2009/10

Building Control 
team to ensure 
buildings are 
built to provide a 
safe and healthy 
environment for 
current and future 
building owners 
and users

Compliance with 
Building Act 2004

100% compliance Achieved

Accredited Building Consent 
Authority

Meet statutory 
timeframes under the 
Building Act 2004

100% compliance with Building 
Act requirements

Not achieved

June 09 - June 2010 
2288 building consents issued, 
88% completed in 20 working days 
or less.

2111 code compliance certificates 
issued, 88% within 20 working 
days or less.

Building Consent 
Authority 
accreditation 
services & Quality 
Assurance (QA) 
accreditation 
services

Retention of BCA / QA 
Accreditation

Assessment by IANZ June 2009 
and May 2011 and every two years 
thereafter.

Retain Accreditation and obtain 
Quality Assurance Accreditation

Achieved

Currently accredited to assess and 
inspect all building work in Nelson 
(full scope)
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What Council  
will provide

measures Targets Results for 2009/10

Reduce risk and 
ensure life safety 
of the public 
in buildings if 
earthquake occurs

Implementation of 
Earthquake Prone 
Building Policy

Building owners to be notified 
by June 2009 for buildings with 
special post-disaster functions eg 
hospitals, fire and police stations

Partly achieved

Desktop review of notified buildings 
due for completion

Policy and review implemented 
June 2009

Date moved to Dec 2010*

Building owners to be notified by 
December 2009 for buildings that 
contain crowds

Not achieved

Date moved to December 2010*

Building owners to be notified by 
December 2010 for buildings with 
a heritage classification of A or B

Not achieved

Date moved to Dec 2011. Review 
of Earthquake Prone Building Policy 
due by May 2011 and submitted to 
Department of Building & Housing

Building owners to be notified by 
December 2011 for buildings with a 
lower consequence for loss of life

Not achieved

Date moved to Dec 2012*

Resource Consent 
processing services

Number of consents 
processed within 
statutory timeframes

100% of consents processed within 
statutory timeframes

Not achieved

2009/10 82% of non-notified and 
71% of notified consents were 
within timeframes

(Note: non-notified consents are 
those consents that are not publicly 
notified. Notified consents allow 
people to lodge a submission 
in support or opposition to an 
application)

Public health 
protection services 
including food and 
liquor licensing 
and inspection

The percentage of 
premises inspected each 
year

All premises are inspected at least 
once per year and any failures 
reinspected

Achieved

All food premises, on, off and club 
licences received a minimum of one 
inspection

Response to 
Complaints 
(e.g. pollution 
response, dogs)

The percent of priority 
complaints responded 
to within 30 minutes. 
High priority complaints 
are complaints that 
require immediate 
response due to a 
serious imminent threat 
to the environment or 
person.

100% of high priority complaints 
are responded to within 30 
minutes. Including dogs attacking 
or showing aggressive behaviour 
and pollution complaints

Not achieved

95.8% compliance over the year.  
There were 144 high priority 
complaints, of which four were 
responded to between 40-70 
minutes. In seven cases the 
response time could not be 
determined

Noise control The percent of priority 
complaints responded 
to within 30 minutes

80% of high priority complaints are 
responded to within 30 minutes. 
High priority complaints are those 
in the early hours of the morning.

Target achieved with 84% 
responded to within 30 minutes.

*Policy implementation delayed due to reduced staff capacity.
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parKS aNd OpEN SpaCES

whaT wE did 2009/10

New assets
Significant new parks and open spaces assets funded through Council’s 

capital expenditure this year included work at Saxton Field and 

improvements to the network of roads and paths at Tahunanui Reserve. 

Other Saxton Field capital spending is detailed in the Community Facilities 

section.

Parks and open spaces have been shown to be increasingly important 

to the community. In July 2010, 75% of residents surveyed were satisfied 

with Council’s parks and open spaces, the highest rating of all 14 Council 

activities.

Community planting and tracks
Community plantings continued over the year, including at the glen, 

Tahunanui Reserve, Hockey Reserve in Brook Valley, Orchard Stream, 

Paremata Flats, Murphy Street Reserve and Wakapuaka Sand Flats.

The Dun Mountain/Coppermine Saddle circuit was upgraded, a new 

walkway was added at the Murphy Street reserve and a new 200 metre 

section of the Orphanage Stream path was constructed, including a new 

bridge across the stream.

improved facilities in parks
Council acquired additional land from the Cawthron Institute at the glen 

and developed a wetland and car park. New toilets with striking artwork 

were installed at Branford Park. A major improvement of the road and path 

network at Tahunanui was also completed during the year.

A new playground was added to the Frenchay Reserve in Atawhai. 

greenmeadows Reserve benefited from improvements to the tennis courts, 

irrigation, lighting and car parking. New light towers were installed at Neale 

Park and the front garden at Melrose House was extended.

Council also completed the bulk of the significant Trafalgar Park upgrade 

of facilities over the year improving lighting, toilets, entry areas, the turf, 

drainage and landscaping.

planning
The Conservation and landscape Reserves Management Plan was approved 

by Council in November 2009 and the Rutherford and Trafalgar Parks 

Reserve Management Plan in July 2010.
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baCKgrOuNd

The natural backdrop to Nelson city is one of its most notable features, 

one that is particularly appreciated by visitors and residents according to 

Council’s annual survey of residents. 

Council’s Parks & Open Spaces activity consistently rates as having the 

highest levels of satisfaction, currently around 75%.

The parks and open spaces network enhances the protection of Nelson’s 

biodiversity and protects heritage and coastal areas while providing 

recreational opportunities. There is considerable overlap between this 

Council activity and its Community Facilities and Recreation and leisure 

activities.

Nelson manages more than 11,000 hectares (ha) of parks and open 

spaces. The majority is held in the Brook, Roding and Maitai Conservation 

Reserves, which together total around 10,000ha. Nelson’s parks and open 

spaces are strongly linked to the maintenance of Nelson’s biodiversity, 

which is the natural diversity of all life, including diversity in genes, species, 

populations and ecosystems. Nelson’s conservation areas in particular are 

rich in native species and ecosystems.

increased need for parks and open spaces
The main reasons for the increase in the provision of parks and open spaces 

are population growth, changes in recreational uses and environmental 

protection requirements. Council has a strategic purchase programme 

in place to secure land to meet future parks and community facility 

requirements, as opportunities arise. 

Trends in recreational use of parks and open spaces show a significant 

move towards more informal active recreation such as mountain biking and 

walking and a decline in participation in organised sports, though these 

continue to be important recreational activities. Other issues and challenges 

in relation to Council’s management of parks and open spaces include: 

Increasing development on hills needing walkway connections •	

between these suburbs and local schools and shops

The need to provide safe public spaces with sensible design that •	

discourages crime and enhances other uses

The need to provide improved access for an ageing population•	

Provision of space and facilities for new recreational activities •	

The blurring and overlap of seasons by traditional sporting codes •	

For more information on anticipated trends, see the Parks and Reserves 

Activity Management Plan, which is available from the Council Customer 

Service Centre.

Nelson residents have an important role in parks and open spaces 

management. There are many ways people can be involved, including 

as volunteers planting native species, controlling weeds and pests and 

providing memorial seats.
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what we do
Council’s parks and open spaces activities include:

Horticultural parks•	

Neighbourhood parks•	

Conservation reserves•	

landscape reserves•	

Sportsfield reserves•	

Esplanade and foreshore reserves•	

Heritage and park trees•	

Other walkways not in these parks or reserves•	

Broadly, Council’s parks and open spaces operational responsibilities are split 

into planning, acquisitions, development and maintenance.

Community outcomes
Council owns and manages a wide range of reserves and other areas to 

meet the recreational needs of residents and visitors, while also protecting 

landscape and natural values. Our parks and open spaces assets provided 

a network of green space that met social and environmental goals and 

provided recreational opportunities. Council parks and open spaces 

contributed to achieving these Community Outcomes over the year:

outcomes How the activity contributed

Healthy land, sea, air and water 
We protect the natural environment.

Through providing parks and open 
spaces that included a range of 
environments and biodiversity.

People-friendly places  
We build healthy, accessible and 
attractive places and live in a 
sustainable region.

Through providing well planned parks 
and open spaces.

A strong economy  
We all benefit from a sustainable, 
innovative and diversified economy.

Through tourism based on attractive 
surroundings and activities available in 
Nelson’s parks and open spaces.

Kind, healthy people 
We are part of a welcoming, safe, 
inclusive and healthy community.

Through providing parks and open 
spaces that encouraged a range of 
physical activities.

A fun, creative culture  
We are proud of our creative local 
culture and regional identity.

Through providing a range of recreation 
facilities that everyone could enjoy.
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CapiTal prOJECTS – OvEr $500,000

Project

Carry 
over from 
2008/09

$000

estimate for 
2009/10

$000

Total budget 
available in 

2009/10
$000

Actual spent 
2009/10

$000

Neighbourhood parks land purchases: general 
reserves

1,212 1,480 2,692 438

Esplanade and foreshore reserves – Tahunanui 
Reserve Management Plan implementation

142 908 1,051 871

Sportsfields – greenmeadows redevelopment 271 497 769 542

Sportsfields – Rutherford Park redevelopment 228 473 702 95

Parks and open spaces service levels and performance measures  
set in the 2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council  
will provide

measure Targets 2009/10 Results

Neighbourhood 
parks well distributed 
throughout the city 
for residents use and 
enjoyment

Neighbourhood park 
distribution

At least one neighbourhood park 
within 400m of each home in 
residential areas and within 5km in 
rural small holdings zone

Not achieved

Target met for all of Nelson 
except in the Wood where 
options for acquiring land are 
being considered

Sufficient sportsfield 
reserves provided to 
support community’s 
organised sport needs

Area of sportsfield 
reserves

Maintain at least 2.5ha of sportsfield 
reserves per 1000 residents

Achieved

Target met for all of Nelson 
2.84ha per 1000 people

Well designed and safe 
play facilities are located 
within walking distance 
of every house in the 
urban area

Playground location 
distribution. Internal 
and independent 
audits monitor safety 
and design standards

Play facilities located within 800m of 
every house in the urban area

Audits occur according to agreed 
schedule and recommendations are 
implemented

Achieved

Distribution target met for all 
of Nelson

Audits for safety completed 
as programmed, monthly by 
Nelmac with a full independant 
survey every six years, the next 
due in 2014

Threats to significant 
biodiversity values 
within Conservation and 
landscape Reserves are 
actively monitored

Monitoring system 
for key species and 
habitats

Regular system of monitoring of key 
species and habitats implemented for 
Conservation and landscape Reserves 
and findings reported to Council and 
community

Not achieved

Prioritisation framework 
developed in 2009/10

Monitoring and reporting is to 
begin in 2010/11

City’s parks and open 
spaces managed in a 
sustainable manner

Key indicators show 
improvement in 
sustainability

Council-wide system for monitoring 
sustainability indicators established 
and targets set for key indicators in 
parks and open spaces

Achieved

Nelson City Council/
Nelmac Parks and Reserves 
Sustainability Action Plan was 
implemented in 2009/10

Monitoring system established, 
agreed initiatives in place and 
are being imlements with 
Nelmac
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rECrEaTiON aNd lEiSurE

whaT wE did 2009/10

An important focus for Council over the year was working in partnership 

with the Cycle Trails Trust and Tasman District Council to secure central 

government funding of $2.6 million for developing cycle trails. The very 

popular Women’s Activator series of 2009 was extended over the year 

to men and youth. Community recreation events included Isel in Bloom, 

Broadgreen Rose Day and The Big Tahuna beach party.

Council provided recreation programmes for youth through The New 

Hub and continued to support OSCAR holiday programmes by funding 

tutors and Big Day Out events. A total of $39,123 was provided to 18 

organisations from the Physical Activity Fund to support community sports 

and recreation.

Council’s Recreation and leisure activity consistently rates highly in 

surveys of resident satisfaction. In mid-2010, 64% were satisfied or very 

satisfied. This was third highest out of 14 activities.

baCKgrOuNd

With the long-term trend towards inactivity and obesity, councils and other 

organisations see the many benefits of encouraging residents to be more 

active and therefore healthier. 

Council provides recreation and leisure opportunities through providing 

infrastructure such as footpaths and cycle ways, parks and open space, as 

well as information, services, events and programmes. ‘Recreation’ and 

‘leisure’ are defined broadly to include all passive and active pastimes that 

“refresh, occupy and entertain”.

The healthy Nelson lifestyle
Taking part in physical activities as well as enjoying leisure time is a 

significant and essential part of Nelson’s culture. Nelson has the highest 

proportion of residents in the country cycling and taking part in sport and 

recreation. Related to this, Nelson has the fewest smokers nationwide. Our 

health as a community is in part shaped by our surrounding environment. 

A healthy community is also more productive, with fewer people unable to 

work because of illness. Council’s recreation and leisure activity has strong 

links to related Council activities particularly:

Culture, heritage and arts•	

Parks and open space•	

Transport, especially active and public transport•	

Environmental management•	

Community facilities.•	
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activities during events
Many community events run by Council, such as Broadgreen Rose Day, now 

include opportunities to be physically active. An example is the Way2go 

activities trailer provided by Council. The lantern Spectacular included a 

walk to the top of the Centre of NZ hill and the Teddy Bears’ Picnic included 

sports activities like tug of war and sack races for children and parents.

planning plays a big part
Council’s recreation and leisure work included planning, coordination, 

funding and providing facilities. The Regional Physical Activity Strategy 

and Nelson Tasman Physical Activity Plan are a collaboration between 

Council and other interested organisations. They were funded by Sport and 

Recreation NZ (SPARC). The regional strategy covers high level collaboration 

strategies for Buller, Tasman, Nelson, Marlborough and Kaikoura. The 

Nelson Tasman Physical Activity Plan has a local focus and lists specific goals 

and initiatives for this area. 

The local plan covers issues such as health, active transport, inclusiveness 

and access, information sharing, open space, facility planning, education, 

volunteer support and links to related policies. For example, the plan 

included a goal of safe active transport options in all communities, with 

coordinated planning to develop a network of cycle and walking routes 

across Nelson. It included objectives to establish a connected and effective 

network, and plan for physical activity opportunities to be embedded within 

land transport planning processes. Recommended actions include increased 

understanding of cycling and walking needs and collaboration with other 

agencies to address their specific needs.

Community funding
Council administers the Nelson City Physical Activity Fund for community 

groups with specific projects to increase the physical activity levels of 

residents. Up to $40,000 per annum is allocated, which is residual funds 

from the former Hillary Commission Community Sport Fund.

The Council’s Community Assistance Policy set up Council grants and 

fixed-term contracts to community organisations that provide recreation and 

leisure services for residents.

way2go
Way2go is a Nelson-Tasman multi-agency partnership project aimed to 

increase physical activity levels by funding and supporting community 

recreation providers in the region. The overarching aim of the Way2go 

programme is to break down barriers to physical activity by providing 

programmes and information about achievable physical activity and active 

recreation opportunities in local communities. Way2go is a collaborative 

programme between Nelson City and Tasman District Councils, Nelson 

Marlborough District Health Board, the Tasman Regional Sports Trust and 

the Nelson Bays Primary Health.
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Two programmes the Council supports as part of Way2go are In Your 

Neighbourhood and the Activator Programme. In Your Neighbourhood is a 

fun recreation programme delivered by HYPE-gS using the Way2go Activity 

Trailer in Council parks and open spaces. 800 children and their families 

took part over the year. The Women’s Activator is a popular programme 

based on triathalon sports, encouraging people to get back into physical 

activity after a long break. 150 women applied for 100 places this year.

working with Tasman district
Nelson and Tasman Councils also work together through the joint NCC/

TDC Regional Funding Forum to coordinate the funding and development of 

regional community recreation and leisure facilities, including Saxton Field. 

These are covered in more detail in the Community Facilities section. 

Council recreation and leisure facilities
Nelson’s Council-provided leisure and recreation facilities include:

the Trafalgar Centre•	

Natureland•	

public libraries, which are included in the Community Facilities activity•	

the Waahi Taakaro golf course•	

play facilities•	

two swimming pools, Riverside and Nayland•	

sports grounds and parks, which are in the Parks and Open Space •	

section

The Trafalgar Centre is the region’s largest indoor events venue catering 

for major arts, cultural, sporting and recreation events that attract large 

numbers of attendees. A $7.4 million upgrade of the main stadium was 

completed in 2009, including improved acoustics, insulation and ventilation, 

new toilets and changing facilities, an increased floor space, flexible seating 

and stage area and additional storage areas.

Events support
Council support for recreation events in conjunction with festivals included 

Rose Day, Isel in Bloom, Youth Council events, Bikewise Week and support 

for Youth Week in May every year. Summer initiatives include recreation 

activities at the beach and neighbourhood reserves through the Recreation 

Ambassador and In Your Neighbourhood programme as well as events for 

youth in the annual arts festival and during the New Year’s Eve concert.

Community outcomes
Council is involved in providing recreation and leisure opportunities, like 

other public goods, because the health, economic and community wellbeing 

benefits of passive and physical activity and leisure are shared by the whole 

community. Council is well-placed in terms of its expertise and role to 

coordinate community-wide physical activity initiatives, in collaboration with 

other organisations. Council-provided recreation and leisure services for 
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Nelson residents and visitors contributed to achieving these Community  

Outcomes over the year:

outcomes How the activity contributed

People-friendly places 
We build healthy, accessible and 
attractive places and live in a 
sustainable region.

Through creating leisure, sports and 
living environments for residents and 
visitors activities.

A strong economy 
We all benefit from a sustainable, 
innovative and diversified economy.

Through recreation activities that drew 
people to Nelson and provided work and 
healthy lifestyles.

Kind, healthy people  
We are part of a welcoming, safe, 
inclusive and healthy community.

Through providing recreation 
opportunities that maintained or built 
healthy communities.

A fun, creative culture  
We are proud of our creative local 
culture and regional identity.

Through providing recreation pursuits 
that were fun and gave people a sense 
of belonging and wellbeing.

CapiTal prOJECTS – OvEr $500,000

Project

Carry 
over from 
2008/09

$000

estimate for 
2009/10

$000

Total budget 
available in 

2009/10
$000

Actual spent 
2009/10

$000

Play facilities – sundry 349 661 1,010 237

Recreation and leisure service levels and performance 
measures set in the 2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council  
will provide

measures Targets 2009/10 Results

Natureland 
established as a 
high quality visitor 
attraction

Visitor numbers Visitor numbers 
increase annually

Achieved

33,950 visitors in 2007/08 

35,969 visitors in 2008/09 

36,555 visitors in 2009/10 
(projected)

Trafalgar Centre 
as a venue that 
continues to meet 
needs of the 
community and 
attract visitors

Bookings Bookings increase 
annually

Achieved

Visitor numbers increasing 
133,066 in 2009 up from 
102,805 in 2005

More large events and fewer 
small events, for example there 
were 50,927 national sport event 
visitors in 2009, up from 17,680 
in 2005
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COmmuNiTy faCiliTiES

whaT wE did 2009/10

Significant new community facilities assets funded through Council’s capital 

expenditure included facilities at Saxton Field – the hockey and softball 

shared pavilion, two new softball diamonds, the utility building beside the 

cricket oval and cricket practices strips and sightscreens.

Major improvements to the road layout at Tahunanui reserve were 

completed, as was an improved path network for pedestrians and cyclists.

Reconstruction of tennis courts and car parks at the greenmeadows 

reserve was completed, new toilets were installed at ANZAC park and a 

village green, car park and wetlands were developed at the glen reserve. 

A 200 metre section of the Orphanage Stream path was constructed from 

Bridgewater lane downstream to and including a new bridge across the 

stream. This was a further stage in developing an esplanade path all the way 

along Orphanage Stream.

A significant upgrade of facilities at Trafalgar Park was also completed 

with improvements to lighting, toilets, entry areas, the turf, drainage and 

landscaping.

The July 2010 Council survey of residents found that 63% of respondents 

were satisfied with Council’s community facilities and 9% were dissatisfied 

and 29% were neither, making it fourth highest rating out of the 14 Council 

activities for resident satisfaction. In 2007, when this was last assessed, 77% 

were fairly or very satisfied on a three point scale.

baCKgrOuNd

Community facilities are needed to ensure Nelson has a range of high 

quality places where services are provided and for a variety of uses by 

residents and visitors. These range from public toilets and camping grounds 

to the crematorium. A substantial number of individual facilities are 

included in this Council activity, such as the three public libraries and many 

community properties including local halls.

Community facilities include:

Public libraries•	

Marsden cemetery and crematorium•	

Public toilets•	

Marina•	

Community properties•	

Motor camps (Tahunanui, Brook and Maitai)•	

Community housing•	

Regional community facilities (Trafalgar Centre, Saxton Field)•	
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This Council activity groups and manages together very different kinds of 

properties. What they have in common is that they are all physical properties 

owned by Council on behalf of the community. They are all for community 

use or for providing community services in some form.

All of Council’s community facilities, recreation and leisure, parks and 

open space and social development activities aim to enhance community 

wellbeing through overlapping social, cultural, economic and environmental 

initiatives.

Community housing
Council’s 142 community housing units provide low cost housing for older 

residents with limited financial means. The housing is managed by an 

independent contractor and occupancy rates are high. Funding secured from 

Housing New Zealand is allowing an upgrade and modernisation of the 39 

units at Karaka Street in Stoke.

Community outcomes
Council’s community facilities activities contributed to achieving these 

Community Outcomes over the year: 

outcomes How the activity contributed

People-friendly places 
We build healthy, accessible and 
attractive places and live in a 
sustainable region.

Through providing attractive and 
useful community buildings and places 
where community services could be 
delivered and developing collaborative 
partnerships with other organisations.

A strong economy 
We all benefit from a sustainable, 
innovative and diversified economy.

Through providing venues for the 
delivery of community services that 
contributed to the wellbeing of 
the community, and that provided 
employment. 

Kind, healthy people 
We are part of a welcoming, safe, 
inclusive and healthy community.

Through supporting the community 
and meeting a wide range of 
community needs. 

A fun, creative culture 
We are proud of our creative local 
culture and regional identity.

Through providing venues that 
supported our local culture and 
identity. 
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CapiTal prOJECTS – OvEr $500,000

Project

Carry 
over from 
2008/09

$000

estimate for 
2009/10

$000

Total 
budget 

available in 
2009/10

$000

Actual 
spent 

2009/10
$000

Marina – large berths dredging 50 1,000 1,050 825

Saxton Field – cricket / athletics / football 
pavilion

(9) 3,300 3,291 193

Saxton Field – general development 0 540 540 658

Saxton Field – utilities / maintenance 
building

0 990 990 922

Saxton Field – hockey / softball pavilion 0 2,000 2,000 1,776

Regional Community Facilities - Performing 
Arts / Conference Centre

(4) 5,000 4,996 401

Regional Community Facilities - Saxton 
Field stadium

(532) 507 (25) 795

Regional Community Facilities – Trafalgar 
Park

0 7,400 7,400 6,714

Regional Community Facilities – sundry 685 718 1,403 423

() = a negative carry over due to overspending in the previous financial year
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Community facilities service levels and performance measures set in the 
2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council  
will provide

measures Targets Results for 2009/10

Well-managed facilities 
with appropriate services 
for a variety of uses by 
the community

Residents survey Targets not yet set Well-patronised range of 
community facilities

63% of surveyed residents 
satisfied with community facilities 
in July 2010

Nelson Public libraries 
are well used and offer 
a range of services that 
satisfy the needs of the 
community

Membership figures. 
Issues per capita 
compared to national 
average. Holdings 
per capita compared 
to national average. 
Residents survey

Membership as a % 
of population equals 
or betters the national 
average.

Items per capita and 
holdings per capita 
equal or better national 
average. 

Resident satisfaction 
target not yet set

Achieved

library membership 84% of 
population (national average 
50.2%)

Issues per capita 19.7 (national 
average 12.76)

Holdings per capita 3.46 
(national average 2.8)

From survey of residents, 84% 
satisfied or very satisfied in July 
2010 (91.6% in July 2009). The 
apparent drop in satisfaction 
was mainly due to concern 
among some library users about 
internet use by visitors and use 
of a different scale to assess 
satisfaction

Provide low cost, self-
funding community 
housing for older persons

Condition assessments.  
Cost to rates

Community housing 
maintained to a level 3 
(average) standard and at 
no cost to rates

Achieved

All units grade 3 level or higher. 
Currently community housing 
rents do not cover maintenance 
and operations
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ECONOmiC aNd 
TOuriSm SuppOrT

whaT wE did 2009/10

The most obvious feature of the 2009/10 financial year was the need for 

Council to respond to the increasing cost of infrastructure materials. Bearing 

in mind the effect the Council has on the local economy, the rates increase 

was kept below the inflation rate in part by deferring the repayment of 

Council loan principal.

Economic benefits from major projects
Complementary Council projects that featured in the 2009 Community 

Plan as having significant economic benefits included the preparations for 

Rugby World Cup 2011 events and the Heart of Nelson central city strategy 

projects.

what residents think
The July 2009 Residents Survey found that 47% of respondents were 

satisfied with Council’s economic and tourism support activity, with 10% 

dissatisfied. The most cited reasons for dissatisfaction were that they felt 

Council did not do enough for the local economy, businesses or tourism 

promotion. In July 2010, 43% were satisfied with Council’s economic and 

tourism support activity, with 11% dissatisfied and 37% were neither.
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NElSON rEgiONal ECONOmiC dEvElOpmENT 
agENCy (Eda)

green apples
The EDA, in conjunction with the Hawkes Bay and Otago regions and 

Pipfruit New Zealand successfully introduced the Apple Futures Initiative to 

produce apples with no detectable chemical spray residues. The programme 

has now been taken up by the apple industry as part of its usual business 

practice. 

Jobs for youth
The successful Education for Enterprise programme overseen by the EDA is 

now included in the curricula of all the regions’ high schools.

assisting Enterprise
The EDA continues as the Administration Agent for the Te Tau Ihu Regional 

governance group for NZ Trade and Enterprise (NZTE) and Ministry of 

Economic Development funding for projects across the Top of the South.

Projects funded by NZTE are:

green Port – Black Boats•	

In conjunction with four marine businesses funded an in-depth 

feasibility study into the development of an eco friendly marine 

precinct.

Aviation Cluster•	

Development of a cluster of key aviation sector businesses across 

the Top of the South to work together to grow business through the 

sector.

Nutrition Valley•	

To carry out a study into the development of a natural products 

business park.

Event funding
Up to mid 2010, funding was provided for 11 events that were considered to 

have economic potential.

Strategic planning
The EDA updated the Regional Economic Development Strategy with the 

latest data as at 30 June 2010. This publication contains the region’s most 

recent economic data available to assist in planning the development of the 

Region. The report, ‘Tracking the Nelson Regional Economy’ to measure the 

performance of the region is released every six months. The EDA continued 

to run Venture Accelerator Network meetings to support entrepreneurs and 

potential investors. It also coordinates implementation of the Work Force 

Development Strategy.
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TOuriSm NElSON TaSmaN lTd

Financially, Nelson Tasman Tourism made good progress over the year. Tight 

expenditure control, operation of a fourth quarter project reserve to hold 

discretionary spending until late in the year, restructuring the golden Bay 

i-SITE to achieve better long-term performance and improved sales across all 

visitor centres were all factors in the sound financial end result. The Board 

now operates a contingency fund to better insulate the Company from 

marketplace and revenue fluctuations.

guest nights up
By the end of the financial year to 30 June 2010, there were early signs of 

a recovery from the global financial crisis. Total guest nights for the year 

grew by 2.8% over the previous year and was a vast improvement on the 

negative growth rate experienced in 2008/09. However, there is still some 

way to go before tourism in New Zealand and the Nelson Tasman region 

returns to previous levels of activity.

The tourism market changed more than ever over the past year, as 

economies around the world including New Zealand recovered at different 

rates. An interesting result for Nelson Tasman was that, in most months, 

domestic guest nights declined while international nights grew. This change 

came after growth in Australian arrivals, many of whom found their way to 

our region, as well as a continuation of good growth from germany.

marketing initiatives
While Nelson Tasman Tourism is now adequately funded to carry out its 

basic roles, funds available to invest in marketing in the highly competitive 

regional tourism market are comparatively limited. Fortunately, during the 

year both Council shareholders agreed to invest in a joint venture marketing 

opportunity with central government for the 2010/11 financial year. An 

opportunity too good to miss, the funding will enable the region to invest in 

its biggest ever marketing exercise, through featuring in a wider two million 

dollar campaign that encourages Australians to travel to the South Island via 

Christchurch International Airport. Within that campaign, Nelson Tasman 

will feature in two pushes for Australians to travel throughout the top of 

the South Island during the Spring and Autumn seasons of 2010/11. Nelson 

Tasman Tourism will continue to focus on ways the Company could achieve 

a more competitive level of marketing.

The Company was active in projects to increase revenue and improve 

performance. The IBIS software project to improve information centre 

processing capability is now complete, and a revamp of the Nelson Tasman 

regional website is under way.
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destination management
Externally, Nelson Tasman Tourism has continued its role as industry leader 

and tourism representative at a national level. Involvement in projects such 

as the national cycleways project, the Abel Tasman Foreshore, Rugby World 

Cup 2011 and sustainability initiatives have all been a significant part of the 

Company’s activities.

baCKgrOuNd

Council supports economic development in Nelson by providing the 

economic environment and infrastructure so businesses can operate 

effectively. Other Council services include staff advice, information and 

assistance for elected members and the community. Council coordinates 

economic development initiatives by funding the activities of Council-

controlled agencies such as the Nelson Regional Economic Development 

Agency and Tourism Nelson Tasman ltd, which trades as Nelson Tasman 

Tourism based in the Millers Acre Centre, Taha o te Awa. 

Council established the Nelson Regional Economic Development Agency 

(EDA) in 2004 and provides its base operating funding with Tasman 

District Council. The EDA Statement of Intent (SOI) sets out its goals and 

performance measures for the current financial year. The purpose of the 

EDA included: “to coordinate, promote, facilitate, investigate, develop, 

implement, support and fund initiatives relating to economic development, 

employment growth and improved average incomes within the Nelson 

region for the benefit of the community”.

Council part-funds Nelson Tasman Tourism, which it jointly owns with 

Tasman District Council. Its goals and performance measures for the current 

financial year are set out in its Statement of Intent (SOI). 

Council also provides funding to support the activities of the Uniquely 

Nelson central city business coordinator and funds Nelson Event Strategy 

implementation. Council contributed to promoting the region nationally 

and internationally through campaigns, events, publications and through 

participation in Sister City programmes.

The Millers Acre Centre, Taha o te Awa opened in 2005 and is owned by 

the Council. This award winning Trafalgar Street building houses the Millers 

Acre Centre, Taha o te Awal visitor information centre and Nelson Tasman 

Tourism offices. It is an economic/business development one stop shop with 

tenants including the EDA, Nelson Tasman Business Trust and NZ Trade and 

Enterprise.

what we do
Council’s economic and tourism support activity included:

Economic development•	

Tourism support through Tourism Nelson Tasman ltd.•	
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Community outcomes
Council recognises that Nelson businesses need the right economic 

environment to flourish, and that a focus on developing smart sustainable 

businesses benefits everyone living in and visiting the area. A strong 

economy also depends on having sound and reliable infrastructure, 

much of which is provided by the Council. Council support for economic 

development contributed towards achieving these Community Outcomes 

over the year:

outcomes How the activity contributed

A strong economy  
We all benefit from a sustainable, 
innovative and diversified economy.

Through supporting organisations such 
as the Regional Economic Development 
Agency and Nelson Tasman Tourism 
and providing reliable infrastructure for 
businesses. 

Good leadership
Our leaders are proactive, innovative 
and inclusive.

Through monitoring and facilitating 
economic activity and advocating for 
Nelson economic development with 
central government.

Economic and tourism support service levels and 
performance measures set in the 2009-19 Nelson 
Community Plan

What Council will provide measures Targets 2009/10 Results

Coordination and promotion 
of economic development.

Effective Council Controlled 
Organisations (CCOs) and 
infrastructure that provide for 
a sound local economy

Resident satisfaction

Detailed targets for 
CCOs are in the relevant 
Statements of Intent

Satisfaction target not 
yet set

In 2010, 43% of residents 
surveyed were satisfied 
with Council performance 
in economic and tourism 
support, 11% were 
dissatisfied and 37% were 
neither
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maNagiNg EmErgENCiES 
aNd NaTural hazardS

whaT wE did 2009/10

Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) is carried out regionally 

with Tasman District Council. In the past year civil defence staff have 

responded to a number of emergency events including a flood in Tapawera, 

the Chilean Tsunami alert and a major rural fire at glenhope. Civil defence 

staff responded to these events and provided emergency welfare support to 

the community when people had to be evacuated. A full review of regional 

civil defence arrangements was undertaken by government in early 2010. 

The resulting report was very positive about the Nelson Tasman group, 

with the Director of Civil Defence and Emergency Management stating that 

there was a “very solid foundation, with some impressive work having been 

done over the last few years”. The recommendations from this review will 

be incorporated into a five yearly update of the regional civil defence plan, 

which began in mid-2010.

Continuing preparations
Work has continued setting up a network of welfare centres in Nelson 

City and Tasman District to ensure that the public will have safe areas 

available in the event of a major emergency evacuation. This has been 

part of community planning in a number of rural areas. A public education 

programme continued, aimed at enhancing community resilience. As 

measured in the most recent Residents Survey on civil defence in 2009, 58% 

of Nelson City residents have an emergency kit or supplies at home. In 2006 

that figure was 59%, and in 2003 it was 51%. Respondents thought the 

most likely emergency would be an earthquake (91%) followed by flooding 

(46%). Work has continued on promoting the Nelson Tasman Engineering 

lifelines group and developing a Nelson Tasman civil defence website.

baCKgrOuNd

Civil defence Emergency management  
in Nelson and Tasman
Councils have an important role in assisting their communities to cope with 

emergency events. Following changes to the law, including the Civil Defence 

Emergency Management Act 2002, this role has increased. Not only do 

councils have key responsibilities because of the essential infrastructure and 

services they provide, they are also obliged to improve their communities’ 

awareness of how to prepare for a disaster and how to recover afterwards. 

Council staff are trained to operate an emergency operations centre (EOC) 

in the event of a disaster. The full emergency management service provided 

by the Council, with other members of the Civil Defence Emergency 

Management group (CDEMg), is set out in the Nelson Tasman Civil Defence 

Emergency Management group Plan. Nelson City Council contributed 
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$220,000 in 2009/10 as its share towards operating and maintaining the 

levels of service stated in the Plan. The group’s staff is based out of the 

Trafalgar Centre in Nelson, administered by the Nelson City Council, but 

their responsibilities cover the wider Nelson Tasman region.

risk of emergencies
The physical setting and population characteristics of Nelson mean it is 

exposed to a wide range of natural and human caused hazards. These 

include both natural and human-made hazards. In 2009 the Emergency 

Management Office worked with other Council staff to review the region’s 

hazards using the accepted Australia New Zealand risk management 

standard. Under this framework, the ten greatest risks for Nelson and 

Tasman, starting with the highest risk, are:

Earthquake•	

Pandemic•	

local tsunami•	

Infrastructure failure (electricity, fuel, communications)•	

Plant and animal pest/disease•	

Dam break•	

High winds•	

Slope failure (earth movement, slips)•	

Drought•	

Flooding•	

a resilient community
The vision for Civil Defence Emergency Management in Nelson and Tasman 

is: “A resilient Nelson Tasman community”. A resilient community is ready 

for emergencies and has the knowledge, skills and resources to respond 

to and recover quickly from an emergency. Emergency management 

responsibilities for Council include civil defence and rural fire control.

Aligned with our partners’ goals, emergency management is aligned 

not only with the Community Outcomes, but also the goals of other 

organisations that are involved, particularly Tasman District Council, Ministry 

of Social Development, the NZ Fire Service, the NZ Police and Nelson 

Marlborough District Health Board.

rural fires
Council contributed funds to the Waimea Rural Fire Committee, which 

is primarily responsible for rural fire prevention and suppression. Its 

stakeholders include Tasman Bay Forests ltd, Tasman District Council, Nelson 

City Council, and the Department of Conservation. The Rural Fire Network 

is contracted to manage rural fires, carrying out a similar role to CDEM. It is 

a stand-alone organisation that provides training, equipment, fire permits, 

lookout, prevention and rural fire coordination services to the Waimea Rural 

Fire Committee. 
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Managing emergencies service levels and performance measures  
set in the 2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council  
will provide

measures Targets 2009/10 Results

Sustainable 
communities – able 
to understand and 
reduce vulnerability 
to emergencies

Adequate hazard and 
risk information for Civil 
Defence Emergency 
Management (CDEM) 
planning

Achieved

Regional Hazard Analysis conducted 
in 2009 as part of group Plan 
review, with the next review due in 
2014

Communication 
with the 
community 

Public preparedness 
for emergencies

Promotion of personal 
readiness for emergencies

Achieved

Annual cycle of public education 
campaigns e.g. Disaster Awareness 
Week annually in October

Ability to keep public 
informed in an 
emergency

Regional CDEM website used 
regularly e.g. Chilean tsunami

Emergency 
management 
planning

Effective CDEM 
planning for Nelson 
Tasman region

Review of CDEM group 
plan

Achieved

Successful audit carried out by 
central government prior to Nelson 
Tasman CDEM group Plan review. 
Community response plans prepared

Self-reliant 
communities 
prepared to 
respond to 
emergencies

Ability to operate 
effective CDEM group 
Emergency Operations 
Centre (EOC) for 
Nelson Tasman, and 
Alternate EOC

Achieved

Effective responses to emergency 
events like Chilean tsunami, 
Tapawera flood and glenhope fire. 
Improvements made to processes 
and staffing of group Emergency 
Operations Centres (EOCs) 

Co-ordination 
of emergency 
management 
services

CDEM staff are 
adequately trained for 
their roles

Expanded group Training 
Programme being implemented 
to continue ongoing training and 
development and to address training 
gaps

Radio communications 
network in place

Effective back-up 
communications and 
power

Achieved

Improvements made to extent 
and resilience of group radio 
communications network

Exercises programmed 
every year, together 
with partner agencies

Maintain specialist 
volunteer rescue team

Achieved

Exercises held In Nelson and In 
outlying areas. Planning took place 
for participation in national exercise 
in October 2010

Full strength, 
accredited rescue team 
(NZ-RT2) is maintained

Achieved

Volunteer response team is at full 
strength and achieving expected 
training levels
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SOCial dEvElOpmENT

whaT wE did 2009/10

Many of our activities over the year involved building and strengthening 

partnerships with the community. Council worked with and/or provided 

funding for a number of community organisations that work to improve 

community wellbeing including House 44 in Stoke, Tahunanui Community 

Centre and Victory Community Centre. 

Council continued to host the Settlement Support service, offering 

assistance and local information to new migrants and refugees. This 

service was boosted by the launch of the Nelson Tasman Settlement 

Support website in 2009. The issue of crimes against ethnic minorities was 

highlighted during the year. Staff supported the Safer Community Council’s 

project to develop a racist crime reporting system in collaboration with the 

Multicultural Council.

Council also worked closely with the Nelson Tasman Housing Trust on 

their development of the Brook Street Housing project which accessed 

funding from Housing New Zealand to provide new affordable housing for 

the city. Council subsequently gifted the land known as the OK Corral to the 

Trust for the development of nine residential units.

Community assistance funding
Over $416,000 of community assistance funding was allocated during 

2009/10 to more than 100 different projects. Seed funding was used by 

both House 44 and Tahunanui Community Centre to promote wellbeing and 

resilience within their communities, and has resulted in an expansion in the 

services that they can now provide.

graffiti free communities
Council worked with seven community organisations to develop community 

pride in their neighbourhoods. As a result, seven new murals were created, 

700 children heard the graffiti-free message and the seven community 

organisations built links with each other and Council. The painting of the 

murals brought people from different sections of the community together to 

take ownership of improving the urban environment and also to form new 

social connections.
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youth initiatives
Council joined with the Nelson Youth Council to celebrate the completion 

of development of the Tahunanui Beach Reserve barbecue area, including 

the barbecues and shelter, a new path, the stage and some amazing art 

work. ‘The Big Tahuna’ event attracted around 1500 people and was the 

culmination of three years work.

Council successfully applied for funding from the Ministry of Youth 

Development’s Youth Partnership Fund. The project focused on developing 

young peoples’ leadership potential through a series of training workshops 

on a variety of topics including media training, youth rights and participation 

and communication skills. A total of 225 young people attended the various 

sessions.

The Nelson Youth Council had another very busy year. In addition 

to attending ten Youth Council meetings, the Youth Councillors made 

a number of submissions to both local and Central governments. They 

contributed to the festivities of the Arts Festival by organising both the 

‘Afterglow’ dance party and a special movie screening of ‘Year One’.

Youth Councillors played an active role in organising The Youth 

Volunteer Awards, which gave recognition to the huge amount of voluntary 

work done by young people in the community. They also organised the 

Youth Week Tree Planting event, planting 3000 trees in under two hours at 

the Tahunanui Reserve. 

Social development policies
The review of the Social Wellbeing Policy continued over the year, with its 

scope expanding to include affordable housing and accessibility, in addition 

to youth and positive ageing.

The gambling Policy was reviewed, with the cap on gaming machines 

being reduced to 285 from the 301 allowed under the previous policy.

what you say
In the mid-2010 survey of residents, 33% were satisfied with Council’s social 

development activity, 13% were dissatisfied and 49% were neither. The 

main reasons for dissatisfaction were a mix of opinions that Council should 

do more in this area, while other residents thought it should do less.
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baCKgrOuNd

Social development included a range of efforts to improve the social 

wellbeing of Nelson residents. Most of this work is the responsibility of 

government agencies, particularly the Ministry of Social Development. 

Council has a role in the local coordination of this work. Council’s 

programmes primarily aim to build a resilient community – supporting 

projects that allow people to help themselves and others to improve their 

wellbeing. Council also has a direct role in improving wellbeing by providing 

open spaces, community facilities, events and festivals.

indicators of Social wellbeing
The Ministry of Social Development’s Social Report defines social  

wellbeing as:

“…those aspects of life that society collectively agrees are important 

for a person’s happiness, quality of life and welfare.”

A number of indicators are used to measure the community’s wellbeing. 

These include:

Physical environment •	 • Paid work

Social connectedness •	 • Civil and political rights

Cultural identity •	 • leisure and recreation

Economic standard of living •	 • Safety

Health •	 • Knowledge and skills

Council reported on the state of wellbeing in Nelson as part of the ‘Top of 

the South Indicators Report 2009’.

what we do
Council’s social development work included:

Community liaison and support•	

Community assistance funding•	

Employment initiatives, including Mayors’ Taskforce for Jobs and •	

Connections Service

Strategic Housing issues•	

Youth development•	

Settlement Support (Dept. of labour funded) and services for new •	

migrants

Safe City Nelson Project – Keeping Nelson Safe (Ministry of Justice •	

funded)

Monitoring key social wellbeing indicators.•	
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Community outcomes
Council is the only organisation in Nelson with overall responsibility for the 

wellbeing of Nelson residents. Under the local government Act, Council’s 

purpose is to enhance the overall wellbeing of the people in this area. Social 

wellbeing is one of the four components of community wellbeing, is a public 

good with a variety of benefits, and requires the collective provision of 

services to be effective. Council’s social development initiatives contributed 

to achieving these Community Outcomes over the year: 

outcomes/goals How this activity contributed 

Kind, healthy people 
We are part of a welcoming, safe, 
inclusive and healthy community. 

Through supporting members of the 
community to enjoy healthy lifestyles.

Good leadership 
Our leaders are proactive, innovative 
and inclusive. 

Through leadership and coordination 
of social development work in the 
community. 

Social development service levels and performance measures set in the 
2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council will 
provide

measures Targets 2009/10 Results

Council policy framework 
that supports the social 
wellbeing of residents

Social wellbeing policy 
reviewed according to 
schedule

Revised social wellbeing 
policy adopted (by Yr 
1) and implementation 
begun (Yrs 2-3)

Not yet achieved

Social Wellbeing policy 
was reviewed and is due 
for completion in 2010/11 
and then implementation
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CulTurE, hEriTagE 
aNd arTS

whaT wE did 2009/10

The Nelson community is rightly proud of its cultural heritage. Council 

continues to celebrate this through the provision of a diverse range of 

culture, heritage and arts activities and events, recognising that these play 

an important in making Nelson the city it is.

arts
Council’s new Arts Policy was adopted in July 2010. This sets out how 

Council intends to implement the Regional Arts Strategy, and included:

A new arts fund for Council arts projects•	

Priority sites for art on Council land•	

An art selection panel to provide Council with expert advice•	

Themes of ‘water’ and ‘light’ to provide cohesion for Council arts •	

projects

A series of murals was commissioned during the year, including the 

Shoreline mural in Pioneers Park and the Kerr mural in the old Bank Reserve. 

Council also oversaw the restoration of the world famous Aotearoa mural 

on Wakefield Quay.

festivals and events
The Nelson Arts Festival continued to go from strength to strength. The 

Summer in Nelson Festival featured a range of events including the trolley 

derby, the teddy bears’ picnic plus a host of free street performances in and 

around the city centre. The 2010 Opera in the Park was also a free event and 

was held for the first time at the Tahunanui Domain, with a record crowd of 

over 14,000 people experiencing a diverse musical programme.

heritage
Nelson certainly has a rich heritage, both in terms of buildings, places and 

objects of importance. It is vital that they are identified and assessed so 

they can be protected. The Heritage Inventory Project resulted in a review 

of the existing heritage items listed in the Nelson Resource Management 

Plan (NRMP). 81 additional items were short listed and were evaluated for 

possible inclusion in the NRMP. Heritage items include a diverse range of 

public- and privately-owned object, buildings and places around Nelson. 

Broadgreen gardens, the central city Boulder Bank kerbstones, the Albion 

Square military magazine building, Newman’s building, Harley House, School 

of Music and Rocks Rd chain fence are all heritage items.

New heritage trails, with accompanying audio guides, were created, 

including the ‘Nelson literary Ramble’, the ‘Mayoral Memorial Walk’ and 

the ‘Nine Near Nile walk’. These were launched at the first ever 2010 Nelson 
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Heritage Week – a celebration of all things heritage that engaged the whole 

community, starting on World Heritage Day and culminating in the ANZAC 

day commemorations.

founders park
Founders Park continued to be developed as a community venue for events 

and activities, a significant visitor attraction and is evolving into a popular 

conference facility with a difference. Over the year Founders hosted a wide 

range of events including the Arts Festival, the Pro Rider NZ Motorbike 

Show, March Fest, the Festival of Opportunities, the Waitangi Day Kai 

Festival with the adjacent marae and Founders’ signature annual fundraising 

event, the Founder’s Book Fair.

Work began on new interpretative panels of unique Nelson Stories 

linking to the displays in the park to enhance the visitors’ experience. Work 

progressed on developing a shared exhibition space with the neighbouring 

Whakatu- Marae, including two Council-commissioned pou whenua to 

cement this relationship.

The park also benefited from capital projects funded by the Book Fair 

fundraising efforts. These projects included a new public toilet block, a 

new book sorting room and tearoom facilities for staff and volunteers, and 

new verandas in Mechanics lane to assist with preservation and display of 

agricultural heritage items.
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baCKgrOuNd

Council recognises that cultural wellbeing is an important aspect of 

community wellbeing, and acknowledges the need to invest in sustaining 

and developing the heritage and arts of Nelson. Cultural wellbeing, 

according to the Ministry for Culture and Heritage, relates to the vitality 

that communities and individuals enjoy through participation in recreation, 

creative and cultural activities; and the freedom to retain, interpret and 

express their arts, history, heritage and traditions. Cultural wellbeing in its 

broadest definition included:

Arts, creative and cultural activities•	

languages, film and broadcasting•	

History and heritage•	

Recreation•	

Sense of place•	

local identity and heritage•	

local identity
Of the aspects of cultural wellbeing, Nelson City Council mainly contributed 

towards the arts, local heritage, recreation and creating a sense of place 

and belonging. Council’s contribution to enhance cultural wellbeing is part 

of a wide range of community involvement in the arts, heritage and cultural 

activities in Nelson. Council has a significant part to play in making Nelson 

a fun and creative place to live in and visit and in celebrating our city’s rich 

and diverse heritage. Council protects some of the city’s heritage assets on 

behalf of the community including:

Historic houses (Broadgreen, Melrose and Isel)•	

Founders Heritage Park•	

The Nelson Provincial Museum jointly owned by the Nelson and •	

Tasman Councils. Since July 2000, the Tasman Bays Heritage Trust has 

the responsibility for managing the museum

Historic cemeteries such as the Wakapuaka Cemetery•	

A recent addition in 2009/10 to Council’s responsibilities was the •	

establishment of The Bishop Suter Art gallery as a Council controlled 

organisation.

Community institutions
Council contributed towards a range of non-Council institutions such as 

the Theatre Royal and the Nelson School of Music. Council also carries out 

inspections and management of heritage listed trees on public and private 

land as identified in the Nelson Resource Management Plan. Council also 

has community contracts with a variety of arts, culture and heritage groups 

under its Community Assistance Policy.
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what we do
Council’s culture, heritage and arts activities include:

Heritage and arts planning•	

Support for the Tasman Bay Heritage Trust and the Suter Art gallery•	

Historic buildings and facilities such as Broadgreen House, Isel and •	

Melrose historic houses and Founders Park

Historic cemeteries including Holloway, Wakapuaka, Hira, Seaview and •	

others

Arts and heritage grants •	

Festivals, events and street decorations•	

Sister City links•	

Community outcomes
Council invested in the culture, heritage and arts of Nelson because of 

the significant positive contribution to making Nelson a socially cohesive, 

attractive and thriving place. It helped foster and encourage local creativity, 

build people’s sense of belonging and pride in their home town and 

their region, and gave shared social and economic benefits to the wider 

community. Council support for culture, heritage and the arts contributed to 

achieving these Community Outcomes over the year:

outcomes/goals How this activity contributed

People-friendly places 
We build healthy, accessible and 
attractive places and live in a 
sustainable region.

By including beautiful and inspiring art, 
heritage and cultural activities as part 
of our surroundings.

A strong economy 
We all benefit from a sustainable, 
innovative and diversified economy 
Through a thriving arts, cultural and 
heritage community that provides 
employment for many.

Monitoring of economic indicators 
showed a trend towards viability of the 
arts, culture and heritage sectors.

Kind, healthy people 
We are part of a welcoming, safe, 
inclusive and healthy community.

By providing facilities and events 
that supported the development of 
community cohesion.

Good leadership 
Our leaders are proactive, innovative 
and inclusive.

By leading the development of Nelson’s 
arts, culture and heritage.
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Culture, heritage and arts service levels and performance measures  
set in the 2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council will 
provide

measures Targets 2009/10 Results

Support for arts access, 
participation and visibility 
and facilitation of the 
arts as a major economic 
driver for Nelson

Regional Arts Strategy 
and Arts Policy

Nelson Tasman Regional 
Arts Strategy and Nelson 
Arts Policy developed  
(Yr 1) and implementation 
begun (Yrs 2-3)

Achieved

Council’s Arts Policy was 
adopted 15 July 2010. 
Annual work plan will 
guide its implementation

Delivery of a range of arts 
events and festivals that 
provide entertainment 
and education for the 
community

Customer surveys 
undertaken during events 
and festivals

Minimum 80% customer 
satisfaction

Achieved

Wide range of popular 
festivals and events are 
established part of Nelson 
arts scene. 93% of those 
surveyed stated that they 
were satisfied with the 
Nelson Arts Festival

49% of surveyed 
residents were satisfied 
with Council’s Culture 
Heritage and Arts 
activities in July 2010, 
11% dissatified and 37% 
were neither

Heritage assets that are 
managed to ensure their 
protection and ongoing 
financial sustainability

Condition assessment of 
heritage assets, cost to 
rates, visitor numbers

Heritage assets 
maintained to a level 
3 (average) or better 
condition. Comparison 
across all heritage assets 
shows cost of maintaining 
heritage attractions is 
commensurate with visitor 
numbers

Achieved

Heritage Strategy in place 
and being implemented. 
Isel House, Melrose 
House and Broadgreen 
House all assessed as 
level 1 (excellent) or 
level 2 (good) condition. 
Founders buildings all 
assessed as level 2 or 
better. Culture Heritage 
and Arts Activity 
Management Plan being 
prepared to allow cost 
benefit assessment
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See Note 33 on page 80 for explanations of variations.
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dEmOCraCy aNd
admiNiSTraTiON

whaT wE did 2009/10

A major achievement for the year was the opening of the Customer Service 

Centre in December 2009. This facility has made a significant contribution to 

improving customer service for visitors and residents of Nelson.

During the year, Council also made the decision to hold fortnightly 

Council meetings with Councillor portfolios, replacing the previous six 

weekly Council and Committee meeting cycle. This enabled Council to 

better integrate its decision making and communication with residents.

Council worked with iwi representatives to update their Memorandum 

of Understanding and associated action plan. The MOU continue to 

will provide a framework to support our working relationship, which is 

particularly important for the wider Nelson community in the context of 

imminent Treaty settlements.

Staff numbers
As at 30 June 2010, Nelson City Council employed 245 people, which was 

216 full-time equivalents (FTEs). At that date, there were 11 vacancies, 

bringing the total of approved FTEs to 225.3 positions.

Chief Executive’s performance indicators
A significant new feature of the 2009 Community Plan was the inclusion of 

the Chief Executive’s key performance indicators, which included improving 

Council’s overall performance. The results of these indicators is summarised 

here for the 2009/10.

Statutory duties – Achieved. Statutory compliance process in place, •	

Audit and Risk Committee established.

Economic performance – Not Achieved because of market factors and •	

Council decisions. Operating budgets were achieved but capital project 

budgets were under spent.

Customer satisfaction – Achieved. Customer Service Centre has •	

improved service.

Residents’ satisfaction – Not Achieved. Review of consultation and •	

communication model as a result.

Staff satisfaction – Achieved. Increase in performance measured by •	

staff survey. Just over 96% of staff completed the survey, which 

reflects staff committment to improving the Council. The performance 

index was 74.1% in 2010, up 3% from 2009, and the engagement 

index was 77.2% up 1.5% from 2009 results.
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Key areas of focus:

Organisational development – Achieved. Significant changes initiated •	

over the year.

Relationship with Tasman District Council – Achieved. Range of staff •	

involvement.

Performing Arts and Conference Centre – Awaiting decision.•	

Arms length Organisations Review – Stage 1 Achieved.•	

Heart of Nelson/central city strategy implementation – Achieved.  •	

All milestones met as planned.

Sustainability Strategy – Achieved. Plan for development in place.•	

Tahunanui Beach/waterfront strategy. Delayed until Arterial Traffic •	

Study decisions in place.

Customer satisfaction survey
The results from the survey of customers who had contact with Council 

showed a 20% increase from 40% to 60%. This result is a Net Promoter 

Score, where the detractor score is subtracted from the promoter score. 

Opening of the customer service centre together with the focus on 

improving customer service contributed to this excellent result.

annual residents survey
Another significant project was the annual survey of residents, which this 

year focused primarily on the environment with additional questions on 

transport, sustainability and overall Council performance. The latter question 

was asked for the first time in 2009 to provide a baseline assessment of 

residents’ level of satisfaction with Council’s performance overall. The July 

2010 results showed that 45% were either satisfied or very satisfied with 

Council’s services facilities and overall performance, which was down from 

57% in 2009. The target was to improve the level of satisfaction, so this  

was not achieved in July 2010. There was a corresponding 10% increase  

to 38% who were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, up from 28% in 2009.  

A similar number were either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied – 15% in 2010, 

and 13% in 2009. The phone survey of 400 residents was used a quota 

system to ensure a representative sample.

governance review
A major review of the Council’s governance and committee structure began 

during the previous year and culminated in the confirmation of a new 

set of arrangements in August 2009. This included a proposal to reduce 

the total number on Council from 13 to 11, including the Mayor, and the 

replacement of the main standing committees with fortnightly full Council 

meetings and the assignment of Councillor portfolios. After consideration 

of submissions, Council decided to maintain the maintain the number of 

elected representatives at 13, including the Mayor.
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Council separately accounts for the costs associated with providing the 

local governance, representation and democracy processes for the Nelson 

community, which included strategic asset and investment management 

and running the local body election process every three years. Councillors’ 

meeting fees and expenses are included, as well as consultation processes, 

public communications, annual planning, annual reporting and general 

administrative support provided by Council staff. This service also included 

facilitating the participation by Ma-ori in Council’s decision making processes, 

as required by the local government Act. Information on payments made 

over the previous year to the Mayor and Councillors is included in this 

Annual Report. 

There are three ‘sub-activities’ included under democracy and 

administration:

Cost of democracy (including meetings, publicity, Councillor costs and •	

elections)

Management of investments, including rental properties, forestry,  •	

Civic House, the Port Company and the Ridgeway subdivision

long-term planning and internal monitoring•	

Council has a legal duty to provide most of the democracy and 

administration work covered by this activity, and the majority of this is a core 

task of all local authorities. The basis for these requirements is that Council 

is responsible under the local government Act for including the community 

in decision making. Council must be accountable to the community, the 

residents and ratepayers of Nelson. Council’s democracy and administration 

work contributed towards achieving this purpose. Provision of this service 

by the Council ensures that elected members have the capacity, support 

systems and procedures that enable democratic decision making. It 

included ensuring that the necessary risk management, transparency and 

accountability requirements are in place and are regularly audited. 

Community outcome
Council provision of democracy and administration services contributed 

primarily towards achieving this community outcome over the year:

outcome/goal How the activity contributed

Good leadership 
Our leaders are proactive, innovative 
and inclusive.

Council’s provision of these 
services supported all other Council 
activities, thereby contributing to the 
achievement of all six Community 
Outcomes.
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CapiTal prOJECTS – OvEr $500,000

Project

Carry over 
from 2008/09

$000

estimate for 
2009/10

$000

Total budget 
available in 

2009/10
$000

Actual spent 
2009/10

$000

Civic House – buildings 144 1,300 1,444 1,091

Computer equipment 8 657 665 687

Democracy and administration service levels and performance measures 
set in the 2009-19 Nelson Community Plan

What Council  
will provide

measures Targets 2009/10 Results

An effective and impartial 
elections administration 
service that meets 
or exceeds legislative 
requirements

Elections held in 2010 
without any significant 
problems

Completion of election 
process on target and 
within budget

Elections in October 2010 
managed by Electionz.
com

Community engagement 
processes that meet or 
exceed good practice 
and enable community 
participation in Council 
decision making

Public satisfaction with 
community engagement 
by Council

Run optimum number of 
consultation processes 
according to best practice 

Achieved

Twenty major 
consultations ran 
over 2009/10, plus 
numerous minor informal 
consultations as required

Public satisfaction to 
be assessed in 2011 
Residents Survey on three 
year cycle

Participation of Ma-ori in 
Council decision making

Implementation of 
the Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) 
with Nelson iwi

Implementation of MOU 
action plan according to 
agreed deadlines

Achieved

MOU review under way 
for implementation in 
2010/11

Efficient and prudent 
administration of Council 
assets and control of 
Council Controlled 
Organisations (CCOs) 
and Council Controlled 
Trading Organisations 
(CCTOs)

Completion of CCO 
statements of intent

All CCO statements 
of intent and annual 
reporting requirements 
met

Achieved

All Council’s arms length 
organisations were 
independently reviewed

Results are included in 
this report on page 143. 
generally, CCOs complied 
with performance targets
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fiNaNCial rESErvES aNd TruSTS

CapiTal prOJECTS – OvEr $500,000

Project

Carry over 
from 2008/09

$000

estimate for 
2009/10

$000

Total budget 
available in 

2009/10
$000

Actual spent 
2009/10

$000

Vested assets 0 5,000 5,000 7,199







  
  
  



   

   

   

   



   

   

   

   

   

   

  

  

  



   

   

   

      



   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Statement of financial performance
The following financial report summarises all the transactions to or from various reserves other than transfers 
from other Activities.
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STaTEmENT Of fiNaNCial 
iNvOlvEmENT iN CCOs 
aNd OThEr COmpaNiES 
Or OrgaNiSaTiONS

This section covers Council’s involvement in Council Controlled 

Organisations (CCOs) and Council Controlled Trading Organisations (CCTOs). 

Some CCOs are owned fully by the Nelson City Council, while others are 

in shared ownership. Full details are available for each organisation in their 

respective Annual Reports. 

The organisations whose performance is summarised in this section are: 

Port company – Port Nelson ltd (50%)•	

CCTOs – Nelmac ltd, Nelson Airport ltd (50%), Tourism Nelson Tasman •	

ltd (Nelson Tasman Tourism – 50%), Stoke Heights (Ridgeways) Joint 

Venture

CCOs – Nelson Regional Economic Development Agency, and the Tasman •	

Bays Heritage Trust (Nelson Provincial Museum – 50%),  

the Bishop Suter Trust. 

Unless stated otherwise, the results reported here are from each 

organisation’s draft (unaudited) 2010 Annual Report and are measured 

against targets set in their 2009/10 Statement of Intent.
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pOrT NElSON lTd

Port Nelson is defined as a Port Company and is covered by the Port 

Companies Act 1988. This Act imposes obligations on Port Nelson ltd 

almost identical to those imposed on CCTOs by the local government Act 

2002 (including the provision of an annual Statement of Corporate Intent). 

Nelson City Council owns 50% of Port Nelson ltd with the Tasman 

District Council owning the other half. The company provides port services 

for the Nelson Tasman region including the provision of berths, leasing of 

land and the warehousing and storage of goods. 

2010 2009

$000 $000

Revenue 37,949 37,997

Expenses 28,243 30,406

Net Profit before tax 9,706 7,591

Provision for Taxation (6,282) (2,664)

Net Surplus for Year after Taxation 3,424 4,927

Other comprehensive income 801 (1,451)

Total comprehensive income 4,225 3,476

Retained Earnings Brought Forward 133,810 134,344

restatement effect 327

Dividend (4,100) (4,000)

Retained earnings carried forward 133,936 133,810

performance measures

o b J e C T I V e s

To operate as a successful business.1. 

To be a good employer.2. 

The debt equity ratio not to exceed 66.67% (40/60).3. 

To aim to grow the business through stimulation of throughput, added 4. 

value services and related business activities, so leading to increased 

revenue.

To achieve a commercially acceptable rate of return on shareholders’ 5. 

funds in accordance with meeting the objectives herein.

To ensure that Port development takes place which meets the  6. 

needs of the region.

To ensure that high environmental standards are maintained.7. 

To strive for continuous improvement in everything that we do.8. 
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m e A s u R e  o F  P e R F o R m A N C e  A G A I N s T  o b J e C T I V e s

 Target 2010 2009 Target 

    met?

lost Time Injury Frequency Rate <1.5 2.8 3.9 No

Net Debt / Equity Ratio <66.67% 27.1% 31.1% yes

Dividends Declared  $4.1m $4.1m $4.0m yes

Cargo Throughput (Cargo Tonnes) 2.66m 2.75m 2.78m yes

Shipping Tonnes (gross Registered Tonnes) 8.6m 8.2m 8.3m No

Ships Visits 923 841 922 No

Revenue $37.9m $38.0m $38.0m yes

Return on Average Shareholders Funds 6.0% 2.6% 3.7% No

Return on Funds Employed 9.0% 7.2% 6.1% No

Capital Expenditure  <$4.4m $3.2m $8.5m yes

Incidents leading to Pollution of Harbour Nil NIl 2 yes

Compliance with all Resource Consent Conditions Full Full Full yes

Compliance with NZ Maritime Safety Standards Full Full Full yes

NElmaC limiTEd

Nelmac limited was formed in 1995 and is 100% owned by the Nelson City  

Council. The main activity and objective of the company is to provide the  

City with high quality maintenance and construction services for its utility  

infrastructure, parks, reserves and sportsfields.

2010 2009

$000 $000

Revenue 14,429 13,496

Expenses 13,460 12,635

Net Profit before tax 969 861

Provision for Taxation (382) (282)

Net Profit before tax 587 579

Retained Earnings Brought Forward 2,057 1,756

2,644 2,335

Dividend (539) (278)

Retained earnings carried forward 2,105 2,057
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performance measures

Non-shareholder business1. 

Maintain the current ratio of Nelson City Council work to non-Nelson 

City Council work. Achieved 30.3% from other work (target 33.4%).

Ensure that all non-Nelson City Council work contributed to the 

profitability of the company. Achieved. 

Equity ratio2. 

Financial risk will be limited by maintaining a ratio of shareholders funds 

to total assets of no less than 65%. With the payment of a special 

dividend this year the Company’s ratio of shareholders funds to Total 

Assets at 63% is just below the target.

Staff morale/turnover3. 

Staff turnover (excluding retirement, redundancy and internal transfers) 

between 5% and 15% for the year ending 30 June 2009. Actual 

turnover was 10.5%.

Quality of service4. 

The company will maintain its ISO 9001:2000 accreditation. Achieved.

Achieve compliance with the Nelson City Council contract key 

performance measures for the year ending 30 June 2009, reported on 

monthly. Achieved.

In accordance with its Statement of Intent Nelmac ltd kept a register 

of congratulations and complaints. The actual level of congratulations 

averaged 3.5 per month against a target of 2 per month, while the 

actual level of complaints registered was 0 against a target of 2 per 

month. Achieved. 

Staff health and safety5. 

The company has continued to actively promote health and safety 

within the workplace with the aim of achieving less than 1% workday 

losses to accidents. In the year to 30 June 2010 time lost to work 

related accidents was 0.24%. Achieved. 

Tertiary level ACC workplace safety management compliance 

maintained. 

Environmental6. 

An environmentally responsible business fully compliant with all relevant 

statutory and contractual obligations. Achieved.

In addition NElMAC has adopted a sustainability policy which is acting 

as a “compass” for guiding company decisions.
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NElSON airpOrT limiTEd

The Council owns 50% of Nelson Airport ltd with the Tasman District 

Council owning the other half. The main objective of the company is to 

operate a successful airport business that meets the needs of the Nelson 

Tasman region.

2010 2009

$000 $000

Revenue 4,188 4,311

Expenses 2,223 4,624

Net Profit before tax 1,965 1,687

Taxation (1,823) (496)

Net Income for Year after Taxation 142 1,191

Retained Earnings Brought Forward 4,023 3,107

4,165 4,298

Dividend (321) (275)

Retained earnings carried forward 3,844 4,024

performance measures

To pass all Civil Aviation certification audits at a satisfactory 1. 

standard

All Audits were passed with no findings. The continuous improvement 

model was achieved.

To achieve Financial Performance Targets as represented in 2. 

annual plan.

Income and Expenditure targets were met however the change in 

depreciation on buildings has a significant impact on the taxation 

expense under IFRS. 

To hold regular meetings of the Nelson Airport Noise 3. 

Environment Advisory Committee and provide this Committee 

with the appropriate monitoring information.

Regular meetings of the Nelson Airport Noise Environment Advisory 

Committee have been held and appropriate monitoring information has 

been recorded and provided.

To ensure the Company complies with all Employment related 4. 

legislation.

The company continues to monitor employment legislation and reviews 

its contracts accordingly.
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To ensure long term airport development 5. 

requirements are identified as much as possible 

and advise shareholders of such plans and that an 

implementation timetable is developed 

Nelson Airport ltd is developing a formal long Term 

Development Plan for presentation to shareholders and 

other stakeholders. The plan is expected to be completed 

by June 2011.

To support the expansion of the Air Nelson engineering 

facilities to completion.

The expansion is now complete and functioning. 

In partnership with Air New Zealand to complete the 6. 

office and administration extension on Hangar 2 in a 

timely manner.

The office and administration block was completed on 

time and on budget.

To encourage and maintain an aviation services 7. 

cluster in order to attract and grow commercial 

activity at Nelson Airport 

The Nelson Airport Cluster continues to have Nelson 

Airport ltd’s support and commercial activity continues to 

grow at the airport with  

a number of significant advances having occurred over the 

last year.

To complete a review of traffic flow and parking 8. 

facilities by October 2009

A review was completed by October 2009. Planning 

is currently underway to develop and enhance the 

terminal access and parking areas and additional parking 

machinery has been installed.

To review maintenance and renewal expenditure 9. 

requirements forecast for next 10 year period by 

December 2009

The maintenance and renewal expenditure forecast review 

was completed in August 2009

To complete the preparation of a Sustainability 10. 

Action Plan for Nelson Airport Ltd by September 

2009 which sets clear targets for reducing our impact 

on the environment. 

The Sustainability Action Plan for Nelson Airport ltd was 

completed in August 2009 and a number of actions and 

processes have been put in place. 
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NElSON TaSmaN TOuriSm  
(TOuriSm NElSON TaSmaN lTd)

The Council owns 50% of Tourism Nelson Tasman limited, with the Tasman 

District Council owning the other half. The company undertakes destination 

marketing, destination management and provision of visitor information 

services. It co-ordinates the marketing and promotion of the Nelson Tasman 

region as a visitor destination, provides tourism education and product 

development and manages the visitor information centres throughout the 

region.

2010 2009

$000 $000

Revenue 1,802 2,004

Expenses 1,778 1,911

Surplus/(Deficit) 24 93

Retained Earnings Brought Forward (11) (104)

Retained earnings carried forward 13 (11)

performance measures

destination marketing

Increase the total economic value and total spend the region 1. 

derives from tourism at a rate that at least matches the regions 

other economic driver industries. 

Total economic value of tourism to region shows zero growth and a  

net gDP of $128 million. The four other driver industries all measured  

a decline in gDP over the period. 

Increase the tourism sector investment in destination marketing2. 

Total tourism sector direct investment in Nelson Tasman Tourism 

programs has declined by 39%. The decrease is due to decisions not 

to produce the Nelson Tasman Trade Directory in 2010, the contracting 

out of Nelson Tasman Visitor guide and the one-off funding received in 

2009 from Tasman Bay Promotions for the Spring Campaign. 

destination Strategic management and Tourism development

Provide strategic direction to the region’s tourism sector, 1. 

working towards an agreed vision and goals

leadership via Nelson Tasman Tourism Strategy implementation (NTSS) 

deferred till 2010/2011.

Progress has been made against a range of strategy projects owned by 

Nelson Tasman Tourism .
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Improve the regions extreme tourism seasonality2. 

little progress has been in addressing this issue. NTT made a 

submission in support of a conference and performing arts centre in 

Dec 2009. Subsequently NTT has developed a policy which is generally 

in support of similar proposals in the future. 

Ensure that Nelson Tasman region is a leader in adopting 3. 

environmentally sustainable tourism practices 

Nelson Tasman tourism is a member of the sustainability forum, which 

brings together diverse stakeholders to discuss sustainability issues. 

Nelson Tasman Tourism acknowledges through their newsletters 

sustainability awards received by tourism businesses in the region.

Improve the reputation of Nelson Tasman as a visitor friendly 4. 

destination

Visitor and/or ratepayer visitor opinion via annual surveys 

No survey was undertaken on tourism in 2009.

STOKE hEighTS (ridgEwayS) JOiNT vENTurE

The Council owns and controls 50% of The Ridgeways joint venture, with 

Homedale Holdings limited (previously Residential land Nelson ltd) owning 

the other half. The joint venture is responsible for developing, subdividing 

and marketing sections on Council-owned land known as Stoke Heights. 

The subdivision and development work has been completed for some 

time with the sale of sections the only outstanding issue for the joint 

venture. It is now expected that the last of the sections will not be sold until 

March 2013. 

2010 2009

$000 $000

Revenue 1107 550

Expenses 581 209

Surplus/(Deficit) 526 341

Retained Earnings Brought Forward 1136 1345

1662 1686

Distribution (1000) (550)

Retained earnings carried forward 662 1,136
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performance measures 
 Forecast 2008/09 2009/10

Number of sections sold 2 3 4

Number of sections available 17 28 21

Ratio partners funds to total assets 100% 100% 98%

The joint venture had a target that it would document any issues or 

complaints received by the JV or Nelson City Council, relating to activities 

covered by the joint venture agreement. All complaints and issues received 

were documented and addressed by the joint venture. No complaints have 

been received.

NElSON rEgiONal ECONOmiC dEvElOpmENT 
agENCy (Eda)

Nelson City Council owns 100% of the EDA. The purpose of the EDA is to 

drive the smart sustainable economic growth of the region by promoting 

employment and income growth encouraging investment that enhances 

economic vitality and diversity while taking into account cultural and 

environmental values, rather than making a financial return. 

2010 2009

$000 $000

Revenue 1242 941

Expenses 1235 928

Surplus/(Deficit) 7 13

Retained Earnings Brought Forward 248 235

Retained earnings carried forward 255 248
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TaSmaN bayS hEriTagE TruST  
(prOviNCial muSEum)

The Tasman Bays Heritage Trust was established in 2000 as a Council-

Controlled Organisation owned 50% by the Nelson City Council and 50% 

by the Tasman District Council. The Trust took over the operation of the 

Nelson Provincial Museum, which was initally based in Stoke. It is responsible 

for providing museum services and protecting the collections of historic 

treasures held on behalf of the Nelson Tasman region. The new museum 

exhibition facility on the corner of Trafalgar and Hardy Sts was opened in 

late 2005.

2010 2009

$000 $000

Revenue 2,205 2,159

Expenses 2,056 2,157

Surplus/(Deficit) 149 2

Other comprehensive income 1,776

Total comprehensive income 1,925 2

Retained Earnings Brought Forward 14,619 14,617

Retained earnings carried forward 16,544 14,619

performance measures

To begin a second term of the Memorandum of Understanding 1. 

with our stakeholders, given financial commitments, enhanced 

communications and ongoing delivery of the Museum’s public 

services

Nelson City Council and Tasman District Council have been in 

negotiation to reach agreement on a second term of the MOU. This 

has been facilitated through the Joint Shareholder Committee (JSC). 

The Trust received a draft document in February 2010 and made 

amendments in relation to the long-term Council loans. The Trust has 

signalled to the JSC that repayment of these loans is not possible at the 

due date in 2012. The MOU went to the JSC in July 2010.

To adhere to the Governance Charter adopted December 2008 2. 

and to evaluate Board performance against this charter

The Trustees have worked as a full board and in advisory committees. 

The workload is challenging. The Trust Board conducted a self-

evaluation in March. The conclusions were that the Trust Board 

processes are good. The Trustees believe that the strategic issues facing 

the care of the collection of the Nelson Provincial Museum, Pupuri 

Taonga o Te Tai Ao require prioritisation and that a number of these 

represent critical risk management.
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To commence a new term on the primary loan (mortgage) at 3. 

competitive rates to enable financial planning by repayment and 

interest over a fixed term and a staged reduction in debt

The Trust Board reduced the principal in the first quarter and then 

signed a new agreement with NBS in November 2009. This placed a 

portion of the loan on a 15 year repayment term and at a fixed interest 

rate for 12 months. The balance remained on the 90 day bill rate. The 

Trust Board operated a ‘parking arrangement’ with reserves offset 

against the loan. This has proved to be prudent treasury practice.

To engage Councils in renegotiation of the capital structure or 4. 

‘forgiveness’ of the long term loans

The Trust Board has informed the Councils that the call on the long-

term loans cannot be met at the due date. The negotiations to consider 

alternative arrangements will continue after the signing of the MOU.

To expand awareness of the museum and extend audiences for 5. 

the public services we provide

The public profile has been positive in the last twelve months. This 

is evidenced by the website front page news, publication of the 

e-newsletter and local media, in particular The Nelson Mail, and 

sponsorship by MoreFM and Classic Hits. The support of the Hon. 

Dr N Smith MP and local school principals for retention of the lEOTC 

education programme put the Nelson Provincial Museum into the 

headlines.

To initiate relocation of the assets in our museum collection to 6. 

safe and secure long-term storage

The Trust Board commissioned two independent surveys, 1. OPUS,  

2. Space & Storage Review (A Stuart) and completed the project tender 

of the Feasibility Study, with the appointment of OCTA in June 2010.

Continue the preservation and conservation of the Marsden 7. 

Collection and install selected objects in Isel House for public 

display

We have a total of 70 objects on public display at Isel House including 

11 recently conserved paintings, and a selection of ceramics and 

furniture.

Enhance the standard of care of the Photographic Collection 8. 

by relocating at-risk sections of it to custom-built storage and 

coolstore facilities

This is work in progress. The photographic collection remains in its 

existing storage. The Trust board has prioritised this as a critical risk 

management issue.
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Review public access to the Archives, Library and Photographic 9. 

collection with a view to clarifying public expectations and 

certainty of service without unduly compromising staff ability to 

continue resource development

Over 350 visitors have been surveyed about access to the Isel Park 

Research Facility, archives, library, photographic and general collections, 

with a 40% response rate. The survey included questions about services 

and facilities. The report is being readied for publication.

Develop policy, procedures and infrastructure to enable the 10. 

museum to collect digital heritage items such as images, video 

and audio files from prospective donors

The policy is in place and we have the infrastructure and software 

necessary for delivering the product. The range of digital material 

available in our Online Collection has expanded considerably. Video and 

audio material in the collection is not currently in a form suitable for 

on-line delivery.

Enhance the permanent exhibition with planned refreshment 11. 

designed to increase the attraction of first time visitors and offer 

repeat visitors different experiences and opportunities such as 

interactive elements

A number of sensitive paper- and fabric-based objects have been 

replaced in the permanent exhibition. An important enhancement of 

the entry foyer was completed in July 2009. The total visitor numbers 

for the year was very close to 50,000. Of the non-school adult visitors 

surveyed in the last four months 2009, 25-33% of respondents had 

visited previously, mostly inside the previous 12 months. The percentage 

varies significantly in the peak summer season.

Deliver a programme including both internally-developed and 12. 

externally-sourced exhibitions that seek to meet the needs and 

interests of a broad audience, including concept development 

for a small scale touring exhibition

The mix of internal and external exhibitions has attracted a good range 

of visitors. Both NZ Fossils and Sounds Amazing achieved their targets 

as touring exhibitions and surveys indicate a strong uptake from local 

families – the 31-50 demographic with accompanying under 12s. This 

continued into 2010 with Butterflies Returning, Appo Hocton and 

Shelter from the Storm – all internally produced, and then Treaty2U 

from Te Papa. Visitor surveys indicate a broader demographic with 

stronger attendances from those aged 51-70 and also in the 19-30 age 

group. The Butterflies exhibition toured regionally to four other venues 

and we have three exhibitions on offer nationally.
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Deliver education programmes under the LEOTC contract to 13. 

school students to meet the Ministry of Education targets of 

7500 students from 60 regional schools

The targets have been met and exceeded in terms of totals. The total 

number of students in the last 12 months was over 10,800, a sure 

indication of the attracting power of the smaller exhibitions. Attracting 

secondary school groups remains an issue that we are currently 

unable to resolve. We have signed a new contract with the Ministry 

of Education for the provision of Education Services to schools in the 

region.

Complete the development of at least two new long term 14. 

education programmes that utilise existing resources and meet 

National curriculum needs

New programmes have been developed for classes working in te reo 

Ma-ori. A sculpture walk is under development. Two new programmes 

have been added to our offering. Nga mahi a te rehia explores games 

and pastimes of early Ma-ori designed to encourage physical and mental 

agility. Nga koiora a raranga makes use of the weave stained glass 

window to explore legends and stories of animals special to Te Tai Ihu.

Continue the digitisation project by selecting projects of 15. 

significant relevance and interest which add value to existing 

partnerships such as The Prow website and the Coming Home 

project

Significant enhancement has continued on digital projects with major 

work on the Nelson Photo News, descriptions of portraits from the 

Fletcher Collection, the Art Collection, Nina Jones botanical drawings, 

the scans of the proof of geoffrey C Wood, one of Nelson’s prominent 

photographers. All these offer enhanced resources for staff, and 

searchable records for on-line and walk-in visitors. The cataloguing 

project has made a significant in-road into the art collection. Student 

migration stories developed alongside the Appo Hocton exhibition have 

been placed on the Prow website
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Continue the development of a monthly email newsletter 16. 

to interested parties and enhance the museum website with 

expanded digital content, an increased range of services, 

information on visitor programmes and links to other regional 

institutions

In 18 months we have built the e-news up from zero to over 1700 

email addresses monthly. The responses and feedback from visitors 

suggests that this is valuable work. We have added a new feature that 

will focus on an object or image each month. links are in place that 

cross reference and cross link between the newsletter, the website and 

such resources as the Nelson ItsOn website. In the past year the e-news 

has been responsible for driving a number of programmes such as the 

Hochstetter lecture and the Shackleton lecture with virtually no other 

marketing required.

ThE biShOp SuTEr TruST

In August 2008 the new Council Controlled Organisation, “The Bishop Suter 

Trust” held its inaugural meeting. The first Statement of Intent was adopted 

in June 2009. The financial position for the Trust as at end of June 2010 is 

set out below and performance measures will be included in following years 

Annual Reports.

2010 2009

$000 $000

Revenue 1065 10462

Expenses 819 784

Total comprehensive income 246 9678

Retained Earnings Brought Forward 9678 0

Retained earnings carried forward 9,924 9,678
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Equal EmplOymENT 
OppOrTuNiTiES

The Nelson City Council regards the following Equal Employment 

Opportunity principles as essential in managing staff resources:

The elimination of any discrimination•	

The provision of equal opportunities•	

Selection based on merit.•	

It is council policy that no employee or potential employee shall gain 

advantage, or suffer any disadvantage, by reason of the following: their 

gender (including the effects of pregnancy and childbirth), marital status, 

religious beliefs, ethical belief, colour, race, ethnic or national origin, age, 

political opinion, employment status, family status or sexual orientation, 

involvement in union activities, and personal disabilities where they are not 

related to the person’s ability to carry out the job.

The Council has an Equal Employment Opportunity programme 

of positive action based on adopting policies and practices for equal 

opportunities in all aspects of employment including:

Recruitment•	

Selection and appointment•	

Education•	

Training and development•	

Career path planning•	

Promotion•	

Employment conditions•	

Disciplinary action•	

Council’s personnel policies apply equally to all staff whether salaried or 

waged.
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bOrrOwiNg ObJECTivES 
aNd pOliCiES

ObJECTivES

Nelson City Council’s broad objectives in managing the borrowing that it 

needs to carry out its functions are to:

a. Minimise the cost of the Council’s borrowing.

b. Manage borrowing in a manner which minimises the risk to the 

Council of fluctuations in financial markets and interest rates.

c. Maintain prudent levels of security and debt servicing for borrowing.

pOliCiES

The Council’s general liability management policy for borrowing is to:

a. Use long-term debt to fund major expenditure on infrastructural assets 

and strategic investments.

b. Raise short-term debts to fund capital developments, the cost of which 

are expected to be recovered in the short to medium-term.

c. Fund social objectives and responsibilities mainly from revenue rather 

than from borrowing.

d. Use borrowing to help achieve intergenerational equity, spreading 

costs over generations of people so that the costs fall during the years 

the benefits are enjoyed.

The Council’s policy for borrowing limits is to adhere to the following 

targets.

Item borrowing limit Actual as at 30 June 2010

Total interest payable on net 
external debt that is funded from 
rates

20% of total annual rates plus 
water by meter and similar 
charges

7.0% (7.8% in 2008/09)

Net external public debt that is 
funded from rates 

2 times the total annual rates 
plus water by meter and similar 
charges

$1,500 per capita, adjusted 
for inflation from 1 July 2003, 
whichever applies first

1.04 times total annual rates 
plus water charges by meter and 
similar charges (1.13 in 2008/09)

$1,115 per capita ($1,140 in 
2008/09)

The actual figures show that the Council’s borrowing as at 30 June 2010 

was well within the designated limits.

The Council’s policy for liquidity risk management is to:

i.  Ensure that the Council’s loans mature over a wide time period.

ii. Ensure that the Council has access to committed lines of credit of not 

less than $2 million.
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BORROWINg POlICIES

The Council’s rules for managing liquidity risk were reviewed by Council on 

17 June 2010. Council resolved to update the maturity targets from 12-24 

months to 48-60 months in order to take a longer term view of interest 

rates and to achieve stable, low cost borrowing over multiple years. This 

change is a departure from the 12-24 months stated in the 2009 Nelson 

Community Plan and the policy will be amended under section 83 of the 

local government Act 2002 during the 2011/12 Annual Plan consultation 

process in early 2011.

Rule Result

No more than 40 percent of the 
Council’s total external debt may 
mature in any financial year

19.5% will mature in 2010/11

Until 17 June 2010:

The weighted average of the term to 
maturity of the Council’s external debt 
is to be between 12 and 24 months

Since 17 June 2010:

The weighted average of the term to 
maturity of the Council’s external debt 
is to be between four and five years

As at 30 June 2010 the average term 
to maturity of the underlying loans 
was 10.5 months but the Westpac 
facility runs until 2013. This was 
brought within the 48-60 month policy 
target when interest rate swaps were 
transacted on 29 July 2010
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iNvESTmENT ObJECTivES 
aNd pOliCiES

ObJECTivE

The Council’s primary objectives for the investments the Council needs to 

effectively carry out its functions are to:

i. Protect the Council’s investments and ensure they are risk averse and 

secure; and

ii. ensure the investments benefit the Council’s ratepayers.

Policies supporting this are described in this section.

general policy on investments
The Council’s general policy on investments is that:

The Council may hold property, forestry, and equity investments if •	

there are strategic, economic or other valid reasons for example where 

it is the most appropriate way to administer a Council function

The Council will not be involved in investments for purely income •	

earning purposes except for short-term investment of surplus funds.  

In this case it will aim for maximum return for minimum risk

The Council will keep under review its approach to all major •	

investments, the viability of equities and the credit rating of approved 

financial instructions

The Council will review its policies on holding investments at least once •	

every three years.

result

The Council has followed these general policies throughout the year.
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SpECifiC pOliCiES
Port Nelson limited

Nelson City Council’s policy for Port Nelson is:

Retain the Council’s 50% ownership for the present•	

Review future options while still retaining community control of  •	

the port

Continue using Port Nelson dividends to ease the burden on ratepayers•	

Continue using any capital proceeds to reduce or replace debt.•	

result

The Council has retained 50% ownership and the results of the company’s 

operations are summarised on page 182.

Nelmac limited

The Council’s policy for Nelmac is to:

Retain ownership•	

Renew capital restructuring options with the intention of reducing the •	

Council’s exposure to risk

Negotiate an ongoing partnership agreement with Nelmac for the •	

provision of certain strategic services to the Council

Require Nelmac to compete directly with other providers of similar •	

services.

result

The Council has retained 100% ownership and the results of the company’s 

operations are summarised on page 183.

Nelson Airport limited

The Council’s policy for Nelson Airport is to:

Retain 50% ownership in a new airport company owned jointly with •	

Tasman District Council

The Council will pay for its share in the new company through external •	

borrowing.

result

Both polices were met when Nelson Airport limited commenced operations 

on 1 April 1999.
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Tourism Nelson Tasman limited  
(trading as Nelson Tasman Tourism)

The Council’s policy for Tourism Nelson Tasman limited (trading as Nelson 

Tasman Tourism) is to:

Enter into a contract of service with Tourism Nelson Tasman limited •	

(trading as Nelson Tasman Tourism) on a three-year rolling basis to 

establish a specified ‘floor level’ of funding, to help it promote tourism 

in the region, and

Consider the funding requirements for Tourism Nelson Tasman limited •	

(trading as Nelson Tasman Tourism) each year as part of its estimates 

and annual planning process, in case the ‘floor level’ funding needs 

increasing.

result

The Council has entered into a three-year funding agreement with Tourism 

Nelson Tasman limited (trading as Nelson Tasman Tourism).
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Summary Of iNdividual raTES 
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COuNCil iNfOrmaTiON

hOw TO CONTaCT uS

Customer service centre
The service centre is open from 8.30am to 5.00pm weekdays

Civic House, corner Halifax and Trafalgar St

110 Trafalgar Street

Nelson

Telephone: (03) 546 0200 24 hour, 7 day service

Fax: (03) 546 0239

website and email enquiries
Website:  www.nelsoncitycouncil.co.nz

Email:  enquiry@ncc.govt.nz

Correspondence
Written correspondence to the Council should be addressed to the Chief 

Executive, PO Box 645, Nelson 7040 or fax to (03) 546 0239.

attending a council meeting
Meetings are advertised in the live Nelson. Members of the public are 

welcome to attend meetings of the Council and its Standing and Special 

Committees. You could be asked to leave a meeting if Council needs to 

discuss a confidential topic. To do that, Council would pass a resolution to 

that effect, under the local government Official Information and Meetings 

Act 1987.

public forums
There is a Public Forum at the beginning of most ordinary Council meetings 

where up to 5 minutes will be available for members of the public to 

address the Committee on matters of concern. You need to book a time 

before the meeting by contacting Council servicing staff on (03) 546 0200.

deputations
groups or organisations may form a deputation to make a representation 

to a Council or Committee meeting. There is a formal procedure for such a 

presentation. A request for a deputation to appear, including the subject to 

be raised, needs to be made in writing at least 10 days before the meeting.

Contact Council servicing staff on (03) 546 0200.

petitions
The presentation of a petition to Council or its Standing Committees  

also has to conform to certain rules. Contact Council servicing staff on  

(03) 546 0200.
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NElSON CiTy COuNCillOrS 2007-2010

Top l-R: Cr Denise Henigan, Cr Aldo Miccio, Cr Ali Boswijk, Cr Ian Barker, Cr Pete Rainey, 

Cr graeme Thomas.

seated l-R: Cr gail Collingwood, Cr Mark Holmes, Chief Executive Keith Marshall,  

Mayor Kerry Marshall, Cr Rachel Reese (Deputy Mayor), Cr Alison McAlpine.

The two councillors absent are Cr Mike Cotton and Cr Derek Shaw.
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